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CHAPTER
Security in embedded
systems*
 6
J. Rosenberg
Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, MA, United States
1 NOT COVERED IN THIS CHAPTER
This chapter is about logical and network security (or lack thereof) of embedded

devices. The physical security of the environs of the embedded device is not touched

on here. In many situations, such as when the embedded devices are part of an

enterprise—used in manufacturing or part of some sort of infrastructure or part

of the financial operations (e.g., point of sale (POS) systems)—or when used in a

contained military vehicle like a submarine or bomber, the physical security of

the environment takes care of the embedded device. In situations where the embed-

ded device is just one of many Internet of things (IoT), physical security of one

device may not be vital but security of the whole array of devices is tied to the net-

work that connects them, we will be discussing network security for embedded

devices in this chapter. While the concept of denial of service (DoS) will be covered

here, it is difficult if not impossible for the embedded device itself to locally defend

itself against DoS attacks. Finally, where physical security of the embedded device

is of critical importance, but the device cannot be part of any large organizational

security infrastructure, an antitamper approach must be taken. Antitamper technol-

ogy equips the device with special hardware and software that makes sure the device

is, first, nonoperational when not in the hands of those authorized to possess it, and

second, refuses to give up any secrets it contains if the unauthorized parties in

possession try to tamper with the device in an attempt to steal its secrets. Perhaps

even more important, if a device is considered inherently secure, antitamper is

necessary to maintain that designation. We will only briefly cover antitamper as

it is a large topic unto itself but we will discuss how an embedded device can become

inherently secure in this chapter.
*Please visit the companion website http://booksite.elsevier.com/9780128024591 for part two of this

chapter which covers the following topics in detail: Important Security Concepts, Security And

Network Architecture, Software Vulnerability And Cyber Attacks, Security And Operating System

Architecture.
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2 MOTIVATION
2.1 WHAT IS SECURITY?
In the English language, security is defined as the state of being free from danger

or threat.

Consequently we lock our car. We like to walk along well-lit streets. Many of us

have alarm systems on our houses. Thanks to important banking laws enacted after the

depression, we trust the government to back up losses at our bank. We use credit cards

knowing that if they are stolenwe are not responsible for expenditures on them.We are

(mostly) free from danger or threat in our physical being and in our financial dealings.

But what happens when your house or car is broken into and your things are

stolen, or you hear footsteps behind you on a dark street, or your bank is hacked

and your identity is stolen? Understandably you have a visceral reaction. It feels like

you have been personally violated.

The early days of computer hacking was simply vandalism usually designed to

disable a computer. The first significant computer worm was The Morris worm of

Nov. 2, 1988. It was the first to be distributed via the Internet. And it was the first

to gain significant mainstream media attention. It also resulted in the first conviction

in the United States under the 1986 Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. It was written by

a graduate student at Cornell University, Robert Morris, and launched from MIT

(where he is now a full professor).

But as the stakes got higher and higher and people who wanted things that were

not theirs got more sophisticated in their programming skills, much bigger targets

were taken on including big corporations, public infrastructure, and the military.

We are talking about security of embedded systems in this chapter so let’s begin

with the fundamental principles on which computer security is based.
2.2 FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
Computer security is defined in terms of what is called the CIA triad: Confidentiality,

Integrity, and Availability [1]. Let’s take each concept in turn and list out the traits of

that principle.

2.2.1 Confidentiality
• Assurance that information is not disclosed to unauthorized individuals,

programs, or processes.

• Ensures that the necessary level of secrecy is enforced at each junction of data

processing and prevents unauthorized disclosure.

• Some information is more sensitive than other information and requires a higher

level of confidentiality.

• The military and intelligence organizations classify information according to

multilevel security designations such as Secret, Top Secret, and so forth that

require protection from disclosure.

• Individuals have personally identifiable information such as social security

numbers that also require protection from disclosure to unauthorized individuals.
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• Attacks against confidentiality perpetrated by individuals tend to be about

personal gain, so they go after credit card numbers that they use themselves or sell

on the black market.

• On the other hand, Nation States may be after corporate confidential information

like plans for a new fighter jet or national or corporate secrets.

• Either individuals, corporations, or government information may be the target

of insider attacks, who have a variety of motives for accessing information they

are not authorized to.

2.2.2 Integrity
• Assures that the accuracy and reliability of information and systems are

maintained and any unauthorized modification is prevented.

• Must make sure data, resources, are not altered in an unauthorized fashion.

• Modification of data on disk, or in transit would violate integrity.

• Modification of any programs, computer systems, and network connections

would also violate integrity.

• Vandals may try to change or destroy data just to create confusion or fear.

• Nation states may try to change data to affect outcomes beneficial to them.

The military would fear an attack that changes battlefield recognizance

information or command directives. These would be integrity attacks.

2.2.3 Availability
• Ensures reliability and timely access to data and resources to authorized

individuals.

• Information systems to be useful at all must be available for use in a timely

manner so productivity is not affected.

• A system that loses connectivity to its database would become useless to

most users.

• A system that runs so slowly that users cannot get their work done becomes

useless as well.

• Denial of service attacks have a wide variety of forms but all tend to keep

some aspect of a system so busy responding to the DoS traffic that it no longer

functions for its legitimate users.

Computer security is necessary because there are threats. The best way to think about

what types of security is needed is to establish a model for those threats. This will get

us into some basic vocabulary that is used to describe threats.
2.3 THREAT MODEL
Key vocabulary used in security discussions includes “vulnerability,” “threat,”

“risk,” and “exposure,” which would create a lot of confusion if they are really

the same thing; which they are not. We will define them here and, more impor-

tantly, we will define a threat model in terms of how these concepts interact with

each other.
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2.3.1 Vulnerability
A vulnerability is a software, hardware, procedural, or human weakness that pro-

vides a hacker an open door to a network or computer system to gain unauthor-

ized access to resources in the environment. Weak passwords, lax physical

security, unmatched applications, an open port on a firewall, or bugs in software

enable an attacker to leverage that flaw to gain access to the computer that soft-

ware is running on. The Heartbleed bug was a vulnerability deployed on 66% of

servers on the Internet [2] (not counting email, chat or VPN servers, or any

embedded devices) created by a programmer’s failure to verify the bounds of

a buffer that allowed unlimited external access to a server’s internal memory.

For years, the vast majority of home wireless access points were shipped with

the administration password of “password” and most users never changed that

creating a huge vulnerability.
2.3.2 Threat
A threat is a potential danger to information or systems. The danger is that someone

or something will identify a specific vulnerability and use it against the company or

individual. A hacker or attacker coming into a network from across the internet is a

threat agent. The entity that takes advantage of a vulnerability is a threat agent.

A threat agent might be an intruder accessing the system through an open port

on firewall. Or it could be a process accessing data in a way that violates security

policy. An employee making a mistake that exposes confidential information is an

(inadvertent) threat agent. The insider who, for their own reasons, wants to cause

harm or steal information taking advantage of their insider access privileges is a

threat agent.
2.3.3 Risk
Risk is the likelihood of a threat agent being able to take advantage of a vulnerability

and the operational impact if they do. Risk ties together the vulnerability, threat and

likelihood of exploitation to the resulting operational loss. If firewall ports are open,

if users are not educated on proper procedures, if an intrusion detection system is not

installed or configured correctly, risk goes up. If a known vulnerability is not

addressed, risk goes up because bad guys pay attention to discovered vulnerabilities,

they did not discover themselves.
2.3.4 Asset
Assets can be physical, information, monetary, or reputation. A physical asset

includes computers, network equipment, or attached peripherals. Information assets

are things such as customer data, proprietary information, and secret information.

Monetary assets include the fines or direct expenses from a breach or loss of stock

value in the stock market. And reputation asset is what is lost due to the poor per-

ceptions of a company that has suffered a high visibility breach.
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2.3.5 Exposure
Exposure is an instance of being subjected to losses or asset damage from a threat

agent. A vulnerability exposes an organization to possible damages. Just as failure

to have working fire sprinklers exposes an organization not only to fire danger but

also losses of physical assets and potential liabilities, poor password management

exposes an organization to password capture by threat agents who would then gain

unauthorized access to systems and information.
2.3.6 Safeguard
A safeguard (or countermeasure) mitigates potential risk. It could be software, hard-

ware, configurations, or procedures that eliminate a vulnerability or reduce likeli-

hood a threat agent will be able to exploit a vulnerability.

The relationships between all of these concepts form a threat model: A threat

agent creates a threat, which exploits a vulnerability that leads to a risk that can dam-

age an asset and causes an exposure, which can be remedied through a safeguard or

countermeasure.

If no one and nothing had access to our computers and networks we would be

done with this discussion and this would be a very short chapter. Threats exist

because there is access (usually through a network a system is connected to but also

even when a system is air-gapped), so the next thing we need to include, when think-

ing about what security is, has to be access control. Readers who are aware of

embedded systems that are not connected to any network or are on a network that

is air-gapped from any network, where threat agents are active and think those

devices are safe from threat just need to remember how Stuxnet was able to destroy

2000 uranium processing centrifuges that were air-gapped from the Internet.
2.4 ACCESS CONTROL
Fundamental to security is controlling how resources are accessed. A subject is an

active entity that requests interaction with an object. An object is a passive entity

that contains information. Access is the flow of information between a subject

and an object. Access controls are security features that control how subjects and

objects communicate and interact with each other.
2.4.1 Identification
All access control, and all of security for that matter, hinges onmaking sure with high

confidence we know who is requesting access to a resource. If everyone can claim to

be Barack Obama and gains access as such, there is little hope we will have much

security in our systems. Identification is the method for ensuring that a subject is the

entity it claims to be. Once an authoritative body has accepted the entity is who they

say they are, that information is mapped to something that can be used to claim that

identity such as a login user name or account number.
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2.4.2 Authentication
A weakness in most systems is that identification is quite easy to spoof. Stronger

defense against what are called social engineering attacks requires a second piece

of the credential beyond identification such as password, passphrase, cryptographic

key, personal identification number, anatomical attribute (biometric), token, or

answers to a set of shared secrets.

2.4.3 Authorization
Authorization asks the question: Does the subject have the necessary rights and priv-

ileges to carry out the requested actions? If so, the subject is authorized to proceed.

2.4.4 Accountability
Keeping track by identity of what each subject did in the system is called account-

ability. It is used for forensics, to detect attacks, and to support auditing.

Clearly, different organizations have different needs when it comes to security.

The national intelligence and defense organizations need to protect confidential,

secret, and top secret information in separate buckets and people without sufficient

clearance must never be allowed to see higher level information. A bank must not

allow customer social security numbers to get to unauthorized individuals. These

are examples of security policies.
2.5 SECURITY POLICY
A security policy is an overall statement of intent that dictates what role security

plays within the organization. Security policies can be organizational policies,

issue-specific policies, or system-specific policies, or a combination of all of these.

Security policies might:

• identify assets the organization considers valuable;

• state company goals and objectives pertaining to security;

• outline personal responsibility of individuals within the organization;

• define the scope and function of a security team;

• outline the organization’s planned response to an incident including public

relations, customer relations, or government relations; and

• outline the company’s response to legal, regulatory, and standards of due care.
2.6 WHY CYBER?
Cyber is short for cybernetics. It is used as an adjective defined as: of, relating to, or

characteristic of the culture of computers, information technology, and virtual real-

ity. That doesn’t really explain why it started to be used so heavily because it was a

simple substitution for Information Technology or Computers or even Internet. The
best answer might just be that it sounds cool and the media tend to drive the popular

terminology. Whatever the reason, our subject is now described by the terms

cyber-security, cyber-attacks, and cyber-threats.
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2.7 WHY IS SECURITY IMPORTANT?
Security has become vitally important because of the critical nature of what our com-

puters and networks do now compared to two or even one generation ago. For

instance, they run the electric grid. On Aug. 14, 2003, shortly after 2 p.m. Eastern

Daylight Time, a high-voltage power line in northern Ohio brushed against some

overgrown trees and shut down—a fault, as it’s known in the power industry. The

line had softened under the heat of the high current coursing through it. Normally,

the problem would have tripped an alarm in the control room of FirstEnergy Corpo-

ration, an Ohio-based utility company, but the alarm system failed due to a software

bug—a vulnerability. (Here the threat agent was Mother Nature not a hacker.) All

told, 50 million people lost power for up to 2 days in the biggest blackout in North

American history. The event contributed to at least 11 deaths and cost an estimated

$6 billion. The entire power grid is vulnerable to determined hackers and a nation-

wide blackout—according to the Wall Street Journal quoting US intelligence

sources, nation-states have penetrated the US power grid [3].

Similarly, computers control our water supply. EPA advisories have outlined the

risk of cyber attack and its consequences. Our drinking water and wastewater utilities

depend heavily on computer networks and automated control systems to operate and

monitor processes such as treatment, testing, and movement of water. These indus-

trial control systems (ICSs) have improved drinking water and wastewater services

and increased their reliability. However, this reliance on ICSs, such as supervisory

control and data acquisition (SCADA) embedded devices, has left the Water Sector

like other interdependent critical infrastructures, including energy, transportation,

and food and agriculture, vulnerable to targeted cyber attacks or accidental cyber

events. A cyber attack causing an interruption to drinking water and wastewater ser-

vices could erode public confidence, or worse, produce significant panic or public

health and economic consequences. In factories producing chemicals, processing

food, and manufacturing products, every valve, pump, and motor has the same sort

of ICS processor control and monitoring embedded system each one of which is

highly susceptible to cyber attack.

Transportation systems, air traffic control (ATC), airplanes themselves, trains,

ships, even our cars have dozens of processors in them and many of those are in

embedded systems with little or no physical protection from cyber attack. Havoc

of disruption to our air, train, ship, or road-based transportation would have a signif-

icant impact on our economy and society. Transportation represents 12% of the GDP,

it is highly visible and most citizens are dependent on it. Just if GPS went down it

would shut downmost of the above systems. You just have to see what happens when

one stoplight is out and multiply that by tens of thousands just for autotransportation.

The stock market and commodity trading systems use thousands of embedded

systems to function. A major disruption to the stock market stops the flow of invest-

ment capital and thus could shut down the economy.

Besides these major systems, other segments of the economy that are heavily

dependent on highly vulnerable embedded systems include financial systems

including POS, e-commerce, and inventory. Twenty percent of the economy is
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health-related including hospitals, medical devices, and even insurance companies.

While not life-critical, the entertainment segment is big business and an important

aspect of life including movies, TV, cable systems, satellite TV, video games, music,

audio, and e-books.

Increasingly, our homes and all the devices in them such as thermostats, washers,

dryers, stoves, microwaves, and even newer toasters are all controlled by embedded

systems; they are all part of the trend toward an IoT.

Perhaps the heaviest user of embedded systems to date is our military. Military

systems from satellites, to weapons systems, to command & control (C&C) are

heavily dependent on embedded processors. Recent hacks against Central Com-

mand, the Office of Personnel Management (not an embedded device attack), and

hundreds not reported, point to the danger.

And of course, the Internet and World Wide Web themselves are controlled by

millions of embedded devices. Designed to withstand a direct nuclear hit, the Internet

is indeed very resilient but never was the cyber attacking envisioned or planned for

and no mechanisms to help defend against them were ever designed in. In fact, the

entire Web is designed to help the attackers with ways to hide their tracks, dynam-

ically change IP addresses, and to anonymize their location and attack paths.

Let’s talk some more about the IoT because this is the future of embedded devices

and represents a huge potential source of vulnerabilities.What is the IoT andwhat is the

vision? Currently there are 9 billion interconnected devices, which is expected to reach

24 billion devices by 2020. This next major expansion of our computing base will be

outside the realm of the traditional desktop andwill sit squarely in the embedded device

space. In the IoTparadigm,manyof theobjects that surrounduswill beon thenetwork in

one form or another. Radio frequency identification (RFID) and sensor network tech-

nologies will represent a major portion of the sensors that will drive the IoT expansion.

Many new types of sensors will be part of the IoT including smart healthcare sensors,

smart antennas, enhanced RFID sensors, RFID applied to retail, smart grid, and

household metering sensors, smart traffic sensors, and many others. IoT will have

major implications for privacy concerns and impressive new levels of big data stor-

age, management, analytics and, yes, security. IoTwill be such a large market oppor-

tunity that it is the latest “gold rush” and companies are rushing new products to

market as fast as possible with very little attention being paid to innate security.

The hackersmust be rubbing their hands in anticipation of their coming opportunities.
2.8 WHY ARE CYBER ATTACKS SO PREVALENT AND GROWING?
In 2014, companies reported 42.8 million detected attacks (the number unreported is

probably at least as much) worldwide, a 48% year-over-year increase [4]. Some

nation-states who are sometimes considered “adversaries” of the US have acknowl-

edged they have large teams of cyber warriors [5]. But there are a lot of factors that

have contributed to the exponential growth of cyber attacks. We identify a few of

those here. The rapid growth and severity of incidents is stunning. Over 220,000

new malware variants appear every day according to AV-TEST. The number of
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new malware programs has rapidly grown over the last 10 years to exceed 140

million per year.
Source: AV-TEST, https://www.av-test.org.
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2.8.1 Mistakes in software
Mistakes are a big part of how cyber attackers ply their trade. Programmersmake amis-

take, that becomes a bug in an application and the cyber attackers exploit that bug as a

cyber vulnerability. Many mistakes in the software in the SCADA controllers, and the

Windows-based systems commonly used to program them, were leveraged to destroy

2000centrifuges in the2008Stuxnet attack.Similarly, itwasmistakes invarious aspects

of the systems at Sony, Target, HomeDepot, and hundreds of others that allowed those

famouscyberattacks toproceed.Stuxnet, however, is inanewclassofdangerousattacks

designed to destroy physical assets from across the Internet but this category also

includes theShamoonattackonSaudiAramco thatdestroyed30,000desktopcomputers

and in late 2014 hackers struck an unnamed steel mill in Europe. They did so bymanip-

ulating and disrupting control systems to such a degree that a blast furnace could not be

properly shut down, resulting in “massive”—though unspecified—damage.

According to Lloyd’s of London, businesses lose $400B per year due to cyber

attacks but due to potential lawsuits and liability issues, much cybercrime goes unre-

ported and so is presumably much higher than $400B. According to the US Depart-

ment of Homeland Security, about 90% of security breaches originate from defects in

software. The embedded processors in mobile devices and the applications built for

them are becoming the most common vector of attack on companies. These mobile

apps typically have poor security because developers rush to bring them to market

https://www.av-test.org
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before properly implementing security protocols. More on software bugs and vulner-

abilities to cyber attack is discussed later in this chapter.

2.8.2 Opportunity scale created by the Internet
The sheer size of the Internet, the existence of malcontents, determined nation-state

adversaries, and the financial gains now possible from cyber attacks, are all reasons

for growth of cyber crime.

Size of the Internet as measured by domains is 271 M, [6] servers, and as measured

by users is 3.17B users.1 There has been an exponential explosion of smart phones that

are Internet connected. In 2015, there were 2B smart phone users worldwide and that is

expected to grow to over 6B by 2020.1 GE estimates the “Industrial Internet” has the

potential to add $10 to $15 trillion2 to global GDP over the next 20 years. Cisco states

that its forecast for the economic value of the IoT is $19 trillion3 in the year 2020.

2.8.3 Changing nature of the adversaries
The first cyber-criminals were purely vandals. The previous generation’s graffiti is

hacking into a site and scribbling on their home page. There is an aspect of Haves

vs. Have-nots on the Internet where the have-nots can be across borders and oceans

and still attack the rich people in the rich countries. Thus phase two of cyber-crime

became identity theft and wholesale thefts of credit cards which are re-sold as in

the Target POS credit card theft. This phase also included a rash of cyber-ransom

attacks against individuals and small businesses. Meanwhile increasing steadily are

the actions of nation-states, where the aim is to steal secrets and to obtain an advan-

tageous posture for a future action that will include cyber-war as part of an overall

strategy. These nation states steal identities of government employees, and contractors

in order to blackmail individuals into turning over secrets, they are behind Flame—an

attack against the embedded devices in personal computers (e.g., Keyboard, micro-

phone, camera)—whosemission is espionage and is considered bymany to be themost

complex malware ever found. The US’s main adversaries have penetrated critical

infrastructure and have, it is believed, left behind mechanisms allowing them to take

action against that infrastructure when it suits their overall aims.

2.8.4 Financial gain opportunities
The Target attack, enabled by the HVAC-contractor vulnerability, ultimately com-

promised the POS systems where consumer’s credit cards are swiped. The foreign

organized crime hackers who perpetrated the attack were highly enriched by their

ability to resell those credit cards on the black market [7]. Those stolen cards were

being offered at “card shops” starting at $20 each, up to more than $100. Between 1
and 3 million of those credit cards were ultimately sold on the black market, raising

an estimated $53.7 million for the hackers.4 The attack costs Target $148 million,
1Statistica.
2General Electric Corporation.
3World Economic Forum.
4Newsweek.
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and costs credit card issuers institutions $200 million. The CEO lost his job and com-

pany profits fell 46% the quarter after the breach.

2.8.5 Ransomware
Ransomware is malware that locks your keyboard or computer to prevent you from

accessing your data until you pay a ransom, usually demanded in Bitcoin. The digital

extortion racket is not new—it’s been around since about 2005, but attackers have

greatly improved on the scheme with the development of ransom cryptoware, which

encrypts your files using a private key that only the attacker possesses, instead of

simply locking your keyboard or computer.

It is not the case that ransomware just affects desktop machines or laptops; it also

targets mobile phones and if it became more lucrative, the IoT would be next (think:

control of your Nest thermostat during very cold weather).

Symantec gained access to a C&Cl server used by the CryptoDefense malware

and got a glimpse of the hackers’ haul based on transactions for two Bitcoin

addresses the attackers used to receive ransoms. Out of 5700 computers infected with

the malware in a single day, about 3% of victims appeared to shell out for the ransom.

At an average of $200 per victim, Symantec estimated that the attackers hauled in at

least $34,000 that day. Extrapolating from this, they would have earned more than

$394,000 in a month. This was based on data from just one command server and two

Bitcoin addresses; the attackers were likely using multiple servers and Bitcoin

addresses for their operation.

Conservatively, at least $5 million is extorted from ransomware victims each

year. But forking over funds to pay the ransom doesn’t guarantee attackers will

be true to their word and victims will be able to access their data again. In many

cases, Symantec reports, this doesn’t occur.

2.8.6 Industrial espionage
Worldwide, around 50,000 companies a day are thought to come under cyberattack

with the rate estimated as doubling each year. One of the means perpetrators use to

conduct industrial espionage is by exploiting vulnerabilities in computer software.

Malware and spyware as a tool for industrial espionage, are designed to transmit dig-

ital copies of trade secrets, customer plans, future plans and contacts. Newer forms of

malware include devices which surreptitiously switch on mobile phones camera and

recording devices and in some cases, to monitor every keystroke at the keyboard.

Operation Aurora was a series of cyber attacks conducted by advanced persistent

threats such as the Elderwood Group based in Asia [8]. The attack has been aimed at

dozens of organizations, including Adobe Systems, Juniper Networks, Rackspace,

Yahoo, Symantec, Northrop Grumman, Morgan Stanley, and Dow Chemical. The

primary goal of the attack5 was to gain access to and potentially modify source code

repositories at these high tech, security and defense contractor companies. The

Source Code Management systems were found to be wide open even though these
5McAfee.
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were the crown jewels of these companies, in many ways more valuable than any

financial or personally identifiable data that they may have and spend so much time

and effort protecting.

2.8.7 Transformation into cyber warfare
Since 2010, when the cyberweapon Stuxnet was finally understood—and the damage

a cyber attack could affect was fully absorbed—it has become clear that cyberwar-

fare was possible. At the very least, if not used as a weapon directly, cyber attacks

were now part of any adversarial nation’s foreign policy. The target most frequently

cited is our critical infrastructure which in general is heavily dependent on embedded

systems such as programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and SCADA controllers.

This is exactly what Stuxnet targeted. And this is why this chapter is so important.
2.9 WHY ISN’T OUR SECURITY APPROACH WORKING?
Why hasn’t what we’ve been doing been working to stop or even slow the relentless

cyber attacking? We have really smart people; the inventiveness of our cyber secu-

rity people is legend. We have created firewalls, intrusion detection systems, anom-

aly sleuthing, virus scanners, schemes to make an application morph itself into a

different application to fool attackers, and every possible piece of software protec-

tion these brilliant people can invent, and still the attack frequency and seriousness

goes up year after year.

We are living in a time of inherent in-security and there is nothing that seems to

be working to slow things down much less fix the problem. One reason even experts

seem to be throwing up their hands is that the assumption is that our computer sys-

tems are so complex that it is impossible to design them without vulnerabilities to

cyber attacks.

Therefore, the best we can do, it seems, is to: build virtual walls around our net-

works using firewalls and intrusion detection systems, then constantly run virus scan-

ning tools on every computer on those networks to look for known attack signatures,

patch our operating systems, applications, firmware, and even those security systems

(they have bugs too) once a week or so, and then what, pray?

Perimeters are known to be very porous. In fact, hackers like to joke that enter-

prise networks look like some kind of candy: crunchy on the outside but soft and

chewy on the inside. That’s because if they do penetrate the perimeter they are in

and once in, they can pretty much move through the network and operate at will.

In fact, one of the problems has become those perimeter systems themselves. They

tend to run at a very high privilege level and because they are very large they have a

corresponding number of bugs and those bugs are the entry point for the hackers.

Patching is a particularly ineffective strategy for addressing cyber physical and other

embedded systems because they can be much harder to reach, they tend to be long-

lived and specialized, some are not on a network, and they substantially increase the

attack surface of the environment with more patches to deliver and more opportuni-

ties for failure to protect.
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It is important to remember that signature scanning and patching are only done

after an attack has been identified and isolated. This is like waiting to lock your doors

until after your neighbors have had a theft. What is most damning about patching’s

effectiveness is that we have found that common vulnerabilities and exposures

(CVEs) [9] that were found between 1999 and 2011 represented 75% of the exploits

reported in 2014. That’s as much as 15 years since a vulnerability was reported with-

out being patched [10].
2.9.1 Asymmetrical
A DARPA review of 9000 distinct pieces of malware in 2010 found that the average

size of each independent attack component was only 125 lines of code. Meanwhile,

the defensive systems enterprises use to protect their systems including intrusion

detection continue to grow and some of these systems have reached 10 million lines

of code. That is so complex—and these systems by nature have to have privileged

access to the systems they are protecting—that they have become a desirable target

for attack. Like all software, the larger it is the more bugs it has. Steve Maguire in his

book Writing Secure Code found that across all deployed software regardless of

application domain or programming language, one finds between 15 and 50 bugs

per thousand lines of code (abbreviated KLOC). Rough estimates have been

suggested that 10% of all bugs are potential cyber vulnerabilities. Given this, a

10-million lines of code defensive system has 150,000 bugs at best and potentially

15,000 security vulnerabilities that could enable an attacker entry into the network

and all the systems the defensive system was designed to protect.
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Malware over almost a 25-year span has remained at about 125 lines of code mea-

sured over 9000 samples. But in that same period, defensive systems have gotten
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increasing more complex to the point where they are over 10 million lines of code.

Since studies have shown that there are consistently 15 bugs per KLOC, this means

the threat and we are diverging. Figure credit DARPA.

2.9.2 Architectural flaws
The crux of the matter is that we are losing the cyber war mostly because the archi-

tecture of our computer processors has no support for cybersecurity, so it is practi-

cally child’s play to attack them and have them do the bad guys bidding. No matter

what virus protection, firewalls, or number of patches we apply, software is written

by people and people cannot write perfect software, so vulnerabilities will always

exist in any reasonably complex software. Bad guys are smart, they are patient,

and they can win with very simple attack software.

Our legacy processor architectures are built around what many in the cyber secu-

rity community call “Raw Seething Bits.” That is their description of what it means

to have a single undifferentiated memory, where there is no indication what each

word in that memory is. There is no way to tell—and most importantly, no way

for the processor to tell—if a word is an instruction or an integer or a pointer to a

block of memory storing data. There is an important reason processors started out

having a single undifferentiated memory: it was simple to build. Simple was impor-

tant when logic was performed by vacuum tubes or, a bit later, by just a few really

expensive transistors: it was easier and cheaper to build.

That architecture—still in use in all our computing devices whether servers, lap-

tops, or embedded devices—is Von Neumann’s 1945 stored-program computer (see

Fig. 1). Having worked out the simplest architecture that worked, the industry started

to perfect it, made transistors smaller and smaller, and ultimately started to see a trend
Central processing unit

Output
device

Input
device

Control unit

Arithmetic/logic unit

Memory unit

FIG. 1

The Von Neumann processor architecture.
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that became known as Moore’s Law take hold. Moore’s Law stated that every 18th

month the number of transistors occupying the same area would double. In fact the

reason for the explosion of the Internet, mobile devices, the coming IoT, and informa-

tion processing in general, is Moore’s Law leveraging this simple architecture and

driven by a mantra of smaller, cheaper, faster. Moore’s Law has given us an iPhone

more powerful than all computers NASA owned when it landed men on the moon.

Transistors are now incredibly cheap, and while Moore’s Law may have reached its

limit, the 2000 transistors for the first microprocessor in 1971 has become 5.5 billion

transistors in the current model. Ironically, it’s the connectedness of everything

enabled by Moore’s Law that has made cyber threats so prevalent and so serious.

In 1945, VonNeumann and others described a simple but powerful processor archi-

tecture with a single internal memory. This architecture continues to dominate the

architecture of processors in billions of devices today. This single memory where

instructions, data, pointers, and all the data structures needed by an application are

stored with noway to tell what is what. It is this memory sometimes called “raw, seeth-

ing bits” that prevents the processor from cooperating with the program to enforce

security. Figure under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 byKapooht.

As our processors became much more powerful and sophisticated, people began

to trust them to protect increasingly valuable things. As processor power made more

things possible, people’s expectations also grew and so software size has grown

exponentially to keep up. All the while programming languages like C and C++ con-

tinued to provide direct access to the “raw, seething bits” of memory without man-

ifest identity, types, boundaries, or permissions to help explain what each word in

memory was for. Even Java—12 years newer than C++ and 23 years newer than

C—which was designed to be safer and more helpful to the programmer, retains

the C/C++ risks because it builds on libraries written in C and C++ and that unsound

foundation leaves it vulnerable to bugs and attacks. This has left everything up to the

programmer. When programming in C/C++/Java, the default is unsafe. As we have

seen, a buffer when allocated does not protect itself from being overwritten; the pro-

grammer always has to do extra work (write more code) to make it safe. This is not so

much the fault of the programming language as it is of things below the level of the

language the programmer is writing in. It is this undefined behavior of the language,

where most of the problems (which become cyber vulnerabilities) arise.

As cybersecurity started to become a concern, there were important constraints

that had to be enforced in every program by every programmer to avoid cyber attack.

But those vital constraints would only be enforced when every programmer got

everything right on every single line of code. Any single mistake could become a

vulnerability and sink the ship.

2.9.3 Software complexity—many vulnerabilities
NISTmaintains a list of the unique software vulnerabilities (see https://nvd.nist.gov).

Across all the world’s software, whenever a vulnerability is found that has not been

identified anywhere before, it is added to this list. As of this writing, that list was

approaching 76,000 unique vulnerabilities. This means attackers have 76,000 things

https://nvd.nist.gov
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they can leverage to compromise the systems they attack. Vulnerabilities are how

attackers get in. Bugs (or weaknesses) are how the software is written so that vulner-

abilities are created.

The common weakness enumeration list contains a rank ordering of software

errors (bugs) that can lead to a cyber vulnerability. Top 25 most dangerous software

errors is a list of the most widespread and critical errors that can lead to serious vul-

nerabilities in software. They are often easy to find, and easy to exploit. They are

dangerous because they will frequently allow attackers to completely take over

the software, steal data, or prevent the software from working at all.
Rank
 Score
 ID
 Name
[1]
 93.8
 CWE-89
 Improper neutralization of special elements used in
an SQL command (“SQL injection”)
[2]
 83.3
 CWE-78
 Improper neutralization of special elements used in
an OS command (“OS command injection”)
[3]
 79.0
 CWE-120
 Buffer copy without checking size of input (“Classic
buffer overflow”)
[4]
 77.7
 CWE-79
 Improper neutralization of input during web page
generation (“Cross-site scripting”)
[5]
 76.9
 CWE-306
 Missing authentication for critical function
[6]
 76.8
 CWE-862
 Missing authorization
[7]
 75.0
 CWE-798
 Use of hard-coded credentials
[8]
 75.0
 CWE-311
 Missing encryption of sensitive data
[9]
 74.0
 CWE-434
 Unrestricted upload of file with dangerous type
[10]
 73.8
 CWE-807
 Reliance on untrusted inputs in a security decision
[11]
 73.1
 CWE-250
 Execution with unnecessary privileges
[12]
 70.1
 CWE-352
 Cross-site request forgery
[13]
 69.3
 CWE-22
 Improper limitation of a pathname to a restricted
directory (“path traversal”)
[14]
 68.5
 CWE-494
 Download of code without integrity check
[15]
 67.8
 CWE-863
 Incorrect authorization
[16]
 66.0
 CWE-829
 Inclusion of functionality from untrusted control
sphere
[17]
 65.5
 CWE-732
 Incorrect permission assignment for critical resource
[18]
 64.6
 CWE-676
 Use of potentially dangerous function
[19]
 64.1
 CWE-327
 Use of broken or risky cryptographic algorithm
[20]
 62.4
 CWE-131
 Incorrect calculation of buffer size
[21]
 61.5
 CWE-307
 Improper restriction of excessive authentication
attempts
[22]
 61.1
 CWE-601
 URL redirection to untrusted site (“open redirect”)
[23]
 61.0
 CWE-134
 Uncontrolled format string
[24]
 60.3
 CWE-190
 Integer overflow or wraparound
[25]
 59.9
 CWE-759
 Use of a one-way hash without a salt
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Rank ordered by a score based on factors including technical impact, attack surface,

and environmental factors as determined by NIST and MITRE who maintain the list.

Each item in the list has its ID listed with it for cross-reference to the list maintained

at http://cwe.mitre.org.

Layer upon layer of software increases the “attack surfaces” that attackers can

probe for weaknesses. Every layer is subject to the same 15–50 bugs per KLOC

and the corresponding exploitable vulnerabilities. This has led many to conclude that

while perimeters are absolutely necessary to keep the vandals and script-kiddies out,

they are far from sufficient to keep out the determined and sophisticated hackers that

nation-states now deploy.

2.9.4 Complacence, fear, no regulatory pressure to act
Another factor making today’s security strategies not work is the simple fact that it is

too easy to do nothing. There is the erroneous thinking that systems that are air-

gapped are safe (the Stuxnet SCADA controllers were air-gapped). There is the fear

and hoping that someone else gets hacked instead of you. In almost all situations for

embedded systems there are few if any regulations that force one to act combined

with a competitive environment that makes one not want to be first as it cuts into

profit margins. The regulations we do have are mostly advisory in nature and have

no teeth to require industry to act. It is a situation that is heading for a major catas-

trophe before serious action is taken.

2.9.5 Lack of expertise
Finally, security is not working for a huge number of organizations—especially

smaller ones—simply because these organizations are not experts at IT, and expect-

ing them to be on the cutting edge of IT security is totally unreasonable. Even if they

outsource their IT function to a supposed expert, the IT outsourcing companies that

service small organizations are themselves small businesses that cannot keep pace

with the rapid change in the cybersecurity domain.
2.10 WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE IoT SECURITY?
The IoT is an extremely fast growing area with many established companies building

products. But many of the companies are small startups trying to leverage this brand

new market into a business. Projections by Cisco and others predict 50 billion con-

nected IoT devices by 2020. There are lots of old products that are getting this “new”

name IoT such as routers and home devices. New or old, companies participating in

IoT have very little time to get a product to market so they do whatever they have to,

to get their first products to market in the least amount of time. Products in the IoT

space have to be inexpensive, so margins are thin and all participants—large and

small companies—cut corners and build products that are powered by specialized

computer chips made by companies such as Broadcom, Qualcomm, and Marvell.

These chips are cheap, and the profit margins slim. Aside from price, the way pro-

cessor manufacturers differentiate themselves from each other is by features and

http://cwe.mitre.org
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bandwidth. They typically put a version of the Linux operating system onto the chips,

as well as a bunch of other open-source and proprietary components and drivers.

They do as little engineering as possible before shipping, and there’s little incentive

to update their systems until absolutely necessary.

The system manufacturers—usually original device manufacturers (ODMs) who

often don’t get their brand name on the finished product—choose a chip based on

price and features, and then build their IoT device such as a router or server, or some-

thing else. They tend not to do a lot of engineering either. The brand-name company

on the box adds a user interface perhaps a few new features, they run batteries of tests

to make sure everything works, and then they are done, too.

The problem with this process is that no one entity has any time, margin room (or

maybe any cash at all), expertise, or even ability to patch the software once it is

shipped. The chip manufacturer is busy shipping the next version of the chip. The

ODM is busy upgrading its product to work with this next chip. Maintaining the older

chips and products is just not a priority. But the situation with the software is worse.

Much of the software is old, even when the device is new. It is common in home

routers that the software components are 4–5 years older than the device. The min-

imum age of the Linux operating system is around 4 years. The minimum age of the

Samba file system software is 6 years. They may have had all the security patches

applied, but most likely not. No one has that job or has made it a priority. Some IoT

components are so old that they’re no longer being patched. This patching is espe-

cially important because security vulnerabilities are found more easily as

systems age.

To make matters worse, it’s often impossible to patch the software or upgrade the

components to the latest version. Often, the complete source code isn’t available.

They’ll have the source code to Linux and any other open-source components but

many of the device drivers and other components are just “binary blobs” with no

source code at all. That’s the most pernicious part of the problem: one can’t patch

code that is just binary.

Even when a patch is possible, it’s rarely applied. Users usually have to manually

download and install relevant patches. But since users never get alerted about secu-

rity updates, and don’t have the expertise to manually administer these devices, it

doesn’t happen. Sometimes the ISPs have the ability to remotely patch routers

and modems, but this is also rare.

The result is hundreds of millions of devices that have been sitting on the Internet,

unpatched and insecure, for the last 5–10 years. Devices that have not been on the

Internet are being put on it and hackers are taking notice. When TrackingPoint

enabled their self-aiming rifles for Wi-Fi, hackers wasted no time in hacking in

and re-aiming the rifle and firing it remotely [11]. Similarly, when the skateboard

company Boosted brought a remote-controlled powered skateboard to market and

failed to encrypt the Bluetooth communications, hackers simply took control and

could make a board going 20 miles an hour suddenly stop ejecting its rider [12]. Mal-

ware DNS Changer attacks home routers as well as computers. In a South American

country, 4.5 million DSL routers were compromised for purposes of financial fraud.
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Last month, Symantec reported on a Linux worm that targets routers, cameras, and

other embedded devices.

This is only the beginning. What we will see soon are some easy-to-use hacker

tools and once we do the script kiddies and vandals will get into the game.

All the new IoT devices will only make this problem worse, as the Internet—as

well as our homes and bodies—becomes flooded with new embedded devices that

will be equally poorly maintained and unpatchable. Still, routers and modems pose

the biggest problem because they are: between users and the Internet so turning them

off is usually not an option; more powerful and more general in function than other

embedded devices; the one 24/7 computing device in the house, and therefore a nat-

ural place for lots of new features.

We were here before with personal computers, and we fixed the problem by dis-

closing vulnerabilities which forced vendors to fix the problem. But that approach

won’t work the same way with embedded systems. The scale is different today: more

devices, more vulnerability, viruses spreading faster on the Internet, and less tech-

nical expertise on both the vendor and the user sides. Plus, as we have shown, we

now have vulnerabilities that are impossible to patch. We have a formula for disaster:

huge numbers of devices all connected to the Internet, more functionality in devices

with a lack of updates, a pernicious market dynamic that has inhibited updates and

prevented anyone else from updating, and a sophisticated hacker community chomp-

ing at the bit for this green field opportunity.

Fixing this has to become a priority before a disaster. We need better designs that

start with security and don’t build them in on the third or fourth revision, or never.

Automatic and very secure update mechanisms—now that all these devices are going

to be connected to the Internet—are essential as well.
2.11 ATTACKS AGAINST EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
Embedded systems face distinct challenges separate from networked IT systems.

Conventional protective strategies are insufficient to mitigate current cyber vulner-

abilities. Most organizations do not currently have sufficient embedded system

expertise to provide long-term vulnerability mitigation against the adaptive threat

we are seeing. While there is no silver-bullet solution, there are a broad-based set

of immediate actions that can significantly mitigate embedded system cyber risk

above and beyond basic hygiene:

1. Employ digital signatures and code signing to ensure software integrity of new

applications and all updates. Require future systems to cryptographically verify

all software and firmware as it is loaded onto embedded devices.

2. Mandate inclusion of software assurance tools/processes and independent

verification and validation using appropriate standards as part of future system

development. Use best commercial code tools and languages available.

3. Employ hardware/software isolation and randomization to reduce embedded

cyber risk and improve software agility even for highly integrated systems.
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4. Improve and build organizational cyber skills and capabilities for embedded

systems.

5. Protect design/development information (e.g., Source code repositories and

revision control systems). Implement security procedures sufficiently early that

protection against exfiltration and exploitation is consistent with the eventual

criticality of the fielded system.

6. Develop situational awareness hardware and analysis tools to establish a baseline

for your embedded operational patterns such that this will inform the best

mitigation strategies.

7. Develop and deploy continuously verifiable software techniques.

8. Develop and deploy formal-method software assurance tools and processes.

In the following sections, we will examine 11 specific types of attacks against

embedded systems which could be mitigated using the above list of

recommendations:

1. Stuxnet, the first true cyber-weapon, created by nation-states to attack and

destroy physical equipment half a world away. This was a sophisticated cyber

attack against SCADA controllers driving nuclear weapon plutonium

refinement. Examining how this attack worked is extremely helpful in thinking

how other embedded devices might be attacked and how to prevent it. Stuxnet

destroyed the misconception of the myriad people who had been saying “we

are air-gapped and so not susceptible like everyone else is.”

2. Flame, Gauss, and Dudu are all derivatives of Stuxnet possibly made by

different nation-states, and while not as focused on embedded devices per se,

they are worth understanding in terms of their scale and sophistication. Again,

knowing how these malwares work is helpful in preventing new embedded

devices from being susceptible to the next attack.

3. Routers are the backbone of any network including the Internet itself. A router

is a fairly simple embedded device, yet the entire network is lost if a router is

compromised. It was thought that routers from major market-leading vendors

were safe but once again, this overconfidence has proven to be unwarranted.

4. Aviation has embedded devices both on-board the plane and as part of the

ground-based control infrastructure, any part of which if compromised could

represent catastrophe. Some very simple hacks have been discovered in spite of

high degrees of concern and diligence.

5. Automotive not only has a multitude of embedded devices, but it also

represents one of the most complex system of systems in some vehicles

reaching 100 million lines of source code. Given that Steve Mcquire reports

[13] that there are at least 15 bugs per KLOC in deployed systems and

approximately 10% of those can be turned into cyber vulnerabilities, these

hugely complex vehicles could have 150,000 potential vulnerabilities.

6. Medical devices are embedded systems frequently with a life-critical mission.

Some are embedded themselves into the human body. Security of these devices

is critical for life safety of course but also to prevent the panic that would
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inevitably ensue should cyber hacks occur. Well, they have occurred and quite

publicly.

7. ATM Jackpotting is a hack demonstrated at a Black Hat conference. ATMs,

like a lot of today’s devices and machines, are running fairly standard

computers and operating systems internally. ATM machines, like these other

devices, allow updates over a network. Software unfortunately has flaws and as

security vulnerabilities are found in the ATM software, they must be updated

or they risk being hacked in increasingly creative ways like treating an ATM

like a jackpot machine that spews out money like a slot machine that hit the

jackpot.

8. Military is full of embedded systems fromweapons systems to major platforms

such as plans, tanks, ships, and submarines. Attack on these systems has not

only loss of life implications of national security ones as well.

9. Infrastructure includes electric grid, water supply, communications and

transportation to name just a few. All of these types of infrastructures depend

heavily on embedded systems to operate. Yet many of these infrastructures are

quite old and made up of legacy (and highly insecure) embedded systems.

Attack on any of these infrastructures could cripple the country and thus are

national security issues themselves.

10. Point-of-sale (POS) systems are included because when it comes to purely

making money off of hacking, this is a favorite target of cyber attackers as

shown in the Target, HomeDepot, TJX, BJs and many others. These embedded

devices are one of the most prevalent consumer-facing embedded devices

trusted to handle highly sensitive personally identifiable data beginning with

credit card numbers and they are highly vulnerable to attack.

11. Social engineering & password guessing. Password guessing must be included

because it remains a common way attackers gain control and it is so easy to

prevent and yet remains a prevalent weakness of embedded devices just as it is

of large computer systems as well.
2.11.1 Stuxnet
Stuxnet was a 500-kilobyte computer worm that infected the software of at least 14

industrial sites in the country it was targeted at, including a uranium-enrichment

plant. While a computer virus relies on an unwitting victim to install it, a worm

spreads on its own, often over a computer network [14].

This worm was an unprecedentedly masterful and malicious piece of code that

attacked in three phases. First, it targeted Microsoft Windows machines and net-

works, repeatedly replicating itself as it infected system after system. From there

it sought out Siemens Step7 software, which is also Windows-based system used

to program ICSs that operate equipment, such as centrifuges. Finally, it compro-

mised the PLCs that are directly connected to and in control of the centrifuge motors.

The worm’s authors could thus spy on the industrial systems and even cause the fast-

spinning centrifuges to tear themselves apart, unbeknownst to the human operators at
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the plant. The Stuxnet victim never confirmed that the attack destroyed some of its

centrifuges but satellite images show 2000 centrifuges being rolled out of the facility

into the trash heap.

Stuxnet could spread stealthily between computers running Windows—even

those not connected to the Internet. If a worker stuck a USB thumb drive into an

infected machine, Stuxnet could jump onto it, then spread onto the next machine that

read that USB drive. Because someone could unsuspectingly infect a machine this

way, letting the worm proliferate over local area networks, experts feared that the

malware had perhaps gone wild across the world. Basically it did but Stuxnet was

highly selective in terms of location, host, and SCADA controller it had its sights

set on so its spread was harmless except to one facility it was designed to target.

For several years the authors of Stuxnet were not officially acknowledged, but the

size and sophistication of the worm led experts to believe that it could have been

created only with the sponsorship of a nation-state, leading candidates being the

United States and one of its allies [15]. Then in Jun. 2012, Obama announced that

the United States had been involved. Since the discovery of Stuxnet many

computer-security engineers have been fighting off other weaponized viruses based

on Stuxnet design principles, such as Duqu, Flame, and Gauss, an onslaught that

shows no signs of abating. The callout outlines the 12 steps that the Stuxnet malware

went through. The most detailed analysis of how Stuxnet worked was done by Ralph

Langer [16].

Put the following in a callout:

1. Stuxnet was initially launched into the wild as early as Jun. 2009, and its

creator updated and refined it over time, releasing three different versions. An

indication of how determined they were to remain anonymous was that one of

the virus’s driver files used a valid signed certificate stolen from RealTek

Semiconductor, a hardware maker in Taiwan, in order to fool systems into

thinking the malware was a trusted program from RealTek.

2. Several layers of masking obscured the zero-day exploit inside, requiring work

to reach it, and the malware was huge—500 k bytes, as opposed to the usual

10–15 k. Generally malware this large contained a space-hogging image file,

such as a fake online banking page that popped up on infected computers to

trick users into revealing their banking login credentials. But there was no

image in Stuxnet, and no extraneous fat either. The code appeared to be a dense

and efficient orchestra of data and commands.

3. Normally, Windows functions are loaded as needed from a DLL file stored on

the hard drive. Doing the same with malicious files, however, would be a

giveaway to antivirus software. Instead, Stuxnet stored its decrypted malicious

DLL file only in memory as a kind of virtual file with a specially crafted name.

It then reprogrammed the Windows API—the interface between the operating

system and the programs that run on top of it—so that every time a program

tried to load a function from a library with that specially crafted name, it would

pull it from memory instead of the hard drive. Stuxnet was essentially creating
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an entirely new breed of ghost file that would not be stored on the hard drive at

all, and hence would be almost impossible to find.

4. Each time Stuxnet infected a system, it “phoned home” to one of two

domains—http://www.mypremierfutbol.com and http://www.todaysfutbol.

com hosted on servers in Malaysia and Denmark—to report information about

the infected machines. This included the machine’s internal and external IP

addresses, the computer name, its operating system and version, and whether

Siemens Simatic WinCC Step7 software, also known simply as Step7, was

installed on the machine. This approach let the attackers update Stuxnet on

infected machines with new functionality or even install more malicious files

on systems.

5. Out of the initial 38,000 infections, about 22,000 were in the targeted country.

The next most infected country was a distant second, with about 6700

infections, and the third-most had about 3700 infections. The United States had

fewer than 400.

6. All told, Stuxnet was found to have at least four zero-day attacks in it. That had

never been seen before. One was a Windows print spooler vulnerability that

allowed the worm to spread across networks using a shared printer. Another

attacked vulnerabilities in a Windows keyboard driver and a Task Scheduler

process to perform a privilege escalation to root. Finally, it was exploiting a

static password Siemens had hard-coded into its Step7 software, which it used

to gain access to and infect a server hosting a database used with the Step7

programming system.

7. Stuxnet was not spreading via the Internet like every other worm before it had.

It was targeting systems that were not normally connected to the Internet at all

(air-gapped) and instead was spreading via USB thumb drives physically

inserted into new machines.

8. The payload Stuxnet carried was three main parts and 15 components all

wrapped together in layers of encryption which would only be decrypted and

extracted when the conditions on the newly infected machine were just right.

When it found its target—a Windows machine running Siemens Step7—it

would install a new DLL that impersonated a legitimate one Step7 used.

9. Step7 was a Windows-based programming environment for the Siemens PLC

used in many industrial control automation applications. The malicious DLL

would intercept commands going from Step7 to the PLC and replace themwith

its own commands. Another portion of Stuxnet disabled alarms as a result of

the malicious commands. Finally, it intercepted status messages sent from the

PLC to the Step7 machine stripping out any signs of the malicious commands.

This meant workers monitoring the PLC from the Step7 machine would see

only legitimate commands and have no clue the PLC was being told to do very

different things fromwhat they thought Step7 had told it to do. At this moment,

the first ever worm designed to do physical sabotage was born.

10. Stuxnet, it turns out, was a precision weapon sabotaging a specific facility. It

carried a very specific dossier with details of the target configuration at the

http://www.mypremierfutbol.com
http://www.todaysfutbol.com
http://www.todaysfutbol.com
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facility it sought. Any system not matching would be unharmed. This made it

clear the attackers were a government with detailed inside knowledge of its

target.

11. In the final stage of Stuxnet’s attack, it searched for the unique part number for

a Profibus and then for one of two frequency converters that control motors.

The malware would sit quietly on the system doing reconnaissance for about

2 weeks, then launch its attack swiftly and quietly, increasing the frequency of

the converters to 1410 Hz for 15 min, before restoring them to a normal

frequency of 1064 Hz. The frequency would remain at this level for 27 days,

before Stuxnet would kick in again and drop the frequency down to 2 Hz for

50 min. The drives would remain untouched for another 27 days, before

Stuxnet would attack again with the same sequence. The extreme range of

frequencies suggested Stuxnet was trying to destroy whatever was on the other

end of the converters. Satellite images show that approximately 2000

centrifuges—one-fifth of their total—were removed from the targeted

country’s nuclear facility suggesting they were indeed destroyed.

12. Recently it was discovered there were even older versions of Stuxnet that went

undiscovered for many years. The first targeted gas valves in nuclear reactors

and the second targeted the reactors’ cores.

The 2010 Stuxnet worm used at least three separate zero-day exploits—an unprec-

edented feat—to damage industrial controllers and disrupt the uranium enrichment

facility.

The zero-day vulnerabilities included the following from the list of CVEs [9]:

• CVE-2010-2568—Executes arbitrary code when user opens a folder with

maliciously crafted.LNK or .PIF file.

• CVE-2010-2729—Executes arbitrary code when attacker sends a specially

crafted remote procedure call message.

• CVE-2010-2772—Allows local users to access a back-end database and gain

privileges in Siemens Simatic WinCC and PCS 7 SCADA system.

The attack also exploited already patched vulnerabilities, suggesting that the

attackers knew the systems likely would not have been updated.

2.11.2 Flame, Gauss, and Duqu
Flame, Gauss, and Duqu are cousins of Stuxnet but did not focus on embedded sys-

tems. Still it is useful to understand what serious attackers are interested in doing and

because the distinction between embedded systems and nonembedded systems will

lesson over time.

Flame
Flame also known as Flamer and Skywiper, is computer malware discovered in 2012

that attacks computers running theWindows operating system. The program is being

used for targeted cyber espionage in Middle Eastern countries. The internal code has
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few similarities with other malware, but exploits two of the same security vulnera-

bilities used previously by Stuxnet to infect systems.

Its discovery was announced by Kaspersky Lab and CrySyS Lab of the Budapest

University of Technology and Economics, which stated that Flame “is certainly the

most sophisticated malware we encountered during our practice; arguably, it is the

most complex malware ever found” [17].

Flame can spread to other systems over a local network or via USB stick. It can

record audio, screenshots, keyboard activity, and network traffic. The program also

records Skype conversations and can turn infected computers into Bluetooth bea-

cons, which attempt to download contact information from nearby Bluetooth-

enabled devices. This data, along with locally stored documents, is sent on to one

of several C&C servers that are scattered around the world. The program then awaits

further instructions from these servers.

According to estimates by Kaspersky in May 2012, Flame had initially infected

approximately 1000 machines, with victims including governmental organizations,

educational institutions, and private individuals [18]. At that time, 65% of the infec-

tions happened in the Middle East and North Africa. Flame has also been reported in

Europe and North America. Flame supports a “kill” command, which wipes all traces

of the malware from the computer. The initial infections of Flame stopped operating

after its public exposure, and the “kill” command was sent [19].

Gauss
Kaspersky Lab researchers also discovered a complex cyber-espionage toolkit called

Gauss, which is a nation-state sponsored malware attack closely related to Flame and

Stuxnet, but blends nation-state cyber-surveillance with an online banking Trojan

[20]. It can steal access credentials for various online banking systems and payment

methods and various kinds of data from infected Windows machines such as spe-

cifics of network interfaces, computer’s drives, and even information about BIOS.

It can steal browser history, social network, and instant messaging info and pass-

words, and searches for and intercepts cookies from PayPal, Citibank, MasterCard,

American Express, Visa, eBay, Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo, Facebook, Amazon, and

some other Middle Eastern banks. Additionally Gauss includes an unknown,

encrypted payload, which is activated on certain specific system configurations.

Gauss is a nation state sponsored banking Trojan, which carries a warhead of

unknown designation according to Kaspersky. The payload is run by infected

USB sticks and is designed to surgically target a certain system (or systems), which

has a specific program installed. One can only speculate on the purpose of this mys-

terious payload. The malware copies itself onto any clean USB inserted into an

infected personal computer, then collects data if inserted into another machine,

before uploading the stolen data when reinserted into a Gauss-infected machine.

The main Gauss module is only about 200 k, which is one-third the size of the

main Flame module, but it has the ability to load other plugins, which altogether

count for about 2 MB of code. Like Flame and Duqu, Gauss is programmed with

a built in time-to-live (TTL). When Gauss infects an USB memory stick, it sets a
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certain flag to “30.” This TTL flag is decremented every time the payload is executed

from the stick. Once it reaches 0, the data stealing payload cleans itself from the USB

stick. This probably means it was built with an air-gapped network in mind.

There were seven domains being used to gather data, but the five C&C servers

went offline before Kaspersky could investigate them. Kaspersky says they do not

know if the people behind Duqu switched to Gauss at that time but they are quite

sure they are related: Gauss is related to Flame, Flame is related to Stuxnet, and Stux-

net is related to Duqu. Hence, Gauss is related to Duqu. On the other hand, it is hard to

believe that a nation state would rely on these banking Trojan techniques to finance a

cyber-war or cyber-espionage operation.

So far, Gauss has infected more than 2500 systems in 25 countries with the

majority—1660 infected machines—being located in a Middle Eastern country.

Gauss started operating around Aug.–Sep. 2011 and it is almost certainly still in

operation. Deep analysis of Stuxnet, Duqu, and Flame, leads these experts to

believe with a high degree of certainty that Gauss comes from the same “factory”

or “factories.” All these attack toolkits represent the high end of nation-state spon-

sored cyber-espionage and cyberwar operations, pretty much defining the meaning

of “sophisticated malware” [21].

Duqu
Duqu looks for information that could be useful in attacking ICSs [22]. Its purpose

seems not to be destructive but rather to gather information. However, based on the

modular structure of Duqu, a special payload could be used to attack any type of com-

puter system by any means and thus cyber-physical attacks based on Duqu might be

possible. However, use on personal computer systems has been found to delete all

recent information entered on that system, and, in some cases, total deletion of the

computer’s hard drive has occurred. One of Duqu’s actions is to steal digital certifi-

cates (and corresponding private keys, as used in public-key cryptography) from

attacked computers apparently to help future viruses appear as secure software. Duqu

uses a 54�54 pixel jpeg file and encrypted dummy files as containers to smuggle data

to its C&C center. Security experts are still analyzing the code to determinewhat infor-

mation the communications contain. Initial research indicates that the original mal-

ware sample automatically removes itself after 36 days, which limits its detection.

Duqu has been called “nearly identical to Stuxnet, but with a completely different

purpose.” Thus, Symantec believes that Duqu was created by the same authors as

Stuxnet, or that the authors had access to the source code of Stuxnet [23]. The worm,

like Stuxnet, has a valid, but abused digital signature, and collects information

to prepare for future attacks. Duqu’s kernel driver, JMINET7.SYS, is so similar

to Stuxnet’s MRXCLS.SYS that some systems thought it was Stuxnet.

2.11.3 Routers
Routers are attractive to hackers because they operate outside the perimeter of fire-

walls, antivirus, behavioral detection software, and other security tools that organi-

zations use to safeguard data traffic. Until now, they were considered vulnerable only
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to sustained denial-of-service attacks using barrages of millions of packets of data. It

has been “common knowledge” that they were not very vulnerable to outright take-

over. However, a recent very dangerous attack against routers called SYNful has

proven this commonly held belief is wrong. SYNful is a reference to SYN, the signal

a router sends when it starts to communicate with another router, a process which the

implant exploited.

If one seizes control of the router, that attacker owns the data of all the companies

and government organizations that sit behind that router. Takeover of the router is

considered the ultimate spying tool, the ultimate corporate espionage tool, the ulti-

mate cybercrime tool. Router attacks have hit multiple industries and government

agencies.

Cisco has confirmed the SYNful attacks but said they were not due to any vulner-

ability in its own software. Instead, the attackers stole valid network administration

credentials from targeted organizations or managed to gain physical access to the

routers. Mandiant has found at least 14 instances of the router implants [24]. Because

the attacks actually replace the basic software controlling the routers, infections persist

when devices are shut off and restarted. If found to be infected, basic software used to

control those routers has to be re-imaged, a time-consuming task for IT engineers.

SYNful Knock is a stealthy modification of the router’s firmware image that can

be used to maintain persistence within a victim’s network. It is customizable and

modular in nature and thus can be updated once implanted. Even the presence of

the backdoor can be difficult to detect as it uses nonstandard packets as a form of

pseudo-authentication.

The initial infection vector does not appear to leverage a zero-day vulnerability. It

is believed that the credentials are either default or discovered by the attacker in order

to install the backdoor. However, the router’s position in the network makes it an

ideal target for re-entry or further infection. It is a significant challenge to find back-

doors within one’s network but finding a router implant is even more so. The impact

of finding this implant on one’s network is severe and most likely indicates the pres-

ence of other footholds or compromised systems. This backdoor provides ample

capability for the attacker to propagate and compromise other hosts and critical data

using this as a very stealthy beachhead.

The implant consists of a modified Cisco IOS image that allows the attacker to

load different functional modules from the anonymity of the internet [25]. The

implant also provides unrestricted access using a secret backdoor password. Each

of the modules are enabled via the HTTP (not HTTPS), using specially crafted Trans-

fer Control Protocol (TCP) packets sent to the routers interface. The packets have a

nonstandard sequence and corresponding acknowledgment numbers. The modules

can manifest themselves as independent executable code or hooks within the routers

IOS that provide functionality similar to the backdoor password. The backdoor pass-

word provides access to the router through the console and Telnet.

This very sophisticated, powerful, and dangerous attack on such an important

embedded device is emblematic of what any embedded device developer has to

be prepared for.
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Aviation
There have been a number of incidents in recent years that demonstrate that worri-

some cyber security vulnerabilities exist in the civil aviation system, some of which

are in embedded devices within the airplane or attacks on ground systems affected

the embedded devices on board. Some incidents of note are:

• an attack on the Internet in 2006 that forced the US Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) to shut down some of its ATC systems in Alaska;

• a cyber-attack that led to the shutdown of the passport control systems at the

departure terminals at Istanbul Atat€urk and Sabiha G€okçen airports in Jul. 2013,

causing many flights to be delayed; and

• an apparent cyber-attack that possibly involved malicious hacking and phishing

targeted at 75 airports in the United States in 2013.

More directly related to the vulnerability of on-board embedded systems is the loss of

Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370, which is fueling a discussion of whether it is pos-

sible to hack into an airplane and gain complete control of on-board systems. In the

case of MH370, speculation persists that it was through the entertainment system.

This is not far-fetched. The former scientific adviser to the UK’s Home Office, Sally

Leivesley, revealed Boeing 777 controls could be coopted with a radio signal sent

from a small device [26]. A major vulnerability on many aircraft is the lack of

any separation between the in-flight entertainment systems and critical control sys-

tems. This “open door” for hackers has USB ports and come with Ethernet. Recent

modifications Boeing requested the FAA approve added a “network extension

device” to separate the various systems from each other.

It was disclosed at a Hack In The Box security conference that it is possible to

hack the navigation system within an airplane with an Android Smartphone. This

is particularly alarming because just by using such a common and simple device,

a hacker is able to take control of the entire on-board control system including plane

navigation and cockpit systems. The researcher demonstrated that just using an

exploit framework, called Simon, and an Android app, it is possible to gain remote

control of the airplane’s on-board control system [27].

On the ground, hackers have been able to target ground systems and have suc-

cessfully grounded 1400 passengers on LOT Polish Airways. Hackers breached

the airline’s ground computers used to issue flight plans blocking the airline’s ability

to create flight plans for outbound flights from its Warsaw hub. The airline canceled

20 flights and several others were delayed. The airline’s CEO warned all airlines are

vulnerable.

The FAA’s highly vaunted NextGen system has already been shown to have seri-

ous vulnerabilities. The cornerstone of this new system is automatic-dependent

surveillance-broadcast or ADS-B, where planes will be equipped with GPS and will

constantly send out radio broadcasts announcing to the world who they are and where

they are. It turns out that ADS-B signals look a lot like little bits of computer code

that are unencrypted and unauthenticated. For computer security experts, these are
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red flags. Concerned white hat hackers have learned they can spoof these signals and

create fake “ghost planes” in the sky. A fake plane could cause a real pilot to

swerve—or a series of ghost planes could shut down an airport.

Automotive
Vulnerabilities in car automation systems have been exposed by several groups of

security researchers to demonstrate how a networked car’s acceleration, braking,

and other vital systems could be sabotaged. Researchers have also studied the risk

of remote attacks against networked vehicles. A very highly publicized event was

a hack on a Jeep, after which Chrysler announced that it was issuing a formal recall

for 1.4 million vehicles that may be affected by a hackable software vulnerability in

Chrysler’s Uconnect dashboard computers [28]. Hacks have demonstrated getting

into the controls of some popular vehicles, causing them to suddenly accelerate, turn,

kill the brakes, activate the horn, control the headlights, and modify the speedometer

and gas gauge readings.

A team from University of California demonstrated that computer systems

embedded in automobiles can be hacked to compromise safety features. They have

even found ways to remotely hack into these systems using Bluetooth and MP3 files.

These and other researchers have been exploring security holes in electronic vehicle

controls as automakers develop increasingly complicated in-car computers and

Internet-connected entertainment systems with dozens of processors and millions

of lines of code. These results have been presented to the National Academy of Sci-

ences Committee on Electronic Vehicle Controls and Unintended Acceleration [29].

Most new cars have some kind of a computer system that controls basic functions,

such as brakes and engine performance, as well as advanced features such as Blue-

tooth wireless and built-in connectors for cell phones, MP3 players, and other

devices. All new American-made cars are federally mandated to have a controller

area network bus for diagnostics, and several automakers have rolled out cellular

technology such as General Motors’ OnStar and Ford’s Sync services.

The cellular and Bluetooth connectivity is proving to be a particularly fruitful

area for hackers. They have demonstrated ability to control the car’s brakes, locks,

and computerized dashboard display by accessing the on-board computer using the

Bluetooth wireless and OnStar and Sync’s cellular networks. The hacker team

(friendly in this case) was also able to access GPS data and vehicle identification

numbers. They broke through the cellular network’s authentication system to upload

an audio file containing malware. Then they played an MP3 file containing some

malicious code over the car’s stereo to alter the firmware. They found a vulnerability

in the way Bluetooth was implemented that allowed them to execute malicious code

by using an app installed on a smart phone that had been “paired” with the car’s Blue-

tooth system. Their work showed that attackers could search for desired models of

cars, identify their locations using GPS tracking, and unlock them without laying a

hand on the car. They could also sabotage such a car by disabling its brakes.

Another group decided to go after the tire pressure monitors built into modern

cars and showed them to be insecure. The wireless sensors, compulsory in new
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automobiles in the United States since 2008, contain unique IDs, so merely eaves-

dropping enabled the researchers to identify and track vehicles remotely. Beyond

this, they could alter and forge the readings to cause warning lights on the dashboard

to turn on, or even crash the engine control unit completely. The tire pressure mon-

itors are notable because they’re wireless, allowing attacks to be made from adjacent

vehicles while driving down the road. The researchers used equipment costing

$1500, including radio sensors and special software, to eavesdrop on, and interfere

with, two different tire pressure monitoring systems. While these attacks are more of

a nuisance than any real danger—the tire sensors only send a message every 60–90 s,

giving attackers little opportunity to compromise systems or cause any real

damage—the point is, several teams have now demonstrated that in-car computers

have been designed with ineffective security measures.

Medical
More than 2.5 million people rely upon implantable medical devices to treat condi-

tions ranging from cardiac arrhythmias to diabetes to Parkinson’s disease. Increas-

ingly, these electronic devices, each with a processor on-board, are connected to

some network and are becoming part of the IoT Inevitably, organized crime will turn

its attention to the computers inside of us, whether for financial gain, for attention, or

simply to cause fear.

Pace makers
Pacemakers from several manufacturers can be commanded to deliver a deadly,

830-V shock from someone on a laptop up to 50 ft away, the result of poor software

programming by medical device companies. This was first reported by well-known

white hat hacker Barnaby Jack6 of security vendor IOActive, known for his analysis

of other medical equipment such as insulin-delivering devices. The flaw lies with the

programming of the wireless transmitters used to give instructions to pacemakers

and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs), which detect irregular heart

contractions and deliver an electric shock to avert a heart attack. A successful attack

using the flaw could definitely result in fatalities. Jack made a video demonstration

showing how he could remotely cause a pacemaker to deliver an 830-V shock, which

could be heard with a crisp audible pop.

As many as 4.6 million pacemakers and ICDs were sold between 2006 and 2011

in the United States alone. In the past, pacemakers and ICDs were reprogrammed by

medical staff using a wand that had to pass within a couple of meters of a patient who
6Barnaby Jack was a New Zealand hacker, programmer and computer security expert. He was known

for his presentation at the Black Hat computer security conference in 2010, during which he exploited

two ATMs and made them dispense fake paper currency on the stage. Among his other most notable

works were the exploitation of various medical devices, including pacemakers and insulin pumps. Jack

was renowned among industry experts for his influence in the medical and financial security fields. In

2012 his testimony led the United States Food and Drug Administration to change regulations regard-

ing wireless medical devices. At the time of his death at age 35, Jack was the Director of Embedded

Device Security at IOActive.
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had one of the devices installed. The wand flips a software switch that would allow it

to accept new instructions. But the trend is now to go wireless. Several medical man-

ufacturers are now selling bedside transmitters that replace the wand and have a wire-

less range of up to 30–50 ft. In 2006, the US Food and Drug Administration approved

full radio-frequency-based implantable devices operating in the 400 MHz range.

With that wide transmitting range, remote attacks against the software become

more feasible. Jack found the devices would give up their model and serial number

after he wirelessly contacted one with a special command. With the serial and model

numbers, Jack could then reprogram the firmware of a transmitter, which in turn

allowed reprogramming of a pacemaker or ICD in a person’s body.

Other problems found with the devices included the fact they often contain per-

sonal data about patients, such as their name and their doctor and access to remote

servers used to develop the software. It is possible to upload specially crafted firm-

ware to a company’s servers that would infect multiple pacemakers and ICDs,

spreading through their systems like a real virus. Jack painted a doomsday scenario

saying, “We are potentially looking at a worm with the ability to commit mass mur-

der.” Ironically, both the implants and the wireless transmitters are capable of using

AES (advance encryption standard) encryption, but it was not enabled. The devices

also were built with “backdoors,” or ways that programmers can get access to them

without the standard authentication using a serial and model number.

There is a legitimate medical need for a backdoor since without one, you might

have to perform otherwise unnecessary surgery. It is vital when designing a backdoor

that extreme care be taken. In this case, it has to be embedded deep inside the ICD

core. Ultimately the flaws in the pacemaker could mean an attacker could perform a

fairly anonymous assassination from 50 ft away turning a simple laptop into a mur-

der weapon.

And it doesn’t take a professional highly advanced hacker like Barnaby Jack to

construct these attacks. A University of Alabama group showed that a pacemaker or

insulin pump attack can be done by a student with basic information technology and

computer science background. The student attackers had no penetration testing

skills, but successfully launched brute force and DoS attacks as well as attacks on

security controls of a pacemaker. Their attacks included a DoS attack using HPING3

and using Reaver for a brute force attack against Wi-Fi Protected Setup register PIN

numbers. In the students second attempt, they were able to crack the pacemaker’s

passphrase in 9528 s or 2 h 38 min and 48 s.

Diabetes glucose monitors and insulin pumps
Insulin pumps are used to treat patients with diabetes by infusing their bodies with

insulin, which, in healthy individuals, is secreted by the pancreas. When insulin

levels are too low, people suffer from excessive blood sugar levels, a condition

known as hyperglycemia. When insulin levels are too high, they suffer from hypo-

glycemia, a condition that can result in death if left unchecked. A glucose monitor,

until recently just an external device a patient or his/her doctor uses to test blood

glucose levels, can now be surgically inserted under the skin to continuously monitor
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levels without a skin prick. Continuous monitoring that provides fine-grained control

over the insulin pump is much healthier because spikes and valleys in blood glucose

levels are not good for the patient.

In addition to his pacemaker attack, Barnaby Jack succeeded in taking control of

both an insulin pump’s radio control and vibrating alert safety mode. Jack’s hacking

kit included a special piece of software and a custom-built antenna that has a scan

range of 300 ft and for which the operator does not need to know the serial number.

This meant the latest models of insulin pumps, equipped with small radio transmit-

ters allowing medics to adjust function, can become easy prey to this hacking inven-

tion that scans around for insulin pumps. Once the hacker’s code takes control of the

targeted machine, he can then disable the warning function and/or make it disperse

45 days worth of insulin all at once—a dose that will most likely kill the patient.

After these attacks were brought to light, manufacturers are working to improve

the security of the medical devices by evaluating encryption and other protections

that can be added to their design. Medical device manufacturers have promised to

set up an industry working group to establish a set of standard security practices.
2.12 ATM “JACKPOTTING”
Barnaby Jack has also demonstrated attacks against two unpatched models from two

of the world’s biggest ATM makers. One exploited software that uses the internet or

phone lines to remotely administer a machine made by Tranax Technologies. Once

Jack was in, he was able to install a rootkit that allowed him to view administrative

passwords and account PINs and to force the machine to spit out a steady stream of

dollar bills, something Jack called “jackpotting.”

In a second attack against a machine from Triton Systems, Jack used a key avail-

able for sale over the internet to access the model’s internal components. He was then

able to install his rootkit by inserting a USB drive that was preloaded with the mali-

cious program.

Both Triton and Tranax have patched the vulnerabilities that were exploited in the

demos. But in a press conference after his revelations, Jack said he was confident he

could find similarly devastating flaws—including in machines made by other man-

ufacturers as well. Jack said he wasn’t aware of real-world attacks that used his

exploits.

To streamline his work, Jack developed an exploit kit he calls Dillinger, named

after the 1930s bank robber. It can be used to access ATMs that are connected to the

internet or the telephone system, which Jack said is true of most machines. The

researcher has developed a rootkit dubbed Scrooge, which is installed once Dillinger

has successfully penetrated a machine.

Jack said vulnerable ATMs can be located by war-dialing large numbers of phone

numbers or sending specific queries to IP addresses. Those connected to ATMs will

send responses that hackers can easily recognize. Jack called on manufacturers to do

a better job securing their machines. Upgrades for physical locks, executable signing
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at the operating system kernel level and more rigorous code reviews should all be

implemented, he said.
2.13 MILITARY
Despite a 2013 Pentagon report warning of major vulnerabilities in the cyber security

of weapons systems, [30] the US House of Representatives believes the military is

lagging behind in closing those software holes. Meanwhile the US Senate proposes a

3-year cyber vulnerability assessment of all major weapons systems focusing on

whether they can be hacked. The chief Pentagon weapons tester James Michael Gil-

more found after a year of running dozens of tests and simulations on over 40military

weapons systems that almost all of them have some kind of major cybersecurity

weakness [31].

Hackers have accessed designs for more than two dozen major US weapons sys-

tems according to a classified Defense Science Board report. A partial list of com-

promised designs includes the F-35 fifth-generation fighter jet, the V-22 Osprey,

THAAD missile defense, Patriot missile defense, AIM-120 Advanced Medium-

Range Air-to-Air Missile, and the Global Hawk high-altitude surveillance drone.

The benefits to an attacker using cyber exploits are potentially spectacular.

Should the United States find itself in a full-scale conflict with a peer adversary,

attacks would be expected to include DoS, data corruption, supply chain corruption,

traitorous insiders, and kinetic and related nonkinetic attacks at all altitudes from

underwater to space. US guns, missiles, and bombs may not fire, or may be directed

against our own troops. Hackers could theoretically infiltrate the cryptographic intra-

net communications systems of an F-35 and render it essentially inoperable. Resup-

ply, including food, water, ammunition, and fuel may not arrive when or where

needed. Military Commanders may rapidly lose trust in the information and ability

to control US systems and forces. Once lost, that trust is very difficult to regain.

Analysts at IOActive have shown that communications devices from Harris,

Hughes, Cobham, Thuraya, JRC, and Iridium are all highly vulnerable to attack.

The security flaws are numerous but the most important one—the one that’s the most

consistent across the systems—is back doors, special points that engineers design

into the systems to allow fast access. Cobham defends the practice of providing a

back door claiming, as many manufacturers do, that such a back door was a “feature”

that the helps ensure ease of maintenance. They believe that you have to be physi-

cally present at the terminal to use the maintenance port. But experienced hackers

dispute that and while you do need physical access to pull off certain attacks, other

vulnerabilities within the swift broadband unit (SBU) can be attacked through the

Wi-Fi. This author insists that back doors should never be allowed into critical sys-

tems. Another common security flaw in these communication devices used in many

weapons systems is hardcoded credentials, which allows multiple users access to a

system via a single login identity. Another serious no-no that no customer should

allow in devices they purchase.
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The most serious vulnerability found on Cobham’s equipment allowed a hacker

access to the system’s SBU and the satellite data unit (SDU). This means any of the

systems connected to these elements, such as the multifunction control display unit

(MCDU), could be impacted by a successful attack. Meanwhile, theMCDU unit pro-

vides information on such vital areas as the amount of fuel left in the plane. A hacker

could give the pilot a lot of bad information that could imperil the aircraft, as hap-

pened in 2001 aboard Transat Flight 236, when a mechanical error did not inform the

pilots that fuel was being diverted to a leaky tank. The pilots didn’t know the severity

of the mechanical problem until there was a massive power failure in mid-air. This

example shows the similarity between “naturally occurring” events and cyber attacks

and this similarity is not lost on sophisticated attackers who try to disguise some or all

of their attack as a naturally occurring event or in association with such an event such

as a storm in the case of a power grid attack.

The military sea-borne systems aren’t any safer. Friendly hackers have shown

that they can access the SAILOR 6000 satellite communications device, also man-

ufactured by Cobham, which is used in naval settings by countries, including the

United States, participating in the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System,

an international framework to allow for better communication among maritime

actors. This system, which the world’s maritime nations—including the United

States—have implemented, is based upon a combination of satellite and terrestrial

radio services and has changed international distress communications from being

primarily ship-to-ship-based to primarily ship-to-shore-based according to the

Department of Homeland Security.

Also, closely examined were SATCOMS used by ground forces [32]. SATCOMS

are in wide use among the US and NATO militaries used by troops to communicate

with units beyond the line of sight. Traffic over these systems is encrypted so there’s

no threat of enemies listening in on restricted calls. But IOActive showed that it is

possible not only to disrupt the communication but also discover troop locations.

This means that a would-be enemy could exploit design flaws in some very common

pieces of military communications equipment used by soldiers on the front lines to

block calls for help, or potentially reveal troop positions.
2.14 INFRASTRUCTURE
The Director of National Intelligence James Clapper has identified cyberattacks as

the greatest threat to US national security [33]. Critical infrastructure—the physical

and virtual assets, systems, and networks vital to national and economic security,

health, and safety such as utilities, refineries, military defense systems, water treat-

ment plants and other facilities on which we depend every day—has been shown to

be vulnerable to cyberattacks by foreign governments, criminal entities, and lone

actors. Due to the increasingly sophisticated, frequent, and disruptive nature of

cyberattacks, such an attack on critical infrastructure could be significantly disrup-

tive or potentially devastating. Policymakers and cybersecurity experts contend that

energy is the most vulnerable industry; a large-scale attack could temporarily halt the
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supply of water, electricity, and gas, hinder transportation and communication, and

cripple financial institutions. America’s critical infrastructure has become its soft

underbelly, the place where we are now most vulnerable to attack.

Over the past 25 years, hundreds of thousands of analog controls in these facilities

have been replaced with digital systems. Digital controls provide facility operators

andmanagers with remote visibility and control over every aspect of their operations,

including the flows and pressures in refineries, the generation and transmission of

power in the electrical grid, and the temperatures in nuclear cooling towers. In doing

so, they have made industrial facilities more efficient and more productive. But the

same connectivity that managers use to collect data and control devices allows cyber

attackers to get into control system networks to steal sensitive information, disrupt

processes, and cause damage to equipment. Hackers have taken notice. While early

control system breaches were random accidental infections, ICSs today have become

the object of targeted attacks by skilled and persistent adversaries.

ICS is a general term that encompasses several types of control systems used in

industrial production, including SCADA systems, distributed control systems, and

other smaller control system configurations such as PLCs often found in the indus-

trial sectors and critical infrastructures. ICSs are typically used in industries such as

electrical, water, oil, gas, and data. Based on data received from remote stations,

automated or operator-driven supervisory commands can be pushed to remote station

control devices, which are often referred to as field devices. Field devices control

local operations such as opening and closing valves and breakers, collecting data

from sensor systems, and monitoring the local environment for alarm conditions.

The 2010 discovery of the Stuxnet worm demonstrated the vulnerability of these

systems to cyber attack.

Attackers target ICSs because they might want to disrupt critical operations, cre-

ate public panic, harm a company or the nation economically, or may be stealing

information from these devices.

The recently discovered ICS modules of the HAVEX trojan are one example.

This malware infiltrated an indeterminate number of critical facilities by attaching

itself to software updates distributed by control system manufacturers. When facil-

ities downloaded the updates to their network, HAVEX used open communication

standards to collect information from control devices and sent that information to the

attackers for analysis. This type of attack represents a significant threat to confiden-

tial production data and corporate intellectual property and may also be an early indi-

cator of an advanced targeted attack on an organization’s production control systems.

Other hacks represent a direct threat to the safety of US citizens. Recently the FBI

released information on Ugly Gorilla, an attacker who invaded the control systems of

utilities in the United States. While the FBI suspects this was a scouting mission,

Ugly Gorilla gained the cyber keys necessary for access to systems that regulate

the flow of natural gas [34].

Considering that cyber attackers are numerous and persistent—for every one you

see there are a hundred you don’t—those developments should sound alarms among

executives at companies using industrial controls and with the people responsible for
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protecting American citizens from attacks. To a limited extent both businesses and

the US government have begun to take action; however, no one is adequately addres-

sing the core of the issue. That issue is that every computer system we have deployed

for the last 70 years is highly vulnerable to attack no matter how many patches we

employ or how many layers of perimeter we lay down.

2.14.1 Electric grid
Thepeoplewhocarriedout theDec.2015first knownhacker-causedpoweroutage,used

highly destructive malware to gain a foothold into multiple regional distribution power

companies in anEastern European country and delay restoration efforts once electricity

had been shut off. Themalware, known as BlackEnergy, allowed the attackers to gain a

footholdon thepowercompanysystems, said the report,whichwaspublishedbyamem-

ber of the SANS ICSs team. The still-unknown attackers then used that access to open

circuit breakers that cut power.After that, they likely usedawiper utility calledKillDisk

to thwart recovery efforts and then waged denial-of-service attacks to prevent power

company personnel from receiving customer reports of outages.

The attackers demonstrated planning, coordination, and the ability to use mal-

ware and possible direct remote access to blind system dispatchers, cause undesir-

able state changes to the distribution electricity infrastructure, and attempt to

delay the restoration by wiping SCADA servers after they caused the outage. This

attack consisted of at least three components: the malware, a DoS to the phone sys-

tems, and the missing piece of evidence of the final cause of the impact. Analysis

indicates that the missing component was direct interaction from the adversary

and not the work of malware. Or in other words, the attack was enabled via malware

but consisted of at least three distinct efforts.
2.15 POINT-OF-SALE SYSTEMS
POS systems are embedded devices at checkout points in retail stores. Since this is

where consumer’s credit cards are processed, this has become a favorite target for

hackers. The most famous POS attack was against Target during the Christmas

holiday shopping season in 2013.

Target disclosed that the initial intrusion into its systems,onNov.15, 2013,was traced

back to network credentials that were stolen from a third-party HVAC contractor. This

was the same HVAC as Trader Joe’s, Whole Foods and BJ’s Wholesale Club locations

inPennsylvania,Maryland,Ohio,Virginia, andWestVirginia. These large retailers,with

very large buildings, commonlyhave anHVAC team that routinelymonitors energy con-

sumptionandtemperatures instores tosaveoncosts(particularlyatnight)andtoalertstore

managers if temperatures in the stores fluctuate outside of an acceptable range that could

prevent customers fromshoppingat the store.To support this temperaturemonitoring, the

HVAC vendors need to be able to remote into the system to do maintenance (updates,

patches, etc.) or to troubleshoot glitches and connectivity issues with the software.

Between Nov. 15 and Nov. 28 (Thanksgiving, the day before Black Friday—

the biggest shopping day of the year), the attackers succeeded in uploading their
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card-stealing malicious software to a small number of cash registers within Target

stores. Two days later, the intruders had pushed their malware to a majority of

Target’s POS devices, and were actively collecting card records from live customer

transactions. Target acknowledged that the breach exposed approximately 40million

debit and credit card accounts between Nov. 27 and Dec. 15, 2013.

The issues here are that the HVAC contractor was seemingly an easy target for

the hackers. This is not too surprising given that most small businesses are not able to

afford the highest standards of network security nor do they have sufficient IT exper-

tise to even know what they do not know. But more distressing is the fact that Target

(and many retailers) do not, and are not required even by published industry stan-

dards to, maintain separate networks for payment and nonpayment operations. Those

industry standards do require merchants to incorporate two-factor authentication for

remote network access originating from outside the network by personnel and all

third parties—including vendor access for support or maintenance. Whether the

HVAC contractor was required to use two-factor authentication for access to Tar-

get’s system has not been disclosed.

Callout box with the title: The Target POS attack by the numbers [35].

40 million—The number of credit and debit card thieves stole from Target

between Nov. 27 and Dec. 15, 2013.

70 million—The number of records stolen that included the name, address, email

address, and phone number of Target shoppers.

46—The percentage drop in profits at Target in the fourth quarter of 2013,

compared with the year before.

200 million—Estimated dollar cost to credit unions and community banks for

reissuing 21.8 million cards—about half of the total stolen in the Target breach.

100 million—The number of dollars Target says it will spend upgrading their

payment terminals to support Chip-and-PIN-enabled cards.

18.00–35.70—The median price range (in dollars) per card stolen from Target

and resold on the black market.

1 million–3 million—The estimated number of cards stolen from Target that

were successfully sold on the black market and used for fraud before issuing

banks got around to canceling the rest.

53.7 million—The income that hackers likely generated from the sale of 2million

cards stolen from Target and sold at the mid-range price of $26.85.
55 million—The number of dollars outgoing CEO Gregg Steinhafel got in

executive compensation and other benefits on his departure as Target’s chief

executive.
2.16 SOCIAL ENGINEERING
Social engineering is when one person tricks another into sharing confidential infor-

mation, for example, by posing as someone authorized to have access to that infor-

mation. Social engineering can take many other forms. Indeed, any one-to-one
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communication medium can be used to perform social engineering attacks. Here we

will briefly explore three forms of social engineering: spoofing email, phishing, and

password guessing all of which can be a step toward an attack against embedded

systems.

2.16.1 Spoofing email
An example of spoofing email might be that an attacker changes the name in the

From field to be the name of the network administrator and sends the message to

the CEO’s assistant. The message says the IT department is having trouble with

the CEO’s account and to please help them out by supplying the CEO’s confidential

password. Seeing the correct name of the network administrator and not knowing

how to look deeper at the inner workings of the email message, the admin is likely

to comply and provide the password. With the CEO’s credentials messages can be

sent to many people in the company that they would believe that might allow the

attacker to get at critical embedded systems within the company’s operations.

2.16.2 Phishing
Phishing is closely related to spoofing email. Phishing is used to install and execute

CryptoLocker, which is a very malicious form of ransomware that encrypts files on

the user’s machine and across their entire connected network and demands a ransom

to provide the key to decrypt those files. One way it enters is via a spoofed email

message that pretends to originate from a source the user trusts and has a relationship

with. The message has an attachedWord document with a name and a message in the

email body that makes the user want to open the document. Once the document is

opened, it starts running some embedded Word macros. As those macros begin to

execute CryptoLocker installs itself into the user’s Documents and Settings folder,

using a randomly generated name, and adds itself to the list of programs in the reg-

istry that Windows loads automatically every time one logs on. It produces a lengthy

list of random-looking server names in the domains .biz, .co.uk, .com, .info, .net, .

org, and .ru. It tries to make a web connection to each of these server names in turn,

trying one each second until it finds one that responds. Once it has found a server that

it can reach, it uploads a small file that is essentially the “CryptoLocker ID.” The

server then generates a public-private key pair unique to that ID, and sends the public

key part back to the source computer. The private key part is tucked away impossible

for the victim to access. The malware on the computer uses this public key to encrypt

all the files it can find that match an extensive list of extensions, covering file types

such as images, documents, and spreadsheets. At this point, the bad guys won and the

victim has lost. CryptoLocker then pops up a “pay page,” giving the victim a limited

time, typically 72 hours, to buy back the private key for their data, typically for 2

bitcoins or $300. Since the ransomers are using modern cryptography, once they

have encrypted the victim’s disk, there are no back doors or shortcuts to help the

victim out. What the ransomers have encrypted can only be decrypted using their

private key. Therefore, if they don’t provide that private key, the data is as good

as gone. There are many situations where this could directly or indirectly affect
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embedded devices that are within the same network as the original victimized

machine. Also other types of phishing can more directly target embedded devices

such as those used widely in critical infrastructure.

2.16.3 Password guessing
It may not sound like an attack category but by far the easiest attack against embed-

ded systems is still password guessing. Many devices like routers, PLCs, and even

automotive diagnostic ports have factory-defined passwords that are supposed to be

changed by the owner at the time of installation but frequently are not. Thus, pass-

words like “12345,” “password,” and “admin” are prevalent on millions of devices.

As these devices increasingly are put on the Internet for legitimate purposes, those

passwords leave a wide open pathway from the outside world into whatever the

embedded device is attached to.

Many people use very simple easy to remember passwords such as “123456”

or their pet’s name. These are extremely easy to guess. This type of behavior will

affect consumer IoT devices going forward and with the enormous number of

these devices projected into the future, weak passwords could create great prob-

lems if a coordinated attack were launched against a lot of these devices

simultaneously.

Weak passwords keep getting weaker. That’s because ordinary desktop com-

puters can now test over a hundred million passwords per second using password

cracking tools that run on a general purpose CPU and over 350 billion passwords

per second using GPU-based password cracking tools. A user-selected eight-

character password with numbers, mixed case, and symbols, reaches an estimated

30-bit strength, according to NIST; 2�30 is only 1 billion permutations and would

take an average of 16 min to crack. If a hacker can access the encrypted passwords

(Unix used to place them in /etc/password) then they can bypass any schemes that

limit the number of failed attempts before a lockout. All they have to do is run a

high-speed password cracker and encrypt that and compare the result to the items

in the encrypted password file.

Until two-factor authentication becomes ubiquitous and most device’s sole pro-

tection is passwords, the best plan of action is to use a password generator (such as

SecureSafe) that stores the password in a reliable digital vault that does require

two-factor authentication. That vault should have a very strong password that is

not stored anywhere. The recommendation for generating solid passwords that

have to be remembered is to use a passphrase approach such as a poem you know

well where the first letter of each of 12–16 words is remembered and where a few

letters are turned into numbers and special characters. For example, You could turn

an “l” into a 1, an “o” into a 0, an “a” into a & and separate two phrases with an “¼”

or “;”.

Now that we have looked at what types of embedded devices have had high pro-

file attacks against them and how those attacks have worked, in the next section we

will put into context how bad things could get with certain types of attacks against

key embedded devices.
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2.17 HOW BAD COULD THIS BE?
The network connectivity that the United States has used to tremendous advantage

economically and militarily over the past 20 years has made the country more vul-

nerable than ever to cyber attacks. At the same time, our adversaries are far more

capable of conducting such attacks.

Symantec reports blocking over 5.5 billion attacks with its software in 2011 alone

finding that the average breach exposed 1.1 million identities and nearly 5000 new

vulnerabilities were identified in the calendar year. Over 400 million unique variants

of malware attempted to take advantage of those vulnerabilities, up to 40% from

2010. Attack toolkits are easy to find and available in web forums or on the under-

ground black-market and cost only $40–$4000 to procure. Use of these widely avail-
able tools allows almost anyone to exploit any known and uncorrected vulnerability.

At the same time, the cyber world has moved from exploitation and disruption to

destruction.

The impact of a destructive cyber attack on the civilian population would be

frightening as it could mean no electricity, money, communications, TV, radio, or

fuel (electrically pumped). In a short time, food and medicine distribution systems

would be ineffective; transportation would fail or become so chaotic as to be useless.

Law enforcement, medical staff, and emergency personnel capabilities could be

expected to be barely functional in the short term and dysfunctional over sustained

periods. If the attack’s effects were reversible, damage could be limited to an impact

equivalent to a power outage lasting a few days. If an attack’s effects cause physical

damage to control systems, pumps, engines, generators, controllers, etc., the unavail-

ability of parts and manufacturing capacity could mean months to years are required

to rebuild and reestablish basic infrastructure operation.

Let’s look at a few real instances of attacks and extrapolate that to the growth of

the connected embedded devices projected over the next decade.
2.17.1 Heartbleed
Heartbleed is a security bug disclosed in Apr. 2014 in the OpenSSL cryptography

library, which is a widely used implementation of the transport layer security

(TLS) protocol. SSL (secure sockets layer) and TLS are frequently used interchange-

ably but TLS is the newer version of the protocol. The “s” in https is from SSL and is

what displays the padlock symbol in one’s browser and protects transmission of con-

fidential or private data such as social security or credit card numbers. Heartbleed has

been shown to have affected 17% of the servers on the Internet and the clients that

connect to them. Heartbleed may be exploited regardless of whether the party using a

vulnerable OpenSSL instance for TLS is a server or a client. It results from improper

input validation (due to a missing bounds check) in the implementation of the TLS

heartbeat extension [36] designed to keep sessions in browsers alive and thus the

bug’s name derives from “heartbeat.” The vulnerability is classified as a buffer over-

read, a situation where more data can be read than should be allowed, meaning data

can be exfiltrated.
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The Heartbeat Extension keeps the session alive by having a computer at one

end of a connection to send a “Heartbeat Request” message, consisting of a pay-

load, typically a text string, along with the payload’s length as a 16-bit integer.

The receiving computer then must send exactly the same payload back to the

sender. The affected versions of OpenSSL allocate a memory buffer for the mes-

sage to be returned based on the length field in the requesting message, without

regard to the actual size of that message’s payload. Because of this failure to

do proper bounds checking, the message returned consists of the payload, pos-

sibly followed by whatever else happened to be in memory after the

allocated buffer.

Heartbleed is exploited by sending a malformed heartbeat request with a small

payload and large length field to the vulnerable party (usually a server) in order

to elicit the victim’s response, permitting attackers to read up to 64 kilobytes of

the victim’s memory that was likely to have been used previously by OpenSSL.

Where a Heartbeat Request might ask a party to “send back the four-letter word

‘bird’,” resulting in a response of “bird,” a “Heartbleed Request” (a malicious heart-

beat request) of “send back the 500-letter word ‘bird’” would cause the victim to

return “bird” followed by whatever 496 characters the victim happened to have in

active memory. Attackers in this way could receive sensitive data, compromising

the confidentiality of the victim’s communications. Although an attacker has some

control over the disclosed memory block’s size, it has no control over its location,

and therefore cannot choose what content is revealed.

The problem can be fixed very simply by ignoring Heartbeat Request messages

that ask for more data than their payload needs.

Heartbleed is registered in the CVEs system as CVE-2014-0160. A fixed version

of OpenSSL was released on Apr. 7, 2014, on the same day Heartbleed was publicly

disclosed.

At the time of disclosure, some 66% of the Internet’s secure web servers certified

by trusted authorities were believed to be vulnerable to the attack, allowing theft of

the servers’ private keys and users’ session cookies and passwords. The Electronic

Frontier Foundation, Ars Technica, and Bruce Schneier [37] all deemed the Heart-

bleed bug “catastrophic.” Forbes cybersecurity columnist Joseph Steinberg wrote,

“Some might argue that [Heartbleed] is the worst vulnerability found (at least

in terms of its potential impact) since commercial traffic began to flow on the

Internet” [38].

Although the bug received more attention due to the threat it represents for

servers, TLS clients using affected OpenSSL instances are also vulnerable. Relevant

to the embedded device world, a “reverse Heartbleed” has malicious servers exploit-

ing Heartbleed to read data from a vulnerable client’s memory. This shows that

Heartbleed is not just a server-side vulnerability but also a client-side vulnerability

because the server, or whomever you connect to, is as able to ask you for a heartbeat

back as you are to ask them. Those clients are in many cases embedded systems so

contrary to many people’s initial assumptions, Heartbleed is not just an issue forWeb

servers and other purely computer systems. OpenSSL is very popular in client
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software and somewhat popular in networked appliances which have most inertia in

getting updates.

To wit, Cisco Systems has identified 75 of its products as vulnerable, including IP

phone systems and telepresence (video conferencing) systems [39]. Games including

Steam, Minecraft, Wargaming.net, League of Legends, GOG.com, Origin, Sony

Online Entertainment, Humble Bundle, and Path of Exile were affected and subse-

quently fixed as well [40].

2.17.2 Shellshock
Shellshock, alsoknownasBashdoor, is a familyof securitybugs in thewidelyusedUnix

Bash shell, the first of which was disclosed on Sep. 24, 2014.Many Internet-facing ser-

vices, suchassomewebserverdeployments,useBash toprocesscertain requests, allow-

inganattacker tocausevulnerableversionsofBash toexecutearbitrarycommands.This

can allow an attacker to gain unauthorized access to a computer system [41].

In Unix-based operating systems, and in other operating systems that Bash sup-

ports, each running program has its own list of name/value pairs called environment

variables. When one program starts another program, it provides an initial list of

environment variables for the new program. Separately from these, Bash also main-

tains an internal list of functions, which are named scripts that can be executed from

within the program. Since Bash operates both as a command interpreter and as a com-

mand, it is possible to execute Bash from within itself. When this happens, the orig-

inal instance can export environment variables and function definitions into the new

instance. Function definitions are exported by encoding themwithin the environment

variable list as variables whose values begin with parentheses (“()”) followed by a

function definition. The new instance of Bash, upon starting, scans its environment

variable list for values in this format and converts them back into internal functions.

It performs this conversion by creating a fragment of code from the value and exe-

cuting it, thereby creating the function “on-the-fly,” but affected versions do not ver-

ify that the fragment is a valid function definition. Therefore, given the opportunity

to execute Bash with a chosen value in its environment variable list, an attacker can

execute arbitrary commands or exploit other bugs that may exist in Bash’s command

interpreter. Increasingly, embedded systems run Unix variants and some run the bash

shell making this dangerous bug relevant to embedded systems.

The discoverer of Shellshock contacted Bash’s maintainer reporting their discov-

ery of the original bug called “Bashdoor.” Together the discoverer and maintainer

developed a patch. The bug was assigned the CVE identifier CVE-2014-6271. Once

Bash updates with the fix were ready for distribution, it was announced to the public.

Within days of the publication of this, intense scrutiny of the underlying design flaws

discovered a variety of related vulnerabilities which the developers addressed with a

series of further patches.

Attackers exploited Shellshock within hours of the initial disclosure by creating

botnets of compromised computers to perform distributed denial-of-service attacks

and vulnerability scanning. Security companies recorded millions of attacks and

probes related to the bug in the days following the disclosure.
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Shellshock could potentially compromise millions of unpatched servers and other

systems. Accordingly, it has been compared to the Heartbleed bug in its severity [42].

2.17.3 Blackouts
One of the most critical applications of embedded systems has to be across the broad

expanse of the US power grid. However this system is quite old and vulnerable to

attack. In Oct. 2012, US defense secretary Leon Panetta warned that the United

States was vulnerable to a “cyber Pearl Harbor” that could derail trains, poison water

supplies, and cripple power grids. The next month, Chevron confirmed the specula-

tion by becoming the first US Corporation to admit that Stuxnet had spread across its

machines.

A doomsday blackout scenario is not far-fetched. Meanwhile, the asset owners

across the power grid know that their SCADA controllers are vulnerable but will

not move without regulations forcing them too. Their profit margins are thin and

no one wants to incur the costs of cyber-motivated upgrades that would cost them

dearly while their competitors wait and don’t incur those costs.

Let’s examine the potential impact of a massive blackout by examining the

(noncyber-attack instigated) Aug. 2003 Northeast blackout. On that Aug. 14, an elec-

trical disruptioncauseda lossof electrical service toconsumers inNewYork,Michigan,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Connecticut, Vermont, Massachusetts, and substan-

tial parts of the Canadian province of Ontario. In total, about 50 million US residents

lost electrical power. Many also lost water service, and still more found it difficult or

impossible to get gasoline for automobiles and trucks. The total impact onUSworkers,

consumers, and taxpayers was a loss of approximately $6.4 billion.

If we extrapolate to a full US blackout that lasts for a week the numbers are stag-

gering. Instead of affecting 50M people it would affect all 319M people in the United

States. Assume worst case that it hits on a Monday morning which, if it was inten-

tional, is what would happen, and further assume it lasts a full 7 days before we can

recover. That makes the economic impact jump to $185.8B in 2003 dollars. Adjust-

ing to 2015 (assumes 27.6% cumulative rate of inflation) increases that number to

$237B in 2015 dollars. Attempting to take a guess at how much the increased depen-

dence on computers and the Internet has on every aspect of the economy, we will

assume 3�what it was in 2003 and the final damage estimate is at least $711B. That
represents 4% of 2014’s GDP. To put that in perspective, the worst quarterly drop of

the 2009 Great Recession was about 4%, so a blackout of that magnitude would send

the country into a tailspin of unprecedented proportions leading perhaps to some-

thing much worse than the Great Recession.

What may be most frightening is that the United States could suffer a coast-to-

coast blackout if saboteurs knocked out just nine of the country’s 55,000 electric-

transmission substations on a scorching summer day, according to a study by the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which concluded that coordinated attacks

in each of the nation’s three separate electric systems could cause the entire power

network to collapse [43]. Frighteningly, the FERC analysis indicates that knocking

out nine of those key substations could plunge the country into darkness for weeks,
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if not months. We know that nation-state adversaries have probed the electric grid

and have demonstrated the ability to attack various parts of the system making many

believe they could shut down parts or all of it if they were prepared for the conse-

quences of doing so.

About once every 4 days, part of the power grid is struck by a cyber or physical

attack. Although the repeated security breaches have never resulted in the type of

cascading outage that swept across the Northeast in 2003, they have sharpened con-

cerns about vulnerabilities in the electric system. A widespread outage lasting even a

few days could disable devices ranging from ATMs to cellphones to traffic lights,

and could threaten lives if heating, air conditioning, and health care systems exhaust

their backup power supplies.
3 SECURITY & COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we will discuss a new class of inherently secure processor ideally

suited for embedded devices that attempts to thwart a broad class of attacks that

are typically used in the worst types of cyber incursions. The processor described

evolved out of a DARPA program initiated in 2010 as a reaction to the Stuxnet attack

against the SCADA controllers and the centrifuges they controlled, which resulted in

an estimated 2000 of these plutonium enrichment centrifuges being irreparably

destroyed.
3.1 PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES AND SECURITY FLAWS
The Von Neumann architecture, also known as the Princeton architecture, is a com-

puter architecture based on that described in 1945 by the mathematician and phys-

icist John Von Neumann. He described an architecture for an electronic digital

computer with parts consisting of a processing unit containing an arithmetic logic

unit (ALU) and processor registers, a control unit containing an instruction register

and program counter (PC), a memory to store both data and instructions, external

mass storage, and input and output mechanisms. The meaning has evolved to be

any stored-program computer in which an instruction fetch and a data operation can-

not occur at the same time because they share a common bus.

The design of a Von Neumann architecture is simpler than the more modern Har-

vard architecture which is also a stored-program system but has one dedicated set of

address and data buses for reading data from and writing data to memory, and another

set of address and data buses for fetching instructions. A stored-program digital com-

puter is one that keeps its program instructions, as well as its data, in read-write,

random-access memory.

A stored-program design also allows for self-modifying code. One early moti-

vation for such a facility was the need for a program to increment or otherwise

modify the address portion of instructions, which had to be done manually in

early designs. This became less important when index registers and indirect
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addressing became usual features of machine architecture. Another use was to

embed frequently used data in the instruction stream using immediate addressing.

Self-modifying code has largely fallen out of favor, since it is usually hard to

understand and debug, as well as being inefficient under modern processor pipe-

lining and caching schemes.

On a large scale, the ability to treat instructions as data is what makes assemblers,

compilers, linkers, loaders, and other automated programming tools possible. One

can “write programs which write programs.” On a smaller scale, repetitive I/O-

intensive operations such as the BITBLT image manipulation primitive or pixel &

vertex shaders in modern 3D graphics were considered inefficient to run without

custom hardware. These operations could be accelerated on general purpose proces-

sors with “on the fly compilation” (“just-in-time compilation”) technology, e.g.,

code-generating programs—one form of self-modifying code that has remained

popular.

There are drawbacks to the Von Neumann design especially when it comes to

security, which was not even conceived as a problem until the 1980s. Program mod-

ifications can be quite harmful, either by accident or design. Since the processor just

executes the word the PC points to, there is effectively no distinction between

instructions and data. This is precisely the design flaw that attackers use to perform

code injection attacks and it leads to the theme of the inherently secure processor: the

processor cooperates in security.
3.2 SOLVING THE PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE PROBLEM
Since vulnerabilities are inevitable using today’s—and the foreseeable future’s—

programming methods, and they make our systems unsafe by default, how can we

win? What if the underlying processor didn’t allow the vulnerabilities to become

an attack vector? What if the processor was inherently secure even if the software

running on it has vulnerabilities? Inherent security means safe by default even when

programmers make mistakes.

This is achievable. It is possible to change the architecture of our processors, use

transistors for a security purpose, and build a new computing foundation that is inher-

ently secure without giving up backwards compatibility to existing processor instruc-

tion sets, operating systems, and programming languages.

We can add metadata tags to every word in memory, a way to process those

tags in parallel with instruction processing, and we will define a language of

micro-policies that enforce security policies based on information in the meta-

data tags. A good way to think about what these security/safety micro-policies

do for our current inherently insecure processors is to add an interlock. When

you build a nuclear power plant, you include (several levels) of safety interlocks

to prevent the worst things from happening. Interlocks here include temperature

sensors to shut things down if they get too hot, and shunt valves to dump reac-

tants. Machines have physical interlock buttons to shut down dangerous cutters if

they are opened (including lowly paper shredders). Radiation machines have
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physical interlocks to prevent removal of the shield when radiation beam is set

too high. Even highways have physical guard rails and barriers to prevent drivers

from driving off ramps and bridges into oncoming traffic even if the driver falls

asleep. So, our goal is to provide a set of interlocks in the processor that detect

bad things that shouldn’t happen and prevent the most egregious things from

happening. Let’s look in some detail now at the three key ideas that create these

security interlocks: programmable metadata tags, a processor interlocks for pol-

icy enforcement (PIPE), and a set of micro-policies.
3.3 FULLY EXPLOITING METADATA TAGS
The first architectural modification to apply to the inherently secure processor is pro-

grammablemetadata tags.Here iswherewe spend themost silicon (transistors) to sup-

port security. Here the metadata tag is a word of memory attached to and permanently

associated with a “normal” word of memory. Call that normal word the payload. A

payload might be an instruction for the processor, values to be processed, pointers

to variables stored in memory. A tag attached to a payload word of memory is not

a new concept. Lisp machines7 used it for identifying types [44]. A machine made

by a long-lost computer company called Burroughs had a tag bit in each word to iden-

tify the word as a control word or numeric word. This was partially a security mech-

anism to stop programs from being able to corrupt control words on the stack. Later it

was realized that the 1-bit control word/numeric distinction was a powerful idea and

this was extended to three bits outside of the 48 bit native word into amore general tag

used for things like “this is the topof the stack,” “this is a return address,” “this is code,”

“this is data,” “this is the index value for a loop,” and other similar identifications [45].

Tagged architectures have been the subject of several research papers [46,47].

Recently some major processor manufacturers are recognizing the importance of

using tagged memory to protect memory. Intel is introducing new MPX (memory

protection extensions) instructions as a set of extensions to the x86 instruction set

architecture

With compiler, runtime library, and operating system support, these instruc-

tions are designed to check pointer references whose normal compile-time inten-

tions are maliciously exploited at runtime due to buffer overflows. With MPX

there are new bounds registers, and new instruction set extensions that operate

on these registers. The result is �86 support for memory protection that, once

compilers are modified to use them, will protect against buffer overflows. Also

recently, Oracle/SUN announced the Sparc M7 which uses the highest four bits

of a pointer to keep track of 24 (or 16) different regions of memory (buffers) to

protect them from reads or writes going out of bounds on them. This is a step in

the right direction but only the simplest program creates only 16 distinct buffers

so this does not sufficiently address the buffer overflow vulnerability. While both
7Lisp machines were general-purpose computers designed to efficiently run the Lisp programming lan-

guage in the late 1980s.
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Metadata tags are added to every word in memory including program counter (PC),

instructions, registers, and main memory. Tags describe critical attributes about the Data

payload used by the micro-policies. Metadata tags are highly protected.
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these developments are encouraging because it means the major vendors are cog-

nizant of the huge problem, they have a long way to go in addressing all of the

other already identified serious Common Vulnerabilities and Exploits.

For a real solution, we need to employ a comprehensive approach to metadata

tagging as shown in Fig. 2. These tags can point to software-defined and interpreted

metadata records. This metadata can express provenance, access control (who can

read or write the payload word), executability (does the payload contain an instruc-

tion), and legal branch target (does the payload contain address that it is legal for

the program to branch to and continue execution). Very important is the fact that

these metadata tags are permanently bonded to the payload word, are uninterpreted

by the hardware, can be a pointer to an arbitrary data structure, and are not acces-

sible from the application. The hardware component that will process these tags is

called a PIPE.
3.4 PROCESSOR INTERLOCKS FOR POLICY ENFORCEMENT
To process these tags in parallel with the standard ALU—the heart of the pro-

cessing pipeline of any standard processor—we create a PIPE, the second archi-

tectural modification to the processor, and add it into the instruction processing

pipeline such that it operates in parallel with the ALU (see Fig. 3). Note that in

the diagram, the PC, the instruction-store, the register file, and all the general-

purpose memory have the extra word of metadata associated with them shown in

green. As the ALU executes an instruction, the PIPE operates in parallel check-

ing and updating appropriate tags. The hardware makes sure that payloads are

sent to the ALU while tags are sent to the PIPE so that parallel processing of

tags happens at the same speed as instruction processing.
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The standard processor pipeline continues to operate with no instructions added or

subtracted. But every component of a computation has ametadata tag which are the inputs to

the PIPE which acts as an interlock on the processor preventing it from violating any of the

active policies.
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3.5 MICRO-POLICIES
The “secret sauce” to make the metadata maximally flexible and powerful is a set of

micro-policies (abbreviated as μ-policies hereon in). These policies define what

operations are allowed and specify how metadata is updated as a result of an instruc-

tion being processed. Examples of policies include:
Access control
 Fine-grained control over who has what kind of access to a
piece of data
Type safety
 Making sure types declared in the program are manipulated as
those types not just as raw data
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Instruction permission
 Protects special sections of code from being executed by user-
level applications; part of the ISP self-protection mechanism
Memory safety
 Protecting buffers in memory from overread or overwrite
Control-flow integrity
 Guaranteeing that only jumps to program-defined locations are
made at run-time
Taint tracking/information
flow control
Tracking the influences of values through a computation to
prevent untrusted values from influencing critical decisions and
to limit the flow of sensitive data (e.g., guarantee encryption if
data leaves the system)
As the PIPE processes tags associated with an instruction, it takes the relevant meta-

data and sends it to the installed set of software-defined policies where the metadata

is checked against those policies and, if the result is allowed, determines the result

tags. If the result is not allowed by policy, that instruction results in a security vio-

lation and the instruction is voided.

3.5.1 μ-Policies enforce security
The programming model for μ-policies involves abstracting the hardware. At the

hardware level, as we have shown, there are metadata bits attached to each word.

There is a hardware PIPE whose job it is to resolve this metadata.

The programmer should not have to worry about limits such as the number

of bits of metadata or the complexity of the rule logic inside the PIPE. The

metadata tag will be viewed as a pointer that can point to a data structure of

arbitrary size.

A policy therefore is a collection of rules that take the form

opcode,PCtag, INSTtag,OP1tag,OP2tag,MRtag

� �) allow?,PCtag,Resulttag
� �

which we call a transfer function. The abstract function of the PIPE is diagramed here

Opcode

PCtag

PCtag
INSTtag

PIPE

Allowed?

OP1tag Resulttag
OP2tag

MRtag

3.5.2 Memory safety μ-policy
Thememory safety policy is designed to enforce spatial and temporal safety. Since in

the rankings of the top vulnerability categories of 2014, according to Verizon, mem-

ory misuse accounted for 70% of all exploits, this is the first and probably most

important one to consider.
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This policy will work for both heap-allocated data as well as compiler stack-

based allocations.Wewant this policy to protect against both spatial safety violations

(e.g., accessing an array out of its bounds) and temporal safety violations (e.g., refer-

encing through a pointer after the region has been freed). Such violations

are a common source of serious security vulnerabilities such as heap-based buffer

overflows, confidential data leaks, and exploitable use-after-free, and double-

free bugs.

Many μ-policies will require assistance to perform their functions. That assistance

is called a monitor service. For memory safety, the monitor services for heap memory

are the allocation and freeing routines that are part of the set of operating system ser-

vices. The allocation and freeing monitor services are parameterized by two functions,

malloc() and free(), that are assumed to satisfy certain high-level properties: the malloc

monitor service first searches the list of block descriptors for a free block of at least the

required size, cuts off the excess if needed, generates a fresh color, initializes the new

memory block with each word’s metadata having that color, and returns the address of

the start of the block which is a pointer to the newly allocated memory (or buffer). The

free monitor service reads the pointer color, deallocates the corresponding block, tags

its cells with a special freed tag F, and updates the block descriptors. The F tags prevent

any remaining pointers to the deallocated block from being used to access it after deal-

location. If a later allocation reuses the samememory, it will be tagged with a different

(larger) color, so these dangling pointers will still be unusable.

The method we will use for this μ-policy, shown in Fig. 4, is to give each pointer a
unique “color” and then to color each memory slot in the allocated buffer with the

same color. When the memory is later freed all slots are re-colored to the uncolored

value (i.e., 0). A “color” is just a numeric value equal to 2number-of-bits where

number-of-bits is the size of the metadata tag available for this purpose (typically

32 bits which provides over 4 billion unique values).

The transfer function for this μ-policy is

LOAD,PCtag, � ,R1tag, � ,MRtag

� �) MRtag ¼¼R1tag
� �

&& PCtag ¼¼ INSTtag

� ��
, � ,��

which says that the LOAD instruction being executed will be allowed only if the tag

on the memory reference (MR, the address in memory that is about to be written) is

the same (represented as ) as the tag on the pointer (R1). We additionally require that

the PC tag matches the color of the block to which the PC points. This ensures that the

PC cannot be used to leak information about inaccessible frames by loading instruc-

tions from them.

All other slots in the formula are do-not-cares for this instruction. We do allow

adding and subtracting integers from pointers. The result of such pointer arithmetic is

a pointer with the same color. The new pointer is not necessarily in bounds, but the

rules for LOAD and STORE opcodes will prevent invalid accesses. (Computing an

out-of-bounds pointer is not a violation per se, reading or writing through it is and

will be handled by the rules for LOAD and STORE.)

This simple μ-policy, in conjunction with support from the operating systemmal-

loc() and free(), and from the compiler as it creates stack frames as functions are



FIG. 4

C language calls to malloc() and subsequent references to the buffers so created are shown

on the left. On the right are shown the metatags and the payload data each metadata tag

describes. Each tag is assigned a unique color as is the pointer returned from malloc(). This

information enables the memory safety policy to determine if a memory reference is legal and

should be allowed to complete.
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called, provides very powerful memory safety, which prevents buffer overflows

when both reading and writing into memory.

3.5.3 Control flow integrity μ-policy
The memory safety policy just discussed leads people to apply the policy to make

code nonwriteable. However, that didn’t stop attackers. They figured out that they

could use your own code against you using return-oriented programming (ROP)

attacks. These are a relatively new type of attack that has grown in popularity with

attackers and is very dangerous. ROP is a computer security exploit technique that

allows an attacker to execute code even when memory protection is in place. In this

technique, an attacker gains control of the call stack to hijack program control flow

and then executes carefully chosen machine instruction sequences, called “gadgets.”

Each gadget typically ends in a return instruction and is located in a subroutine within

the existing program and/or shared library code. Chaining these gadgets together

enables an attacker to perform any computation just with these return sequences.

To understand the policy to prevent ROP attacks, it is important to understand that

these attacks work by returning into the middle of sequence of code—returns (i.e.,

control-flow-branches) that did not exist in the original program. Current processors

will blindly run the code for the attacker.

The control flow integrity (CFI) policy dynamically enforces that all indirect con-

trol flows (computed jumps) adhere to a fixed control flow graph (CFG) most
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commonly obtained from a compiler. This policy is another interlock that prevents

control-flow-hijacking attacks by locking down control transfers to only those

intended by the program.

The sample code we will use to illustrate this is shown in Fig. 5. While in function

foo(), function bar() is called. The address at which that call occurs is t1. The address

where bar() begins is t2. And the address in bar() where it is about to return to its

caller is t3. Somewhere else in the program assume bar() is also called from address

t42 as well as a few other places. Thus the full list of legal address locations bar() can

be called from includes t1, t42, and a few others as shown at the bottom of the figure.

As you will see, CFI uses tags to distinguish the memory locations containing

instructions and the sources and targets of indirect jumps, while using the PC tag

to track execution history (the sources of indirect jumps).

On a call to a the function bar() from the address t1 the μ-policy that governs what
happens is described by the following transfer function

CALL,none, t1,R1tag,� ,�� �) true , t1,�ð Þ
which declares that the tag from the call instruction (which is t1) must be copied to

the tag for the PC as a result of the CALL instruction (that is, the PC which is now at

the first instruction for bar() which is t2). The second half of CFI enforcement comes

from the following transfer function

=CALL,t1, t2, � ,� ,�ð Þ) t1int2,none,�ð Þ
which says whenever the processor is not executing a CALL instruction and the PC is

tagged (in this case t1 because we are in a previous CALL that began at t1), check that

the tag on the PC is in the list of “legal caller tags” (t2 is in that list) on the current

instruction (which must be the target of a call). The PIPE will also untag the PC as

shown by the none in the PC tag spot on the right-hand side of the transfer function.

These two transfer functions direct the PIPE to strictly enforce the CFG and only
FIG. 5

The compiler knows the legal call graph and when the Control Flow Integrity policy is active,

the control flow is tracked through the metadata tag on the PC. Here as bar() is called, the list

of legal addresses where bar() can be called from is tracked such that if a return is corrupted

by an attacker, the PIPE knows the processor is trying to return to an illegal address and halts

that instruction.
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allow control transfers to those locations specified in the program thus creating

another interlock that thwarts ROP attacks.

3.5.4 Taint tracking μ-policy
Here we will show how a taint tracking policy can be used quite generally to “taint”

data such that certain rules can be enforced throughout the system. Taint tracking can

enforce rules like “if the data is not public it may not leave the system unencrypted”

and “at this critical decision juncture, if the data about to be used is untrusted do not

proceed.” Taint tracking can also be used for a safety policy that might be used in a

medical device like “if you are about to pump insulin and more than N milligrams

have been pumped in 24 h do not pump any, alert the user, and shut down the pro-

cessor.” The policy, as applied to the ADD instruction, would be represented by the

following transfer function

ADD,PCtag, INSTtag,OP1tag,OP2tag,�
� �) true ,PC,union PC,INST,OP1,OP2ð Þð Þ

where the tag on the Result is formed from the union of the tag on all the operands

including the PC, INST, OP1, and OP2.

3.5.5 Composite policies
It is important that for any given metadata tag there not be just one policy that can be

enforced. An arbitrary number of policies may be required and this is easily sup-

ported by our model by using the tag as a pointer to a tuple of μ-policies. There
is no hardware limit on the number of μ-policies supported in this fashion.

To propagate tags efficiently, the processor is augmented with a rule cache that oper-

ates in parallel with instruction execution. On a rule cache miss, control is transferred

to a trusted miss handler which, given the tags of the instruction’s arguments, decides

whether the current operation should be allowed and, if so, computes appropriate tags

for its results. It then adds this set of argument and result tags to the rule cache so that

when the same situation is encountered in the future, the rule can be applied without

slowing down the processor. In performance tests on accurate machine simulators,

the overall performance overhead for security enforcement is less than 10%.

A partial list of the types of safety and security policies that can be implemented

using the mechanisms just described is listed in the following table.
• Type safety
 • Mandatory access control

• Memory safety
 • Classification levels

• Control-flow integrity
 • Lightweight compartmentalization

• Stack safety
 • Software fault isolation

• Unforgettable resource identifiers
 • Sandboxing

• Abstract types
 • Access control

• Immutability
 • Capabilities
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• Linearity
 • Provenance

• Software architecture enforcement
 • Full/Empty bits

• Units
 • Concurrency: race detection

• Signing
 • Debugging

• Sealing
 • Data tracing

• Endorsement
 • Introspection

• Taint
 • Audit

• Confidentiality
 • Reference monitors

• Integrity
 • Garbage collection

• Bignums
Returning to the analogy of metadata+PIPE+μ-policies being interlocks, one of

their advantages is that policies are small (few 100–1000 lines of code), but they

are protecting millions of lines of code. So, while a programmer has no chance of

having millions of lines of code be bug free, she does have a chance of making

the interlocks be bug free. Just to be certain, since these bits of software are small

and highly important, they are amenable to and worth verifying formally.
3.6 SELF-PROTECTION
For an inherently secure processor to maintain that designation, it is vital that it

strongly protects itself against malfeasance of any sort. In this case, that means pro-

tecting the metadata, the PIPE, the mechanisms of μ-policies, having a secure boot,

and providing protection from physical tampering.

3.6.1 Metadata protection
In our architecture, data andmetadata do not mix.Metadata is not addressable; not by

the user-level application, not by the operating system. In the hardware, data paths

for data and metadata do not cross. No user-accessible instructions read or write

metadata. Metadata is only transformed through the PIPE.

Separation of data and metadata is important for maintaining strong protection of

the PIPE and policy mechanisms. Metadata rule misses could be processed on a sep-

arate processor. We could store the metadata structures that the metadata tags point

to in separate memory. Then this separate metadata processor would only need to

access metadata memory and would never access standard data (and vice versa

for the standard processing structures). But to avoid a second processor we want

to process a miss on the same processor albeit in an isolated subsystem. In this meta-

data processing subsystem metadata tags become “data,” that is, they are just

pointers into metadata memory space.

The mechanism to accomplish this on the RISC-V uses special PIPE control and

status registers (CSRs) for rule inputs and outputs. On a PIPE miss trap the PIPE tag

inputs are stored in the PIPE CSRs. Now these tags have just become data to the

metadata processing subsystem. Here the PIPE CSRs are read and processed. If a

result is allowed the tag result is written to the PIPE CSRs which triggers a rule
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insertion for this PIPE transfer function (same inputs mapped to same outputs) mak-

ing this a simple lookup next time this rule hits the PIPE.

3.6.2 PIPE protection
We can use the PIPE itself both to implement the symbolic μ-policy and, at the same

time, to enforce the restrictions above (which we call monitor self-protection). To

achieve this, we use the special Monitor tag to mark all of the monitor’s code and

data (remember, malloc() and free() are monitors), allowing the miss handler to

detect when untrusted code is trying to tamper with it.

Every instruction causes a rule cache lookup, which results in a fault if no corre-

sponding rule is present (i.e., a miss). Since the machine has no special “privileged

mode,” this applies even to monitor code. To ensure that monitor code can do its job,

we set up cache ground rules (one for each opcode) saying that the machine can step

whenever the PC and INST tags in the input vector of a rule are tagged Monitor; in

this case, the next PC and any result of the instruction are also tagged Monitor.

Monitor code never changes or overrides these rules.

3.6.3 The Dover processor
Draper Laboratory in Cambridge Massachusetts is an independent not-for-profit

research and development laboratory that is developing an inherently secure proces-

sor for embedded systems called Dover (short for do-over). In early 2016, the pro-

cessor achieved its first stage of demonstrability by showing it was immune to the

Heartbleed attack and could automatically protect memory from a buffer overflow.

The processor will be developed as either an FPGA or an ASIC depending on the

requirements of the embedded system it is intended for. As embedded devices adopt

an inherently secure processor more and more broadly, infrastructure, the IoT, trans-

portation systems, weapons systems and all other embedded systems will become

much more difficult for attackers to overwhelm.
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CHAPTER
Embedded security
 e6

J. Rosenberg

Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, MA, United States
1 IMPORTANT SECURITY CONCEPTS
We will now shift from these “motivating” discussions about how susceptible our

embedded computing infrastructure is and the types of attacks that have been or

could be perpetrated against them, and cover important security concepts that we will

need for a common vocabulary and to have as a baseline when we delve into what

might be done to improve our cybersecurity defensive posture.
1.1 IDENTIFICATION AND REGISTRATION
Cybersecurity must begin with sufficiently strong identification and registration of

any identities who will access the devices being secured or the networks those

devices communicate with. If we get this wrong the security we build around all

our embedded devices might as well be a house of cards.

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has established an

Electronic Authentication Guide designated 800-63-2 [1] that defines technical

requirements for each of four levels of assurance in the areas of identity proofing,

registration, tokens, management processes, authentication protocols and related

assertions. These four levels of authentication—simply designated Levels 1–4—
are differentiated in terms of the consequences of the authentication errors and mis-

use of credentials at each successive level. Level 1 is the lowest assurance and Level

4 is the highest. The NIST guidance defines the required level of authentication

assurance in terms of the likely consequences of an authentication error. As the con-

sequences of an authentication error become more serious, the required level of

assurance increases.

Electronic authentication, or E-authentication, begins with registration. The

usual sequence for registration proceeds as follows. An Applicant applies to a Reg-

istration Authority (RA) to become a Subscriber of a Credential Service Provider

(CSP). If approved, the Subscriber is issued a credential by the CSP which binds

a token to an identifier (and possibly one or more attributes that the RA has verified).
Rugged Embedded Systems. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-802459-1.00011-7
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The token may be issued by the CSP, generated directly by the Subscriber, or pro-

vided by a third party. The CSP registers the token by creating a credential that binds

the token to an identifier and possibly other attributes that the RA has verified. The

token and credential may be used in subsequent authentication events.
RA¼Registration Authority. A trusted entity that establishes and vouches for the identity or attributes

of a Subscriber to a CSP. The RAmay be an integral part of a CSP, or it may be independent of a CSP,

but it has a relationship to the CSP(s). One’s employer acts as an RA for all its employees. Companies

like Verisign and Network Solutions act as RAs for companies that want to do e-commerce on

the Web.

CSP¼Credential Service Provider. A trusted entity that issues or registers Subscriber tokens and

issues electronic credentials to Subscribers. The CSP may encompass Registration Authorities (RAs)

and Verifiers that it operates. A CSPmay be an independent third party, or may issue credentials for its

own use. Employers who issue electronic credentials such as badges and time-synchronized tokens act

as CSPs. Verisign and NetSol also act as the CSP for companies registering their servers on the Web.
The name specified in a credential may either be a verified name or an unverified

name. If the RA has determined that the name is officially associated with a real

person and the Subscriber is the person who is entitled to use that identity, the name

is considered a verified name. If the RA has not verified the Subscriber’s name, or

the name is known to differ from the official name, the name is considered a pseu-

donym. The process used to verify a Subscriber’s association with a name is called

identity proofing, and is performed by an RA that registers Subscribers with

the CSP.

At Level 1, identity proofing is not required so names in credentials and asser-

tions are assumed to be pseudonyms. The name associated with the Subscriber is

provided by the Applicant and accepted without verification. This is why there are

thousands of Bill Gates in email systems because anyone can create any email

name they want. Level 1 is never going to be acceptable for protecting embedded

systems.

At Level 2, identity proofing is required, but the credential may assert the verified

name or a pseudonym. In the case of a pseudonym, the CSP retains the name verified

during registration. In addition, pseudonymous Level 2 credentials are distinguish-

able from Level 2 credentials that contain verified names. Level 2 credentials and

assertions specify whether the name is a verified name or a pseudonym. This infor-

mation assists relying parties (RPs) in making access control or authorization

decisions.

In most cases, only verified names are specified in credentials and assertions at

Levels 3 and 4. At Level 3 and above, the name associated with the Subscriber is

always verified. At all levels, personally identifiable information collected as part

of the registration process is also protected, and all privacy requirements are satisfied.

Fig. 1 shows the registration, credential issuance, maintenance activities, and the

interactions between the Subscriber/Claimant, the RA and the CSP. The usual

sequence of interactions is as follows:
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1. An individual Applicant applies to an RA through a registration process.

2. The RA identity proofs that Applicant.

3. On successful identity proofing, the RA sends the CSP a registration confirmation

message.

4. A secret token and a corresponding credential are established between the CSP

and the new Subscriber.

5. The CSPmaintains the credential, its status, and the registration data collected for

the lifetime of the credential (at a minimum).

6. The Subscriber maintains his or her token.
1.2 AUTHENTICATION
In this chapter, the party to be authenticated is called a Claimant and the party ver-

ifying that identity is called a Verifier. When a Claimant successfully demonstrates

possession and control of a token to a Verifier through an authentication protocol, the

Verifier can verify that the Claimant is the Subscriber named in the corresponding

credential. The Verifier passes on an assertion about the identity of the Subscriber

to the relying party (RP). That assertion includes identity information about a

Subscriber, such as the Subscriber name, an identifier assigned at registration, or

other Subscriber attributes that were verified in the registration process (subject to

the policies of the CSP and the needs of the application). Where the Verifier is also

the RP, the assertion may be implicit. The RP can use the authenticated information

provided by the Verifier to make access control or authorization decisions.

Authentication establishes confidence in the Claimant’s identity, and in some

cases in the Claimant’s personal attributes (e.g., the Subscriber is a US citizen, is

a student at a particular university, or is assigned a particular number or code by
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an agency or organization). Authentication does not determine the Claimant’s autho-

rizations or access privileges; this is a separate decision. RPs (e.g., government agen-

cies) will use a Subscriber’s authenticated identity and attributes with other factors to

make access control or authorization decisions. The operational semantics of authen-

tication varies according to the NIST levels as described next.
1.2.1 Level 1
Although there is no identity proofing requirement at this level, the authentication

mechanism provides some assurance that the same Claimant who participated in pre-

vious transactions is accessing the protected transaction or data. It allows a wide

range of available authentication technologies to be employed and permits the use

of any of the token methods of Levels 2, 3, or 4. Successful authentication requires

that the Claimant prove through a secure authentication protocol that he or she pos-

sesses and controls the token.

Plaintext passwords or secrets are not transmitted across a network at Level 1.

However this level does not require cryptographic methods that block offline

attacks by eavesdroppers. For example, simple password challenge-response pro-

tocols are allowed. In many cases an eavesdropper, having intercepted such a pro-

tocol exchange, will be able to find the password with a straightforward dictionary

attack.

At Level 1, long-term shared authentication secrets may be revealed to Verifiers.

At Level 1, assertions and assertion references require protection from manufacture/

modification and reuse attacks.

1.2.2 Level 2
Level 2 provides single factor remote network authentication. At Level 2, identity

proofing requirements are introduced, requiring presentation of identifying mate-

rials or information. A wide range of available authentication technologies can be

employed at Level 2. For single factor authentication, Memorized Secret Tokens,

Pre-Registered Knowledge Tokens, Look-up Secret Tokens, Out of Band Tokens,

and Single Factor One-Time Password Devices are allowed at Level 2. Level 2 also

permits any of the token methods of Levels 3 or 4. Successful authentication

requires that the Claimant prove through a secure authentication protocol that

he or she controls the token. Online guessing, replay, session hijacking, and eaves-

dropping attacks are resisted. Protocols are also required to be at least weakly resis-

tant to man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks. Long-term shared authentication

secrets, if used, are never revealed to any other party except Verifiers operated

by the CSP; however, session (temporary) shared secrets may be provided to inde-

pendent Verifiers by the CSP. In addition to Level 1 requirements, assertions are

resistant to disclosure, redirection, and capture and substitution attacks. Approved

cryptographic techniques are required for all assertion protocols used at Level 2

and above.
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1.2.3 Level 3
Level 3 provides multifactor remote network authentication. At least two authen-

tication factors are required. At this level, identity proofing procedures require

verification of identifying materials and information. Level 3 authentication is

based on proof of possession of the allowed types of tokens through a crypto-

graphic protocol. Multifactor Software Cryptographic Tokens are allowed at

Level 3. Level 3 also permits any of the token methods of Level 4. Level 3

authentication requires cryptographic strength mechanisms that protect the pri-

mary authentication token against compromise by the protocol threats for all

threats at Level 2 as well as verifier impersonation attacks. Various types of

tokens may be used. Authentication requires that the Claimant prove, through

a secure authentication protocol, that he or she controls the token. The Claimant

unlocks the token with a password or biometric, or uses a secure multitoken

authentication protocol to establish two-factor authentication (through proof of

possession of a physical or software token in combination with some memorized

secret knowledge). Long-term shared authentication secrets, if used, are never

revealed to any party except the Claimant and Verifiers operated directly by

the CSP; however, session (temporary) shared secrets may be provided to inde-

pendent Verifiers by the CSP. In addition to Level 2 requirements, assertions are

protected against repudiation by the Verifier.
1.2.4 Level 4
Level 4 is intended to provide the highest practical remote network authentication

assurance. Level 4 authentication is based on proof of possession of a key through

a cryptographic protocol. At this level, in-person identity proofing is required.

Level 4 is similar to Level 3 except that only “hard” cryptographic tokens are

allowed. The token is required to be a hardware cryptographic module validated

at Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140–2 Level 2 or higher overall

with at least FIPS 140–2 Level 3 physical security. Level 4 token requirements can

be met by using the personal identity verification (PIV) authentication key of a

FIPS 201 compliant PIV Card. Level 4 requires strong cryptographic authentica-

tion of all communicating parties and all sensitive data transfers between the

parties. Either public key or symmetric key technology may be used. Authentica-

tion requires that the Claimant prove through a secure authentication protocol that

he or she controls the token. All protocol threats at Level 3 are required to be pre-

vented at Level 4. Protocols must also be strongly resistant to MITM attacks.

Long-term shared authentication secrets, if used, are never revealed to any party

except the Claimant and Verifiers operated directly by the CSP; however, session

(temporary) shared secrets may be provided to independent Verifiers by the CSP.

Approved cryptographic techniques are used for all operations. All sensitive data

transfers are cryptographically authenticated using keys bound to the authentica-

tion process.



Authentication steps in brief

When the Subscriber needs to authenticate to perform a transaction, he or she becomes a Claimant

to a Verifier. The interactions are as follows:

1. The Claimant proves to the Verifier that he or she possesses and controls the token through an

authentication protocol.

2. The Verifier interacts with the CSP to validate the credential that binds the Subscriber’s identity

to his or her token.

3. If the Verifier is separate from the RP (application), the Verifier provides an assertion about the

Subscriber to the RP, which uses the information in the assertion to make an access control or

authorization decision.

4. An authenticated session is established between the Subscriber and the RP.
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1.2.5 Multifactor authentication
The classic paradigm for authentication systems identifies three factors as the

cornerstone of authentication:

• Something you know (e.g., a password)

• Something you have (e.g., an ID badge or a cryptographic key)

• Something you are (e.g., a fingerprint or other biometric data)

Multifactor authentication—as required in Levels 3 and 4 described earlier—refers to

the use of more than one of the factors listed above. The strength of authentication

systems is largely determined by the number of factors incorporated by the system.

Single factor authentication (the vast majority of systems today) is almost always

too weak to protect any type of important information or assets. Implementations that

use two factors are considered to be stronger than those that use only one factor; sys-

tems that incorporate all three factors are stronger still (but become unwieldy quickly).

The authors strongly suggest that developers of systems incorporate two-factor authen-

tication from inception as people are beginning to accept the slight extra burden of it in

order to have higher security.

The secrets contained in tokens commonly used in two-factor authentication are

based on either public key pairs (asymmetric keys) or shared secrets. A public key

and a related private key comprise a public key pair. The private key is stored on the

token and is used by the Claimant to prove possession and control of the token.

A Verifier, knowing the Claimant’s public key through some credential (typically

a public key certificate), can use an authentication protocol to verify the Claimant’s

identity, by proving that the Claimant has possession and control of the associated

private key token. A common, easy to use, and very strong cryptographic key system

for two-factor authentication (where a password is provided in addition to the code

displayed on the token) made by RSA and others is the time-synchronized token. The

working of this token is diagrammed in Fig. 2.

1.3 AUTHORIZATION
Ultimately we are after access control which is control over exactly who can access

the protected resources under specified circumstances. Access control depends on:
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Identification (discussed in a previous section)

Subjects supplying identification information

Username, user ID, account number

Authentication (discussed in a previous section)

Verifying this identification information

Passphrase, PIN value, biometric, secure token, one-time password, password

Authorization

Using criteria to make a determination of operations that subjects can carry out on

objects

Now that I know who you are, what am I going to allow you to do?

Accountability

Audit logs and monitoring to track subject activities with objects

Authentication and authorization are very different but together they represent a two-

step process that determines whether an individual (or an application acting on behalf

of an individual) is allowed to access a resource. Once authentication has sufficiently

proven that the individual is who they claim to be, the system must establish whether
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this user is authorized to access the resource they are requesting and further, what

actions this individual is allowed to perform on that resource.

Access control in computer systems and networks rely on access policies. The

access control process can be divided into the following two phases: (1) policy

definition phase where access is authorized, and (2) policy enforcement phase

where access requests are approved or disapproved. Authorization is thus the func-

tion of the policy definition phase which precedes the policy enforcement phase

where access requests are approved or disapproved based on the previously defined

authorizations.

Most modern, multiuser operating systems include access control and thereby

rely on authorization. Frequently it is such a multiuser system that acts as the gate-

way to embedded devices that depend on the general-purpose computer to protect

them. Authorization is the responsibility of an authority, such as a department man-

ager, within the application domain, but is often delegated to a custodian such as a

system administrator. Authorizations are expressed as access policies in some types

of “policy definition application,” e.g., in the form of an access control list (ACL) or

a capability, on the basis of the “principle of least privilege”: consumers of services

should only be authorized to access whatever they need to do their jobs. Older and

single user operating systems often had weak or nonexistent authentication and

access control systems.

An ACLwith respect to a computer file system, is a list of permissions attached to

an object. An ACL specifies which users or system processes are granted access to

objects, as well as what operations are allowed on given objects. Each entry in a typ-

ical ACL specifies a subject and an operation. For instance, if a file object has an

ACL that contains (Alice: read, write; Bob: read), this would give Alice permission

to read and write the file and Bob to only read it.

Even when access is controlled through a combination of authentication and

ACLs, the problems of maintaining the authorization data is not trivial, and often

represents as much administrative burden as managing authentication credentials.

It is often necessary to change or remove a user’s authorization: this is done by

changing or deleting the corresponding access rules on the system. Using atomic

authorization is an alternative to per-system authorization management, where a

trusted third party securely distributes authorization information.

SAML is an XML-based framework for creating and exchanging authentication

and attribute information between trusted entities over the Internet. At the time of

this writing, the latest specification is SAML v2.0, issued Mar. 15, 2005. SAML

is used in large general-purpose computer systems and in embedded systems and

the emerging Internet of things.

The building blocks of SAML include the Assertions XML schema which define

the structure of the assertion; the SAML protocols which are used to request asser-

tions and artifacts; and the Bindings that define the underlying communication pro-

tocols (such as HTTP or SOAP) and that can be used to transport the SAML

assertions. The three components above define a SAML profile that corresponds

to a particular use case.
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SAML Assertions are encoded in a XML schema and can carry up to three types

of statements:

• Authentication statements—Include information about the assertion issuer, the

authenticated subject, validity period, and other authentication information. For

example, an Authentication Assertion would state the subject “John” was

authenticated using a password at 10:32 p.m. on Jun. 6, 2004.

• Attribute statements—Contain specific additional characteristics related to the

Subscriber. For example, subject “John” is associated with attribute “Role” with

value “Manager.”

• Authorization statements—Identify the resources the Subscriber has permission

to access. These resources may include specific devices, files, and information on

specific web servers. For example, subject “John” for action “Read” on “SCADA

device 1002” given evidence “Role.”

Further exploration of SAML is best done in one of the many excellent detailed

books on the subject.
1.4 CRYPTOGRAPHY
[Some material here is derived from Securing Web Services with WS_Security writ-
ten by this chapter’s author and is used with permission.]

Once users are identified and registered and after they have authenticated

themselves to a system they wish to access to which they have been provided access,

the next important thing to consider is how they communicate with that system if

their messages are confidential. Shared key technologies including shared key

encryption—also called symmetric encryption—will be our critical tool for keeping

messages confidential. In this section we will learn about the cryptography behind

the algorithms, mechanisms for managing keys, and the relationship between shared

key technologies and public key technologies, which are presented after shared key.

1.4.1 Shared key encryption
Several synonyms for shared key encryption are used. It is sometimes referred to as

symmetric encryption or secret key encryption because the same key is used to both

encrypt and decrypt a message and this key must be kept secret from all nonintended

parties to keep the encrypted message secret. For clarity and simplicity, in this chap-

ter we will use the term shared key encryption because sender and receiver share the

same key, which is distinct from public key encryption where one key is made open

and public to the entire world. The security principle we are driving for with shared

key encryption is message confidentiality. By that we mean that no one other than the

intended recipient will be able to read an encrypted message. Shared key encryption

is explained pictorially in Fig. 3.

In encryption, the key is the key so to speak. Since both sender and receiver must

utilize the exact same key in shared key encryption, this solitary key must somehow

be separately and confidentially exchanged so both parties have it prior to message
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exchange. Under other circumstances one might imagine you could send the key via

US Mail or read it over the phone but neither of these would be consistent with the

goals of computer-to-computer integration we are after. Typically key exchange

must be done over the same channel that the encrypted messages will flow. Experi-

ence shows us that the best way to accomplish this is to encrypt the shared key using

public key encryption before exchange. Public key encryption will be described after

this discussion of shared key.

Only the key is secret. It has become clear frommany years of experience that the

algorithms themselves must be public and well scrutinized. The field of cryptogra-

phy has unequivocal proof that this openness enhances confidence in the algorithm’s

security due to the extensive study and analysis by all the world’s cryptographers of

these public algorithms that ensues.

Without going into extensive mathematical derivations to prove it, we need you

to take on faith the two most important things you need to know about shared key

encryption:

(a) Shared key encryption is much faster than public key encryption, and

(b) Shared key encryption can operate on arbitrarily large plaintext messages

which public key encryption cannot.

You cannot use public key encryption to encrypt large messages. You must use

something comparable to public key encryption to get a shared key to the other end-

point from where the key was crafted. This is why you need to understand both

technologies.

Shared key encryption uses cryptographic algorithms known as block ciphers.

This means that the algorithm works by taking the starting plaintext message and

first breaks it into fixed size blocks before encrypting each block. Two long-standing
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algorithms used throughout the software industry are Triple-Data Encryption Stan-

dard (3DES), and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).

DES involves a lot of computationally fast and simple substitutions, permuta-

tions, XORs and shifting on a data block at a time to produce ciphertext from an input

plaintext message. The design of DES is so clever that decryption uses exactly the

same algorithm as encryption. The only difference is that the order in which the key

parts are used in the algorithm is exactly reversed. DES was designed to be simple

enough to build into high speed hardware. Many appliances used to accelerate Secure

Sockets Layer (SSL), provide high speed virtual private networks (VPNs) and for

other uses have been built with DES built in. However, in the past decade, weak-

nesses have been found in DES which has led to the creation of Triple-DES or 3DES.

3DES is a variant of DES that uses DES thrice in succession performing encrypt-

decrypt-encrypt of the incoming message to compensate for DES’ weakness. 3DES

uses a key length of 192-bits. Like DES, 3DES is also frequently found in hardware

devices for very high speed encryption.

AES is the most recently adopted shared key encryption standard. AES came out

of a government-sponsored contest won by a cryptographer named Rijndael. It also

works well in hardware and can have keys up to 256-bits long taking it out of the

realm of being susceptible to a brute force attack with the current generation of

computers.

A critical concept for shared key encryption is padding. The blocks that are input

to the cipher must be of a fixed size so if the plaintext input is not already of the

correct size it must be padded. But you can’t just add random data or we would need

to communicate to the receiver the correct real size of the data and that would be a

dangerous clue to an attacker. You also can’t just add zeros because the message

itself might have leading or trailing zeros. So padding must include sentinel

information that identifies the padding and must not give an attacker any critical

information that might compromise the message. The name of the standard

padding schemes accepted for use with these symmetric ciphers is PKCS#5 [2],

and PKCS#7 [3].

As mentioned earlier, shared key technologies fail to solve the problem of scal-

able key distribution. While these algorithms are fast and can handle infinitely large

messages, both ends of the communication need access to the same key and we need

to get it to them securely which shared key cannot help with. Shared key cryptog-

raphy also fails to solve the issue of repudiation. At times we are going to need to

be able to prove that a certain identity created and attests to sending a message

(or document) and no one else could have. They must not be able to deny having

sent this exact document at this moment in time. Shared key cryptography provides

no help here. Finally, shared key cryptography fails to solve the issue of data integ-

rity. We know no one could have successfully intercepted our message and we have

some assurance that no blocks of data in the message were substituted thanks to a

process called cyclic block chaining that links each separately encrypted data block

to the next, but we do not have assurance that the message sent and the one received

are identical. To solve these issues, we need public key technologies.
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1.4.2 Public key technologies
Public key technologies, including public key encryption, will be our tool for deliv-

ering integrity, nonrepudiation and authentication of messages. We will begin with

an explanation of the concepts behind public key encryption. We will expand and

apply this knowledge to build the basis for digital signatures. A discussion of public

key technologies is not complete without discussion of public key infrastructure

(PKI) and the issues of establishing trust.
Public key encryption
Public key encryption is also referred to as asymmetric encryption because there is

not just one key used in both directions as with the symmetric encryption. In public

key encryption there are two keys; whichever one is used to encrypt requires the

other be used to decrypt. In this chapter we will stick with the term public key encryp-

tion to help establish context and contrast it to shared key encryption.

The keys in public key encryption are nonmatching but they are mathematically

related. One key (it does not matter which) is used for encryption. That key is useless

for decryption. Only the matching key can be used for decryption. This concept pro-

vides us with the critical facility we need for secure key exchange to establish and

transport a shared key.

A diagram showing how basic public key encryption works is shown in Fig. 4.

A note about Kerberos before we continue with discussions of public key encryp-

tion. While it is true that Kerberos is an alternative for distributing shared keys, Ker-

beros only applies to a closed environment where all principals requiring keys share

direct access to trusted key distribution centers (KDCs) and all principals share a key

with that KDC. Microsoft Windows natively support Kerberos so within a closed
FIG. 4



Table 1 How Public Key Encryption Interrelates to Confidentiality and Identity

Public Key Private Key What This Means

Encrypt (w/ recipient’s) Decrypt (w/ recipient’s) Confidentiality (no one but
intended recipient can read)

Decrypt (w/ sender’s) Encrypt (w/ sender’s) Signature (identity) (it could only
have come from sender)
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Windows-only environment Kerberos is an option. No further discussion of

Kerberos is contained in this chapter. We recommend public key systems for this

function. Public key systems work with paired keys one of which (the private

key) is kept strictly private and the other (the public key) is freely distributed; in par-

ticular the public key is made broadly accessible to the other party in secure

communications.

Communicating parties each must generate a pair of keys. One of the keys, the

private key, will never leave the possession of its creator. Each party to the com-

munication passes their public key to the other party. The associated public key

encryption algorithms are pure mathematical magic because whatever is encrypted

with one half of the key pair can only be decrypted with its mate. Combining this

simple fact with the strict rule that private keys remain private and only public

keys can be distributed leads to a very interesting and powerful matrix of how

public key encryption interrelates to confidentiality and identity. This matrix is

shown in Table 1.

For Alice to send a confidential message to Bob, Alice must obtain Bob’s public

key. That’s easy since anyone can have Bob’s public key at no risk to Bob; it is just

for encrypting data. Alice takes Bob’s public key and provides it to the standard

encryption algorithm and encrypts her message to Bob. Because of the nature of

the public-private key pair and the fact that Alice and Bob agree on a public, standard

encryption algorithm (like RSA), Bob can use his private key to decrypt Alice’s mes-

sage. Most importantly, only Bob—because no one will ever get their hands on Bob’s

private key—can decrypt Alice’s message. Alice just sent Bob a confidential mes-

sage. Anyone intercepting it will get just scrambled data because they don’t have

Bob’s private key.

Digital signatures will be described in just a moment but notice something inter-

esting about doing things just the reverse of Alice’s confidential message. If Alice

encrypts a message with her private key, which only Alice could possess, and if Alice

makes sure Bob has her public key, Bob can see that Alice and only Alice could have

encrypted that message. In fact, since Alice’s public key is in theory accessible to the

entire world, anyone can tell that Alice and only Alice encrypted that message. The

identity of the sender is established. That is the basic principle of digital signature.

Remember: encrypt with your private key and the whole world using your public
key can tell it could be from you and only you (digital signature) or encrypt with a

specific person’s public key and they and only they, using their private key, can read

your message (secret or confidential messages).
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Public key encryption is based on the mathematics of factoring large numbers

into their prime factors. This problem is thought to be computationally intractable

if the numbers are large enough. But a limitation of public key encryption is that it

can only be applied to small messages. To achieve our goal of distributing shared

keys this is no problem—shared keys are not larger than the message size limita-

tion of public key algorithms. To achieve our goal of digital signatures we will

apply a neat trick and remain within this size limitation as we will discuss

momentarily.
Public key vs shared key performance

Even when implemented in hardware, shared key algorithms are many orders of magnitude faster

than public key encryption. In hardware, RSA is about 1000 times slower than DES.

The first performance hit comes from key generation. We must find two multihundred-bit prime

numbers that are near the same length. Then these two primes must be tested for primality, a very

expensive operation requiring a series of steps that each have a certain probability of determining the

values are relatively prime and must be run several times to make the probability high enough as to be

of an acceptably infinitesimal risk of being wrong.

The second reason that public key encryption is so much slower than shared key is that RSA

encryption/decryption is based on themathematics ofmodular exponentiation. Thismeanswe are taking

each input value, raising it to a power (a large number ofmultiplications) and thenperforming themodulo

operation (the remainder after doing integer division). On the other hand, shared key ciphers are based on

much faster logical operations on bit arrays. Public key algorithms are called asymmetric for a reason.

Because the private key has a much larger exponent than the public key, private key operations take

substantially longer than do public key operations. In confidentiality applications (i.e., encryption)

where the public key is used for encryption, decryption takes substantially longer than decryption.

In integrity applications (i.e., signature) where the private key is used for encryption it is the other

way around. This imbalance would be a problem when applied to large messages but is not an issue

when applied only to small messages such as the 200-bit key for shared key encryption.

The third reason to be concerned about the computational complexity of public key encryption

is the padding issues. The input to RSA encryption operations is interpreted as a number so special

padding is required to make the input totally consistent. The total length of the data must be a multiple

of the modulus size and the data must be numerically less than the modulus. A 1024-bit RSA key has a

128-byte modulus. Therefore, data must be encrypted in blocks of 128 bytes. Each input number must

be padded with zeros until its numerical value is less than that of the modulus. XML encryption

specifies the use of PKCS#1 Block 02 padding. This padding places a critical restriction on the

size of data that RSA can encrypt. This is why RSA is never used to encrypt the entire plaintext

message but only the shared key being exchanged between communicating parties. Once the

shared key is established safely between the parties, AES encryption is used on the plaintext

message itself.

On the negative side, shared key cryptography fails to solve the problem of scalable key distribution.

These algorithms are fast and can handle infinitely large messages but both ends of the communication

need access to the same key and we need to get it to them securely. Shared key cryptography also fails to

solve the issue of repudiation.We are going to need to be able to prove that a certain identity created and

attests to sending a message (or document) and no one else could have. They must not be able to deny

having sent this exact document at this moment in time. Shared key cryptography provides no help here.

Finally, shared key cryptography fails to solve the issue of data integrity. We know no one intercepted

our message and we have some assurance that no blocks of data in the message were substituted thanks

to cyclic block chaining, but we do not have assurance that our message sent and received are identical.

For these issues, we need public key cryptography.
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Digital signature basics
Digital signature is the tool we will use to achieve the message-level security principle

of integrity. Digital signature involves a one-way mathematical function called hash-

ing and using public key (asymmetric) encryption. The basic idea is to create a mes-

sage digest and then to encrypt that. A message digest is a short representation for the

full message. We need that because as we have just seen, asymmetric encryption is

slow and is limited in the size message it can encrypt. A hash is a one-way mathemat-

ical function that creates a unique fixed size message digest from an arbitrary size text

message. One-way means that you can never take the hash value and recreate the orig-

inalmessage. Hash functions are designed to be very fast and are good at never creating

the same result value from two different messages (they avoid collisions). Uniqueness

is critical to make sure an attacker can never just replace one message with another and

have the message digest come out the same anyway—that would pretty much ruin our

goal of providing message integrity through digital signatures.

Here is the basic outline of digital signature:

1. Hash the entire plaintext message creating a fixed size (usually 20 bytes) message

digest.

2. Encrypt this message digest using the signer’s private key.

3. Send the original message and the encrypted message digest along with the

signer’s public key to any desired recipients.

4. Recipients use the signer’s public key to decrypt the message digest. If the

decryption is successful and the recipient trusts the signer’s public key to be valid

and the recipient trusts that the sender has protected their private key, then the

recipient knows that it was the signer that sent this message.

5. Recipient uses the exact same hash function as the signer to create a message

digest from the full, just-received plaintext message.

6. Recipient compares the just-created message digest to the one just decrypted and

if they match message integrity has been proven.

These steps are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 where the hash algorithm being used is called

Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1).

We know that public key encryption only works on small size messages. And we

also know that if Alice encrypts a small message with her private key and sends the

message to Bob, Bob can use Alice’s public key to prove that the message could only

have come from Alice. This identification of the sender is one half of what digital

signature is all about. The other half relates to obtaining our goal of verifying the

integrity of the message. By integrity we mean that we can tell if the message has

changed by even one bit since it was sent. The key to integrity in our digital signature

design was our use of the hash function to create a message digest.

Hashing the message to a message digest
A hash function is a one-way (nonreversable) function that takes an arbitrary plain-

text message and creates a fixed size numerical output called a message digest that

can be used as a proxy for our original message. We want this function to be very fast



FIG. 5

Digital signature process.

FIG. 6

Digital signature verification.
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because we are going to need to run this function on both the sending and verifying

ends of a communication. Most importantly we must be certain that it is virtually

impossible for two messages to create the same output hash value or we will lose

our integrity goal.

A large number of one-way hash functions that have excellent collision avoid-

ance properties have been designed and deployed including MD4, MD5, and

SHA-1. Weaknesses have been found in the first two and currently most security

systems use SHA-1.

If we hash the entire plaintext message and then protect that hash value from

being modified in any way and if the sender and the receiver use the exact same input

message and hash algorithm, the integrity of the message can be checked and verified

by the recipient without the huge expense of trying to encrypt the entire message.

So let’s discuss next how to protect the message digest.
Public key encryption of the message digest
Protecting the message digest simply involves encrypting the message digest with

the private key of the sender, and to send the original message along with the

encrypted message digest to the recipient. This public key encryption of the message

digest (which is small so asymmetric encryption will work) gives us nonrepudiation

because only the identity with the private key that did the encryption could have ini-

tiated the message. Protecting the message digest by encrypting it so no middleman

attacker could have modified it gives us message integrity.
Signature verification
Signature verification is the process the message recipient must go through to

achieve the message integrity and nonrepudiation goals. The recipient receives

the original plaintext message and the encrypted message digest from the sender.

Separately, or at this same time, the recipient will receive the public key of the

sender. The original plaintext document is run through the same SHA-1 hash algo-

rithm originally performed by the signer. This algorithm is identical on all platforms

so the recipient has confidence that the exact same result will occur if the document

has not been altered in any way. Separately, the encrypted digest is put through the

public key decryption algorithm using the provided public key of the sender. The

result of this operation is the decrypted message digest that was originally encrypted

by the sender. The final step of the verification process is to do a bit-for-bit compar-

ison of the message digest computed locally from the original document to the one

just decrypted. If they are an exact match the signature is valid. We now know for

sure that the private key that matches this public key is the one that encrypted the

message digest which gives us nonrepudiation and we know that the message was

sent unaltered so we have integrity. What we still need and we will discuss in a

few moments is assurance that we know for sure the identity of the owner of the

public key we just used.
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Integrity without nonrepudiation
A very different approach to verifying message integrity when nonrepudiation is not

a goal is via a message authentication code (MAC). This approach is like creating a

cryptographic checksum. Combined with a hash, the acronym becomes HMAC.

Think of an HMAC as a key-dependent one-way hash function. Only someone

with the identical key can verify the hash. We know that hashing is a very fast oper-

ation so these types of functions are very useful for guaranteeing authenticity when

secrecy and nonrepudiation are not important but speed is. They are different from a

straight hash because the hash value is encrypted and protected with a key. The algo-

rithm is symmetric: the sender and the recipient possess a shared key.

1.4.3 Certificates, CAs, and CA hierarchies—public key infrastructure
In all of our discussions of public key encryption and its application to digital sig-

natures, we oversimplified to the extreme when we said the public key is just sent to a

recipient. We need more than just the public key itself if the public key is from some-

one we don’t know well. We need identity information associated with the public

key. We also need a way to know if someone we trust has verified this identity so

that we can trust this entire transaction. Trust is what PKI is all about.

Digital certificates are containers for public keys
A digital certificate is a data structure that contains identity information along with

an individual’s public key and is signed by a certificate authority (CA). By signing

the certificate the CA is vouching for the identity of the individual described in the

certificate. Therefore RPs can trust the public key also contained in the same

certificate.

Bob, the RP, must be certain that this is really Alice’s key. He does this by check-

ing the identity of the CA that signed this certificate (how does he trust them in the

first place?) and by verifying both the identity and integrity of the certificate through

the CA’s attached signature. A validity date included in X.509 certificates helps

insure against compromised (or out of date and invalid) keys.

The X.509 digital certificate trust model is a very general one. Each identity has a

distinct name. The identity must be certified by the CA using some well-defined cer-

tification process they must describe and publish in a certification practice statement

(CPS). The CA assigns a unique name to each user and issues a signed certificate

containing the name and the user’s public key.

Certificate authorities issue (and sign) digital certificates
The CA signs the certificate using a standard digital signature using the private key of

the CA. Like any digital signature, this allows anyone with the CA’s matching public

key to verify that this certificate was indeed signed by the CA and is not fraudulent.

The signature is an encrypted hash (called the thumbprint) of the contents of the cer-

tificate so standard signature verification guarantees integrity of the certificate data.

That in turn allows you to believe the information contained in the certificate. Of
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course what we are really after is trust in the validity of the subject’s (i.e., the sender/

signer) public key that is contained in the certificate.

So far so good—if you trust the CA who signed this certificate, that is. The entire

world may rely on such a signature so you can be sure the CA goes to extraordinary

lengths to protect their private key including armed guards, copper clad enclosures

and hardware protecting the private key that is heat and vibration sensitive. The

matching public key of the CA is typically very widely distributed. In fact, the public

keys for SSL certificates are found in all Web servers, in all Web browsers, and in the

various trust store mechanisms many operating systems maintain to make sure RPs

can always verify certificates signed by those CAs.

They key to trusting the signed certificate is what process the CA used to verify

the identity of the subject prior to the issuance of the certificate. It might be based on

my being an employee. It might require I produce my drivers license. Or it might be

that I satisfy a set of shared secret questions drawn automatically from data bases that

know about me such as telephone company, drivers license bureau, and credit

bureau. In extreme cases where no doubt is tolerable (national security), a blood

or DNA sample might have to be produced.

The CA can be thought of as a digital notary. One’s identity is based on the assur-

ance (honesty) of the notary. A certificate policy specifies the levels of assurance the

CA has to provide and the CPS specifies the mechanisms and procedures to be used

to achieve a level of assurance. Development of the CPS is the most time-consuming

and essential component of establishing a CA. The planning and development of the

certificate policies and procedures require the definition of requirements, such as key

escrow, and processes such as certificate revocation.

A CAmay be the guy down the hall, the HR department of your company, a local

external company, a public CA, or the government. The CA must be trusted; or

vouched for by someone who is.

Certificate revocation for dealing with public keys gone bad
Key escrow is an optional feature, but certificate revocation is an essential part of the

certificate process to establish and maintain trust. Authentication of clients and

servers requires a way to verify each certificate within the chain, as well as a way

to determine if a certificate is valid or revoked. A certificate could be revoked if

a key is compromised or lost due to modification of privileges, misuse, or termina-

tion. This is why it is essential that near real-time revocation of certificates is

achieved. Currently two technologies are used for revocation: certificate revocation

lists (CRLs) and online certificate status protocol (OCSP).

A CA must keep an up-to-date list of all certificates revoked in the CRL. It goes

without saying that the CA must make it easy for registration authorities to revoke

any given certificate (but prove that they have the right to). With CRLs, RPs have the

burden of checking this list each time a certificate is presented. Best practices call for

a certificate deployment point (CDP) URL to be embedded in the certificate. A CDP

is a pointer to the location of the CRL on the Internet accessible programmatically by

any RP’s applications. CRLs are usually updated once per day because the process of
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generating them is nontrivial and time-consuming. When dealing with a compro-

mised key or a rogue employee, once per day updates can potentially mean a huge

loss could occur during that day especially when interactions are automated. Cur-

rently, almost no one checks revocation lists. While CRLs are created obediently

by the sponsoring CAs and numerous tools can and do process them, there are so

many unsolved problems with them that in this author’s view, CRLs on the Internet

are a technological failure.

OCSP was an attempt to create a much finer granularity protocol for essentially

real-time revocation checking. But like CRLs, the information provided must be

signed by the originating CA, which is a very expensive operation to perform in

real-time. The best case on an unloaded system of moderate speed is 26 ms response

time for a single OCSP request in our tests. In our view, this makes OCSP so limited

in scope that it will continue to be only a bit player in revocation solutions.

1.4.4 SSL Transport Layer Security
The last topic under cryptography is about SSL. SSL is arguably the most widely

used implementation of PKI ever deployed. It is important and relevant to a discus-

sion of distributed networked embedded device security because it is so easy to use

and so effective for some types of these deployments.

SSL security is most commonly used for browser-to-server security for

e-commerce uses. SSL is effective at maintaining confidentiality of arbitrary trans-

actions and will prove to be broadly useful for distributed networked embedded

device security especially in early implementations.

There are four options when using http transport security:

1. SSL/TLS (one-way)

Secure Socket Layer (also known as Transport Layer Security). This is the

same SSL that you use online when entering your credit card on aWeb site. Using

one-way SSL you get two benefits:

a. You are verifying the identity of the server, and

b. You are getting an encrypted session between the client and the server.

2. Basic Authentication (Basic Auth)

With Basic Authentication, a username and password is sent by the client for

authentication. These credentials are sent in the clear so it is common practice to

combine Basic Auth with one-way SSL.

3. Digest Authentication

Digest Authentication addresses the issue of the password being in the clear

by using hashing technology (e.g., MD5 or SHA-1). Basically it involves

the server passing a nonce (just a number or string chosen by the server) down

to the client, which the client then combines with the password and hashes

using the algorithm specified by the server. The server then receives the hash,

runs the same hash algorithm on the password and nonce that it has. There are a

couple of problems with Digest Authentication that make it seldom used.

The main issue is that it is not supported in a standard way across Web servers

and clients. The other issue is, for the server to participate, it must have
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access to a clear password, meaning the password must be stored in the clear.

Many implementations will only store a hashed password making it impossible to

participate in a digest protocol defined this way.

4. Client certificates (two-way SSL or mutually authenticated SSL)

This is one-way SSL as discussed earlier with the addition that the client

must also provide an X.509 certificate. The protocol involves challenge and

response by the server and the client in which information is digitally signed to

prove the possession of the private key and therefore, identity based on the

public key inside the certificate can be trusted. This is a powerful option but it

adds a lot of complexity especially for Web applications with large numbers

of clients because each client needs to be issued certificates in order to gain access.

In some Web services scenarios—such as business-to-business—this may not

be quite so onerous since the number of clients is typically small. However, one of

the major complexity implications of using client certificates is that either.

a. X.509 certificates need to be issued by your company to each of the clients,

meaning you need to get certificate management software and become a

certificate authority, or

b. You need to work with a certificate authority’s managed service. Also,

unfortunately, configuring your Web server to accept client certificates is

often not for the faint of heart, so you will need an experienced systems

administrator to be successful.
When people talk about SSL transport layer security they will sometimes

use the term “secure pipe” as a metaphor. What this means is that after the

SSL endpoints have gone through their protocol (either one-way or two-way

SSL) a cryptographic pathway has been created between the two endpoints

(see Figs. 3–11). Web services that are based on HTTP as the transport will

flow through this secure pipe making all messages sent back and forth

confidential.
1.5 OTHER WAYS TO KEEP SECRETS
This section briefly describes four other ways to keep secrets. A one-time pad (OTP)

is an encryption technique that cannot be cracked if used correctly. Steganography is

the practice of concealing a file, message, image, or video within another file, mes-

sage, image, or video. A one-way function is a function that is easy to compute on

every input, but hard to invert given the image of a random input. Elliptic curve cryp-

tography (ECC) depends on the ability to compute a point multiplication and the

inability to compute the multiplicand given the original and product points.

1.5.1 One-time pad
In cryptography, the OTP is an encryption technique that cannot be cracked if used

correctly. In this technique, a plaintext is paired with a random secret key (also

referred to as a OTP). Then, each bit or character of the plaintext is encrypted by

combining it with the corresponding bit or character from the pad using modular
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addition. If the key is truly random, is at least as long as the plaintext, is never reused

in whole or in part, and is kept completely secret, then the resulting ciphertext will be

impossible to decrypt or break. It has also been proven that any cipher with the per-

fect secrecy property must use keys with effectively the same requirements as OTP

keys. However, practical problems have prevented OTPs from being widely used.

The “pad” part of the name comes from early implementations where the key

material was distributed as a pad of paper, so that the top sheet could be easily torn

off and destroyed after use. Here is how it works. Suppose Alice wishes to send the

message “HELLO” to Bob. Assume two pads of paper containing identical random

sequences of letters were somehow previously produced and securely issued to both.

Alice chooses the appropriate unused page from the pad. The way to do this is nor-

mally arranged for in advance, as for instance “use the 12th sheet on 1 May,” or “use

the next available sheet for the next message.” The material on the selected sheet is

the key for this message. Each letter from the pad will be combined in a predeter-

mined way with one letter of the message. (It is common, but not required, to assign

each letter a numerical value, e.g., “A” is 0, “B” is 1, and so on.)

In this example, the technique is to combine the key and the message using mod-

ular addition. The numerical values of corresponding message and key letters are

added together, modulo 26. So, if key material begins with “XMCKL” and the mes-

sage is “HELLO,” then the coding would be done as follows:

H E L L O message

7 Hð Þ 4 Eð Þ11 Lð Þ 11 Lð Þ 14 Oð Þmessage

+ 23 Xð Þ 12 Mð Þ 2 Cð Þ 10 Kð Þ 11 Lð Þkey
¼ 30 16 13 21 25 message + key

¼ 4 Eð Þ 16 Qð Þ 13 Nð Þ 21 Vð Þ 25 Zð Þmessage + key mod 26ð Þ
E Q N V Z ! ciphertext

If a number is larger than 26, then the remainder after subtraction of 26 is taken in

modular arithmetic fashion. This simply means that if the computations “go past” Z,

the sequence starts again at A.

The ciphertext to be sent to Bob is thus “EQNVZ.” Bob uses the matching key

page and the same process, but in reverse, to obtain the plaintext. Here the key is

subtracted from the ciphertext, again using modular arithmetic:

E Q N V Z ciphertext

4 Eð Þ 16 Qð Þ 13 Nð Þ21 Vð Þ25 Zð Þ ciphertext
� 23 Xð Þ 12 Mð Þ 2 Cð Þ 10 Kð Þ 11 Lð Þ key
¼ �19 4 11 11 14 ciphertext � key

¼ 7 Hð Þ 4 Eð Þ 11 Lð Þ11 Lð Þ 14 Oð Þ ciphertext � key mod 26ð Þ
H E L L O !message

Similar to the above, if a number is negative then 26 is added to make the number

zero or higher.

Thus Bob recovers Alice’s plaintext, the message “HELLO.” Both Alice and Bob

destroy the key sheet immediately after use, thus preventing reuse and an attack

against the cipher. OTP has many challenges including being difficult to ensure that
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the key material is actually random, is used only once, never becomes known to the

opposition, and is completely destroyed after use. The auxiliary parts of a software

OTP implementation present real challenges: secure handling/transmission of plain-

text, truly random keys, and one-time-only use of the key.

1.5.2 Steganography
Steganography is the practice of concealing a file, message, image, or video within

another file, message, image, or video. Generally, the hidden messages appear to be

(or be part of) something else: images, articles, shopping lists, or some other cover

text. For example, the hidden message may be in invisible ink between the visible

lines of a private letter. Some implementations of steganography that lack a shared

secret are forms of security through obscurity, whereas key-dependent stegano-

graphic schemes adhere to Kerckhoffs’s principle.1

The advantage of steganography over cryptography alone is that the intended

secret message does not attract attention to itself as an object of scrutiny. Plainly vis-

ible encrypted messages—no matter how unbreakable—arouse interest, and may in

themselves be incriminating in countries where encryption is illegal. Thus, whereas

cryptography is the practice of protecting the contents of a message alone, steganog-

raphy is concerned with concealing the fact that a secret message is being sent, as

well as concealing the contents of the message.

Steganography includes the concealment of information within computer files. In

digital steganography, electronic communications may include steganographic cod-

ing inside of a transport layer, such as a document file, image file, program or pro-

tocol. Media files are ideal for steganographic transmission because of their large

size. For example, a sender might start with an innocuous image file and adjust

the color of every 100th pixel to correspond to a letter in the alphabet, a change

so subtle that someone not specifically looking for it is unlikely to notice it.

1.5.3 One-way functions
In computer science, a one-way function is a function that is easy to compute on

every input, but hard to invert given the image of a random input. In applied contexts,

the terms “easy” and “hard” are usually interpreted relative to some specific com-

puting entity; typically “cheap enough for the legitimate users” and “prohibitively

expensive for any malicious agents.” One-way functions, in this sense, are funda-

mental tools for cryptography, personal identification, authentication, and other data

security applications. While the existence of one-way functions in this sense is also

an open conjecture, there are several candidates that have withstood decades of

intense scrutiny. Some of them are essential ingredients of most telecommunications,

e-commerce, and e-banking systems around the world.

We have already discussed one type of one-way function called hash functions in

the section on digital signatures. Other forms of one-way function include multipli-

cation and factoring, the Rabin function, discrete exponential and logarithm, as well
1Kerckhoffs’s principle was stated by Auguste Kerckhoffs in the 19th century: a cryptosystem should

be secure even if everything about the system, except the key, is public knowledge.
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as others. Hash is easy, fast and very commonly used and we recommend staying

with that unless a specific reason for a different form exists.

A cryptographic hash function is a hash function which is considered practically

impossible to invert, that is, to recreate the input data from its hash value alone. These

one-way hash functions have been called “the workhorses of modern cryptography.”

The input data is often called the message, and the hash value is often called the mes-

sage digest or simply the digest.

The ideal cryptographic hash function has four main properties:

1. It is easy to compute the hash value for any given message.

2. It is infeasible to generate a message from its hash.

3. It is infeasible to modify a message without changing the hash.

4. It is infeasible to find two different messages with the same hash.

Cryptographic hash functions have many information security applications, such

as in digital signatures, and message authentication codes (MACs), as we have

discussed. They can also be used as ordinary hash functions, to index data in hash

tables, for fingerprinting, to detect duplicate data or uniquely identify files, and

as checksums to detect accidental data corruption. Indeed, in information security

contexts, cryptographic hash values are sometimes called (digital) fingerprints,

checksums, or just hash values, even though all these terms stand for more general

functions with rather different properties and purposes.
1.5.4 Elliptic curve cryptography
Public key cryptography is based on the intractability of certain mathematical prob-

lems. Early public key systems are secure assuming that it is difficult to factor a large

integer composed of two or more large prime factors. For elliptic-curve-based pro-

tocols, it is assumed that finding the discrete logarithm of a random elliptic curve

element with respect to a publicly known base point is infeasible: this is the “elliptic

curve discrete logarithm problem” or ECDLP. The security of ECC depends on the

ability to compute a point multiplication and the inability to compute the multipli-

cand given the original and product points. The size of the elliptic curve determines

the difficulty of the problem.

The primary benefit promised by ECC is a smaller key size, reducing storage and

transmission requirements, i.e., that an elliptic curve group could provide the same

level of security afforded by an RSA-based system with a large modulus and corre-

spondingly larger key: for example, a 256-bit ECC public key should provide com-

parable security to a 3072-bit RSA public key.

The US NIST has endorsed ECC in its Suite B set of recommended algorithms,

specifically Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) for key exchange and Elliptic

Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) for digital signature. The US National

Security Agency (NSA) allows their use for protecting information classified up to

top secret with 384-bit keys.
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1.6 DISCOVERING ROOT CAUSE
Root cause analysis (RCA) is a method of problem solving used for identifying the

root causes of faults or problems. It is a standard part of thorough engineering in the

face of issues much broader than cybersecurity but when a hack is successful against

an embedded device, RCA is an important tool to developing a robust system that

withstands attempts to cyber attack it. In RCA a factor is considered a root cause

if removal thereof from the problem-fault-sequence prevents the final undesirable

event from recurring; whereas a causal factor is one that affects an event’s outcome,

but is not a root cause. Though removing a causal factor can benefit an outcome, it

does not prevent its recurrence within certainty.

Think of getting at the root cause of an exploited cybersecurity vulnerability like

the difference between treating a symptom and curing a chronic medical condition.

The truth is security professionals spend far too much time treating recurring symp-

toms without penetrating to the deeper roots of software and information technology

(IT) issues so that problems can be solved at their source. Without utilizing the prin-

ciples of RCA, sysadmins and operations managers may be kept too busy treating

symptoms to ever bother digging down to find the roots of chronic conditions.

RCA has been used in many famous engineering disasters: the Tay Bridge col-

lapse of 1879, the New London school explosion of 1937, and the Challenger space

shuttle disaster of 1986 are a few examples. Builders, users, the public demanded that

these types of incidents must never happen again. For that guarantee, it required RCA

to be certain.

Now it is routinely used after major cyber attacks to determine what is needed to

prevent a recurrence. One of the simplest and most common approaches to RCA—as

it’s practiced in every field and industry—is the “5-Why” approach developed by

Sakichi Toyoda, the founder of Toyota Motor Corporation.

The 5-Why formula is incredibly simple: just keep asking why deeper and deeper

like a 5-year-old child.

Formally or informally, this was the process used to ultimately understand how

Stuxnet did the damage it did to just the centrifuges and just in one plant in the target

country. It went like this:

Q Why did 2000 plutonium processing centrifuges at the nuclear processing site just

get wheeled out to the dump?

A They self-destructed and were rendered useless and unfixable.

Q Why did they self-destruct?

A Because their program said they should spin up very fast then slow down over and

over during many months.

Q Why did they not follow their programming and boost speed over safe limits and

slow down again over and over?

A Their program got corrupted before it was uploaded to the controller.
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Q Why did the programmers who set up their programming not know the program

being uploaded was corrupt?

A The design software itself had been corrupted and hid from the programmer what

was actually in the uploaded code.

Q Why did the design software get corrupted?

A Because the entire Windows 7 machine was taken over by the worm.

Q Why was a worm able to take over the Windows 7 machine?

A Because an infected thumb drive was inserted into the machine.
1.6.1 Automatically determining root cause
Many attacks are multistage like Stuxnet. Each individual stage might not look like a

major attack or even like a big problem. For example, there are legitimate reasons for

a port scan so by itself just a port scan is not a reason for alarm. In fact, when mon-

itoring software throws up an alarm at every port scan, a network operations center

can be flooded with false negatives. But a port scan followed by an access to a

behind-the-wall web page with no protecting password followed by a probe for

the heart bleed bug is actually a multistage attack in the works.

A networking environment with a strong identity system and the ability to main-

tain reputation of an identity is able to keep track of the steps in what might become a

multistage attack and is able to not sound an alarm too early but still to track the

stages up to the point where it is clear that the individual (or application) is being

nefarious and needs to be removed from the system before the last stage of their

attack. This is especially important in a distributed environment with a large number

of embedded devices because such an environment allows the perpetrator to move

around from device to device thinking they are thwarting attempts to detect them.
1.7 USING DIVERSITY FOR SECURITY [4]
First, it is important that we acknowledge that software vulnerabilities exist. Second,

we must also recognize that monocultures (where many devices and/or users are all

running the same software, e.g., VxWorks or Linux) are highly vulnerable en masse.

Diversity is a good way to acknowledge the first point and avoid the dangers of

the second.

The principle that a moving target is harder to hit applies not only in conventional

warfare but also in cybersecurity. Moving-target defenses change a system’s attack

surface with respect to time, space, or both. For instance, software diversity makes

the software running on each individual system unique—and different from that of

the attacker. Diversity can have a potentially large impact on security with little

impact on runtime performance. That is not to say that software diversity is free

or trivially easy to deploy, but it can be engineered to minimize impact on both
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developers and users. In addition, diversification costs can be placed up front (prior

to execution) so there’s no ongoing drag on performance.

The most prevalent form of software design diversity is N-version programming

[5]. In an N-version system, developers write redundant software components to the

same specification in the conventional manner. The premise behind design diversity

is that separating methodology and programming teams will result in different faults

in the different versions—although software will still fail, the hope is that different

versions will fail at different times and in different ways.

Data diversity is the concept that diversity in the data space (as opposed

to the design space) can potentially avoid event sequences that lead to failure.

Applying data diversity changes the data that a program reads, causing the program

to execute a different path and thereby possibly avoid a fault. Data diversity’s

advantage over design diversity is that it lends itself to automation and is thus scal-

able. Data diversity doesn’t remove vulnerabilities, it only makes them harder to

exploit.

A poor man’s diversity of sorts is address space layout randomization (ASLR)

[6]. Address space randomization hinders some types of security attacks by making

it more difficult for an attacker to predict target addresses. For example, attackers

trying to execute return-to-libc attacks must locate the code to be executed, while

other attackers trying to execute shellcode injected on the stack have to find the

stack first. In both cases, the system obscures related memory-addresses from

the attackers. These values have to be guessed, and a mistaken guess is not usually

recoverable due to the application crashing.

On the downside, for ASLR to be employed, the code must be compiled such that

it is position-independent. Unfortunately, position-independent code increases reg-

ister pressure on some processors and thus degrades performance. Furthermore,

ASLR is highly susceptible to information leakage attacks; because all addresses

in a segment are shifted by a constant amount, a single leaked code pointer lets

attackers sidestep this defense.

The point in the development pipeline at which diversity is introduced matters for

several reasons. Because software is predominantly distributed in binary form, diver-

sification during compilation means that it occurs before software distribution and

installation on end-user systems. So, software developers or distributors must pay

for the computational resources necessary for diversification. Postponing diversifi-

cation until the time at which the binaries are installed or updated on the end-user

system distributes the diversification cost among users instead. However, post facto

diversification via binary rewriting interferes with code signing because it changes

the cryptographic hash. Signed code is used pervasively on mobile devices and

increasingly on other embedded systems as a way to eliminate one source of cyber

vulnerability. Finally, not all applications of diversity are possible with host-based

solutions. Diversification makes tampering and piracy significantly harder and pro-

tects software updates against reverse engineering; these protections are ineffective

if diversification is host based—users can simply disable the diversification engine

running on their systems.



Binary rewriting pros and cons.

Pro [in column 1; following text should be lined up underneath pro]

Applying a transformation at compile time, although simple to do, creates a problem: it produces

multiple binaries, creating both manufacturing and distribution problems. Instruction layout

randomization (ILR) operates on arbitrary executables, requires no compiler support, and no user

interaction. ILR’s compiler-agnostic nature and ability to work without program sources and

debugging information is a significant plus.

Con [in column 2; text below should be under Con to the right of the Pro column]

Compilation of source code to machine code is an inherently lossy transformation. Specifically,

the von Neumann computer architecture makes distinguishing code from data almost impossible. In

addition, indirect and external control transfer targets aren’t fully recoverable. As a result, binary

rewriters require various correctness-preserving strategies to compensate for the information lost

in translation.
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1.8 DEFENSE IN DEPTH
The idea behind defense in depth is to defend a system against any particular attack

using several independent methods. It is a layering tactic, conceived by the NSA as a

comprehensive approach to information and electronic security [7].

Defense in depth means there are overlapping systems designed to provide

security even if one of them fails. An example from the enterprise systems domain

is a firewall coupled with an intrusion-detection system (IDS). It can equally as

effectively be applied in the embedded systems domain. Defense in depth bolsters

security because there’s no single point of failure and no assumed single vector

for attacks.

Defense in depth was originally a military strategy that delays, rather than pre-

vents, the advance of an attacker by yielding space in order to buy time. The place-

ment of security protection mechanisms, procedures, and policies is intended to

increase the dependability of an IT system where multiple layers of defense prevent

espionage and direct attacks against critical systems. In terms of computer network

defense, defense in depth measures should not only prevent security breaches, but

also buy an organization time to detect and respond to an attack, thereby reducing

and mitigating the consequences of a breach. Of course, key to this strategy working

with an array of embedded systems “at the edge” of the network is that they can act as

sensors and report back that they have detected an attack in process.

In the industrial control systems domain an increasing number of organizations

are using modern networking to enhance productivity and reduce costs by increasing

the integration of external, business, and control system networks; the ICA devices

are being networked to each other and to the main systems of the organization. How-

ever, these integration strategies often lead to vulnerabilities that greatly reduce the

cybersecurity posture of an organization and can expose mission-critical industrial

control systems to cyber threats. Cyber-related vulnerabilities and risks are being

created that did not exist when industrial control systems were isolated (but remem-

ber, the Stuxnet SCADA controllers were not connected to any network). A number

of instances have illustrated the interdependence of industrial control systems, such

as those in the power sector, including the 2003 North American blackout.
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Simply deploying IT security technologies into a control systemmay not be a viable

solution.Althoughmodern industrialcontrol systemsoftenuse thesameunderlyingpro-

tocols that are used in ITand business networks, the verynature of control systems func-

tionality (combined with operational and availability requirements) may make even

proven security technologies inappropriate. Some sectors, such as energy, transporta-

tion, and chemical, have time sensitive requirements, so the latency and throughput

issues associatedwith security software and hardware systemsmay introduce unaccept-

able delays and degrade or prevent acceptable system performance.

What this highlights is the need for security in depth within embedded systems

and their frameworks. The same is true for IoT devices (to date more commonly

thought of as consumer devices) and while an enterprise may have the ability to lock

down, partition, and track the security of its network, it will be impossible for the

average consumer or user to even come close. Many new companies are rapidly get-

ting into the IoT market rushing products to market focused on functionality to grab a

piece of market share and not giving any consideration to security. This is dangerous

and it may mean a looming IoT cybersecurity disaster is on our horizon.

Industrial IoT—or IIoT—such as smart energy, intelligent transportation, factory

automation, and industrial process control—like any other network, will require

strong protection against malicious intrusions, including pervasive monitoring,

wiretapping, MAC address spoofing, MITM attacks, and denial-of-service (DoS)

attacks. Of the tens of billions of IoT-connected devices already in use today, few

find themselves in physically secure locations. For better or worse, this is a natural

consequence of mobility. Yet these same devices are often used to transmit

confidential data.

As a specific minimal recommendation relative to defense in depth, it should be

standard practice to have different security checks for actions like over-the-wire

updates, Web-based management, and command authentication. Passwords or keys

should never be stored as cleartext, they should follow the strongest standards

for strong passwords and two-factor authentication should strongly be considered.

Certainly security should not be an add-on or a simple firewall.
1.9 LEAST PRIVILEGE
The principle of least privilege (also known as the principle of minimal privilege or

the principle of least authority) requires that in a particular abstraction layer of a

computing environment, every module (such as a process, a user, or a program,

depending on the subject) must be able to access only the information and resources

that are necessary for its legitimate purpose [8].

The principle means giving a user account only those privileges which are essen-

tial to that user’s work. For example, a backup user does not need to install software:

hence, the backup user has rights only to run backup and backup-related applications.

Any other privileges, such as installing new software, are blocked. The principle

applies also to a user who usually does work in a normal user account, and opens

a privileged, password protected account (i.e., a superuser) only when the situation

absolutely demands it.
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When applied to users, the terms least user access or least-privileged user account

(LUA) are also used, referring to the concept that all user accounts at all times should

run with as few privileges as possible, and also launch applications with as few priv-

ileges as possible. Software bugs may be exposed when applications do not work

correctly without elevated privileges.

The principle of least privilege is widely recognized as an important design

consideration in enhancing the protection of data and functionality from faults (fault

tolerance) and malicious behavior (computer security).

From a security perspective the principle of least privilege means each part

of a system has only the privileges that are needed for its function. This way even

if an attacker gains access to one part, they have only limited access to the whole

system.

No current OS fully abides by this approach although simpler OSs used in

embedded systems have a much better chance of adhering to LP than full-fledged

large system OSs like Unix derivatives.

Privilege escalation is a major component of many of the most damaging cyber

attacks. Systems that have very little least privilege in their design and run several

processes at highest privilege take on huge risk because if an attacker can success-

fully penetrate and take over such a process (or thread) it can now do anything. The

attacker’s malware can then read and write memory, can create or modify any exist-

ing file, and it can create and run any process. Through these and other means, an

attacker can hide latent processes on the current system that may rise again later

(called an advanced persistent threat (APT)) and it can spread its malice to machines

to which the victimmachine is connected. This was one of the strategies Stuxnet used

to remain undetected.
1.10 ANTITAMPERING
Tampering involves the deliberate altering or adulteration of a product, package, or

system. Why do adversaries do it? Three main goals of tampering are:

• To develop countermeasures. Those countermeasures might be to understand

how to attack the device or if it is a weapon to develop a counter weapon that

defeats or circumvents the capabilities of the device;

• To gain access to technology sooner than the adversary would have naturally

developed it. Basically to steal the intellectual property employed in the device to

advance the adversaries technological prowess; or

• To reverse engineer the device and in the process modify it to add features or

capabilities to it.

Antitamper refers to technologies aimed at deterring and/or delaying unauthorized

exploitation of critical information and technologies. Antitamper schemes range

from simple “lock-it-up” to “deter-detect-react.”
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Military weapons systems are frequent targets of tampering. Tampering may occur to

take over a device in order to accomplish somemalicious goals. This might be to take

over a device so that its behavior or that of a device connected to the tampered one

can be affected according to the purposes of the attacker. Tampering may occur by

the end user of the product to change its behavior. Tampering with iPhones is com-

mon to accomplish what is called jail breaking the phone for the purpose of removing

Apple’s restrictions.

Tamper-resistant microprocessors are used to store and process private or sensitive

information, such as private keys or electronic money credit. To prevent an attacker

from retrieving or modifying the information, the chips are designed so that the infor-

mation is not accessible through external means and can be accessed only by the

embedded software. Examples of tamper-resistant chips include all secure cryptopro-

cessors, such as the IBM4758 and chips used in smartcards, aswell as the Clipper chip.

It is very difficult to make simple electronic devices secure against tampering,

because numerous attacks are possible, including:

• physical attack of various forms (microprobing, drills, files, solvents, etc.)

• freezing the device

• applying out-of-spec voltages or power surges

• applying unusual clock signals

• inducing software errors using radiation (e.g., microwaves or ionizing radiation)

• measuring the precise time and power requirements of certain operations (see

power analysis)

Tamper-resistant chips may be designed to zeroise their sensitive data (especially

cryptographic keys) if they detect penetration of their security encapsulation or
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out-of-specification environmental parameters. A chip may even be rated for “cold

zeroization”—the ability to zeroise itself even after its power supply has been crip-

pled. In addition, the custom-made encapsulation methods used for chips used in

some cryptographic products may be designed in such a manner that they are inter-

nally prestressed, so the chip will fracture if interfered with.

Nevertheless, the fact that an attacker may have the device in his possession for as

long as he likes, and perhaps obtain numerous other samples for testing and practice,

means that it is practically impossible to totally eliminate tampering by a sufficiently

motivated opponent. Because of this, one of the most important elements in protect-

ing a system is overall system design. In particular, tamper-resistant systems should

“fail gracefully” by ensuring that compromise of one device does not compromise

the entire system. In this manner, the attacker can be practically restricted to attacks

that cost less than the expected return from compromising a single device. Since the

most sophisticated attacks have been estimated to cost several hundred thousand dol-

lars to carry out, carefully designed systems may be all but invulnerable in practice.

Digging deeper into the world of antitamper technologies (AT), there are four

components to AT: tamper resistance, tamper detection, tamper response, and tam-

per evidence.

Tamper resistance is the ability to resist tamper attempts, and is achieved by spe-

cialized features such as the design security feature offered in some manufacturer’s

FPGAs. This AT technology encrypts an FPGA’s configuration bitstream using AES

encryption. To protect against copying, once an FPGA is configured, it is not pos-

sible to read back the unencrypted bitstream. FPGA manufacturers also optionally

provide tamper-resistant coating solutions applied to the FPGA chip to further thwart

physical tampering.

Tamper detection is the ability to make the system or user aware of the tamper

event. In FPGAs, programming failures caused by not using the correct AES keymay

indicate a tamper event. On a system level, an attempt to open up a system box or

casing may indicate a tamper event.

Tamper response is what happens after tempering is detected. The system must

respond by taking countermeasures. For example, secured FPGAs do not allow pro-

gramming when the incorrect encryption key is used. At a system level, a user can

also implement “zeroization” as a response to tamper. Zeroization erases any critical

technology information that is stored in the system.

Tamper evidence facilitates authorized personnel who are inspecting the system

to identify whether the system has been tampered. In FPGAs with security enabled,

multiple unsuccessful programming attempts may be evidence of tampering.

Tamper-resistant coating solutions cause permanent silicon damage during physical

tamper attempts on the FPGA silicon.

Finally, several steps can be employed to ensure security of the key storage within

the FPGA:

• The key storage can be placed under layers of metal to resist physical attacks;

• Before the key is stored, it can be scrambled, so the stored key is not the

actual key;
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• The key bits can also be distributed among other logic making it exceedingly hard

to find; and

• The volatile key can be erased via JTAG if a tamper event is detected.
2 SECURITY AND NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Most embedded devices are part of a network and are therefore susceptible to a

network-based attack. This section focuses on security concerns for, and network

architecture concepts in support of, networked embedded devices.
2.1 IPSEC
Internet protocol security (IPsec) is a protocol suite for secure Internet protocol (IP)

communications that works by authenticating and encrypting each IP packet of a

communication session. IPsec includes protocols for establishing mutual authen-

tication between agents at the beginning of the session, and negotiation of crypto-

graphic keys to be used during the session. IPsec can be used in protecting data

flows between a pair of devices (device-to-device), between a pair of security gate-

ways (network-to-network), or between a security gateway and a device (network-

to-device).

IPsec supports network-level peer authentication, data origin authentication, data

integrity, data confidentiality (encryption), and replay protection. It is an end-to-end

security mechanism operating in the Internet Layer of the Internet Protocol Suite,

while some other Internet security systems in widespread use, such as Transport

Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Shell (SSH), operate in the upper layers at the

Application layer. This is important because only IPsec protects all application traf-

fic over an IP network.

IPsec can be implemented in two modes: a device-to-device (where either could

be a host) transport mode, and a network tunneling mode as will be described next.

2.1.1 Transport mode
In transport mode, only the payload of the IP packet is usually encrypted and/or

authenticated. The routing is intact, since the IP header is neither modified nor

encrypted; however, when the authentication header is used, the IP addresses cannot

be translated, as this always will invalidate the hash value. The transport and appli-

cation layers are always secured by hash, so they cannot be modified in any way (e.g.,

by translating the port numbers).

2.1.2 Tunnel mode
In tunnel mode, the entire IP packet is encrypted and/or authenticated. It is then

encapsulated into a new IP packet with a new IP header. Tunnel mode is used to cre-

ate VPNs for network-to-network communications (e.g., between routers to link

sites), device-to-network communications (e.g., remote user access) and device-

to-device communications (e.g., private chat).
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IPsec support is usually implemented in the operating system kernel. It was orig-

inally developed in conjunction with IPv6 and was originally required to be sup-

ported by all standards-compliant implementations of IPv6 but later it was made

only a recommendation. IPsec is also optional for IPv4 implementations. The

OpenBSD IPsec stack was the first implementation that was available under a per-

missive open-source license, and was therefore copied widely.

In 2013, as part of Snowden leaks, it was revealed that the US NSA had been

actively working to “Insert vulnerabilities into commercial encryption systems, IT

systems, networks, and endpoint communications devices used by targets” as part

of the Bullrun program. There are allegations that IPsec was a targeted encryption

system but no proof has been uncovered.

2.1.3 VPN
A VPN extends a private network across a public network, such as the Internet. It

enables users to send and receive data across shared or public networks as if their

computing devices were directly connected to the private network, and thus are

benefiting from the functionality, security and management policies of the private

network. A VPN is created by establishing a virtual point-to-point connection

through the use of dedicated connections, virtual tunneling protocols, or traffic

encryption.

A VPN spanning the Internet is similar to a wide area network (WAN). From a

user perspective, the extended network resources are accessed in the same way as

resources available within the private network. Traditional VPNs are characterized

by a point-to-point topology, and they do not tend to support or connect broadcast

domains. Therefore, communication, software, and networking, which are based

on OSI layer 2 and broadcast packets, such as NetBIOS used in Windows network-

ing, may not be fully supported or work exactly as they would on a local area

network (LAN).

VPNs securely connect geographically separated offices of an organization, cre-

ating one cohesive network. VPN technology is also used by individual Internet users

to secure their wireless transactions, to circumvent geo-restrictions and censorship,

and to connect to proxy servers for the purpose of protecting personal identity and

location. VPN is a security technology most appropriate for individual user connec-

tions as opposed to secure connections of an array of embedded devices. For secure

tunneling to and from embedded devices, the IPsec tunneling mode described in the

previous section is more appropriate.

2.1.4 TLS/SSL
TLS and its predecessor, SSL, are cryptographic protocols designed to provide com-

munications security over a computer network. Several versions of the protocols are

in widespread use in applications such as web browsing, email, Internet faxing,

instant messaging, and voice-over-IP (VoIP). Major web sites (including Google,

YouTube, Facebook, and many others) use TLS to secure all communications

between their servers and web browsers.
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The primary goal of the TLS protocol is to provide privacy and data integrity

between two communicating computer applications. When secured by TLS, connec-

tions between a client (e.g., a web browser) and a server (e.g., wikipedia.org) will

have one or more of the following properties:

• The connection is private because symmetric cryptography is used to encrypt

the data transmitted. The keys for this symmetric encryption are generated

uniquely for each connection and are based on a secret negotiated at the start of

the session using RSA encryption of the shared symmetric keys as they are

transported over the network. The server and client negotiate the details of

which encryption algorithm and cryptographic keys to use before the first byte

of data is transmitted. The negotiation of a shared secret is both secure (the

negotiated secret is unavailable to eavesdroppers and cannot be obtained,

even by an attacker who places himself in the middle of the connection) and

reliable (no attacker can modify the communications during the negotiation

without being detected).

• The identity of the communicating parties can be authenticated using public

key cryptography. This authentication can be made optional, but is generally

required for at least one of the parties (typically the server).

• The connection is reliable because each message transmitted includes a message

integrity check using a message authentication code to prevent undetected

loss or alteration of the data during transmission.

TLS supports many different methods for exchanging keys, encrypting data, and

authenticating message integrity. As a result, secure configuration of TLS involves

many configurable parameters, and not all choices provide all of the privacy-related

properties described in the list above.

Attempts have been made to subvert aspects of the communications security that

TLS seeks to provide and the protocol has been revised several times to address these

security threats. Web browsers have also been revised by their developers to defend

against potential security weaknesses after these were discovered.

TLS may be appropriate to use for embedded devices (VoIP, where it is used

extensively, is an embedded device) but only if IPsec is considered first and elimi-

nated for legitimate engineering reasons.
2.2 FIREWALLS
A firewall is a network security system that monitors and controls the incoming and

outgoing network traffic based on predetermined security rules. A firewall typically

establishes a barrier between a trusted, secure internal network and another outside

network, such as the Internet, that is assumed to be not secure or trusted. Firewalls are

often categorized as either network firewalls or host-based firewalls. Network fire-

walls are a software appliance running on general-purpose hardware or hardware-

based firewall computer appliances that filter traffic between two or more networks.

Host-based firewalls provide a layer of software on one host that controls network
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traffic in and out of that single machine. Routers that pass data between networks

contain firewall components and can often perform basic routing functions as well.

Firewall appliances may also offer other functionality to the internal network they

protect such as acting as a DHCP or VPN server for that network.

First-generation firewalls were packet filtering firewalls which look at network

addresses and ports within the packet and determine if that packet should be

allowed or blocked. Packet filters act by inspecting the IP packets which are trans-

ferred between computers on the Internet. If a packet does not match the packet

filter’s set of filtering rules, the packet filter will drop (silently discard) the packet

or reject it (discard it, and send “error responses” to the source). Conversely, if the

packet matches one or more of the programmed filters, the packet is allowed to

pass. This type of packet filtering pays no attention to whether a packet is part

of an existing stream of traffic (i.e., it stores no information on connection “state”).

Instead, it filters each packet based only on information contained in the packet

itself (most commonly using a combination of the packet’s source and destination

address, its protocol, and, for TCP and UDP traffic, the port number). TCP and

UDP protocols constitute most communication over the Internet, and because

TCP and UDP traffic by convention use well known ports for particular types of

traffic, a “stateless” packet filter can distinguish between, and thus control, those

types of traffic (such as web browsing, remote printing, email transmission, file

transfer), unless the machines on each side of the packet filter are both using

the same nonstandard ports.

Second-generation firewalls perform the work of their first-generation predeces-

sors but operate up to layer four (transport layer) of the OSI model. This is achieved

by retaining packets until enough information is available to make a judgment about

its state. Known as stateful packet inspection, it records all connections passing

through it and determines whether a packet is the start of a new connection, a part

of an existing connection, or not part of any connection. Though static rules are still

used, these rules can now contain connection state as one of their test criteria. These

stateful filtering firewalls are susceptible to certain types of DoS attacks which

bombard the firewall with thousands of fake connection packets in an attempt to

overwhelm it by filling its connection state memory.

Third-generation firewalls add application layer filtering to the previous gener-

ations capabilities. The key benefit of application layer filtering is that it can “under-

stand” certain applications and protocols (such as file transfer protocol (FTP),

domain name system (DNS), or hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)). This is useful

as it is able to detect if an unwanted protocol is attempting to bypass the firewall on

an allowed port, or detect if a protocol is being abused in any harmful way.

Firewalls are best thought of as a perimeter defense. They are never enough by

themselves but they are a critical first line of defense for critical systems and should

not be ignored or omitted from consideration in system design. They apply to embed-

ded systems, IoT and IIoT in many if not most situations because these devices are

typically logically within an enterprise’s network perimeter.
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2.3 INTRUSION DETECTION
An IDS is a device or software application that monitors network or system events for

malicious activities or policy violations and produces reports to a management sta-

tion. IDS come in a variety of “flavors” and approach the goal of detecting suspicious

traffic in different ways. There are network based intrusion-detection systems

(NIDS) and host based intrusion-detection systems (HIDS). NIDS is a network secu-

rity system focusing on the attacks that come from the inside of the network (autho-

rized users). Some systemsmay attempt to stop an intrusion attempt but this is neither

required nor expected of a monitoring system. Intrusion detection and prevention

systems (IDPS) are primarily focused on identifying possible incidents, logging

information about them, and reporting attempts. In addition, organizations use

IDPSes for other purposes, such as identifying problems with security policies, doc-

umenting existing threats and deterring individuals from violating security policies.

IDPSes have become a necessary addition to the security infrastructure of nearly

every organization.

IDPSes typically record information related to observed events, notify security

administrators of important observed events and produce reports. Many IDPSes

can also respond to a detected threat by attempting to prevent it from succeeding.

They use several response techniques, which involve the IDPS stopping the attack

itself, changing the security environment (e.g., reconfiguring a firewall) or changing

the attack’s content.

Though they both relate to network security, an IDS differs from a firewall in that

a firewall looks outwardly for intrusions in order to stop them from happening. Fire-

walls limit access between networks to prevent intrusion and do not signal an attack

from inside the network. An IDS evaluates a suspected intrusion once it has taken

place and signals an alarm. An IDS also watches for attacks that originate from

within a system. This is traditionally achieved by examining network communica-

tions, identifying heuristics and patterns (often known as signatures) of common

computer attacks, and taking action to alert operators. A system that terminates

connections is called an intrusion prevention system, and is another form of an

application layer firewall.
2.3.1 Network intrusion-detection systems
NIDS are placed at a strategic point or points within the network to monitor traffic

to and from all devices on the network. It performs an analysis of passing traffic on

the entire subnet, and matches the traffic that is passed on the subnets to the library

of known attacks. Once an attack is identified, or abnormal behavior is sensed, the

alert can be sent to the administrator. An example of an NIDS would be installing it

on the subnet where firewalls are located in order to see if someone is trying to

break into the firewall. Ideally one would scan all inbound and outbound traffic,

however doing so might create a bottleneck that would impair the overall speed

of the network.
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2.3.2 Host intrusion-detection systems
HIDS run on individual hosts or devices on the network. A HIDS monitors the

inbound and outbound packets from the device only and will alert the user or admin-

istrator if suspicious activity is detected. It takes a snapshot of existing system files

and matches it to the previous snapshot. If the critical system files were modified or

deleted, an alert is sent to the administrator to investigate. An example of HIDS usage

can be seen on mission critical machines, which are not expected to change their

configurations.
2.3.3 Limitations
Noise can severely limit an IDS’s effectiveness. Bad packets generated from soft-

ware bugs, corrupt DNS data, and local packets that escaped can create a signifi-

cantly high false-alarm rate. It is not uncommon for the number of real attacks to be

far below the number of false-alarms. Number of real attacks is often so far below

the number of false-alarms that the real attacks are often missed and ignored. Many

attacks are geared for specific versions of software that are usually outdated.

A constantly changing library of signatures is needed to mitigate threats. Outdated

signature databases can leave the IDS vulnerable to newer strategies. For signature-

based IDSes there will be lag between a new threat discovery and its signature

being applied to the IDS. During this lag time the IDS will be unable to identify

the threat. An IDS cannot compensate for a weak identification and authentication

mechanisms or for weaknesses in network protocols.When an attacker gains access

due to weak authentication mechanism then IDS cannot prevent the adversary from

any malpractice. Encrypted packets are not processed by the intrusion detection

software. Therefore, the encrypted packet can allow an intrusion to the network

that is undiscovered until more significant network intrusions have occurred.

Intrusion detection software provides information based on the network address

that is associated with the IP packet that is sent into the network. This is beneficial

if the network address contained in the IP packet is accurate. However, the address

that is contained in the IP packet could be faked or scrambled. Due to the nature of

NIDS systems, and the need for them to analyze protocols as they are captured,

NIDS systems can be susceptible to same protocol based attacks that network hosts

may be vulnerable. Invalid data and TCP/IP stack attacks may cause an NIDS to

crash. Finally, hackers refer to enterprise networks that “think” they are fully

protected with perimeter defenses like Firewalls and IDSs as “crunchy on the out-

side, chewy on the inside” because they know these are complex systems with the

same percentage of bugs as any other large software system so if they can find a

vulnerability in the perimeter systems they are in. Since these protection systems

have to have high privilege access to the systems they are protecting, penetrating

the security systems gives the attacker unfettered access to everything inside.

Consequently, the systems doing the protecting have become the target of many

determined attackers.
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2.4 ANTIVIRUS SYSTEMS
While antivirus software was originally developed to detect and remove computer

viruses, modern antivirus software can protect frommalicious Browser Helper Objects

(BHOs), browser hijackers, ransomware, keyloggers, backdoors, rootkits, trojan

horses, worms, malicious LSPs, dialers, fraudtools, adware and spyware. Some prod-

ucts also include protection from other computer threats, such as infected and mali-

cious URLs, spam, scam and phishing attacks, online identity (privacy), online

banking attacks, social engineering techniques, APT and botnet DDoS attacks.

There are several methods antivirus engines use to identify malware. Signature-

based detection is the most common method. To identify viruses and other malware,

the antivirus engine compares the contents of a file to its database of known malware

signatures. Heuristic-based detection is generally used together with signature-based

detection. It detects malware based on characteristics typically used in known mal-

ware code. Behavioral-based detection is similar to heuristic-based detection and

used also in IDS. The main difference is that, instead of characteristics hardcoded

in the malware code itself, it is based on the behavioral fingerprint of the malware

at runtime. This technique is able to detect (known or unknown) malware only after it

has started malicious action. Sandbox detection is a particular behavioral-based

detection technique that, instead of detecting the behavioral fingerprint at runtime,

executes the programs in a virtual environment, logging actions the program per-

forms. Depending on the actions logged, the antivirus engine can determine if the

program is malicious or not. If not, then, the program is executed in the real envi-

ronment. Albeit this technique has shown to be quite effective, given its heaviness

and slowness, it is rarely used in end-user antivirus solutions. Data mining techniques

are one of the latest approach applied in malware detection. Data mining and

machine learning algorithms are used to try to classify the behavior of a file (as either

malicious or benign) given a series of file features that are extracted from the file

itself.
2.5 SECURITY INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Security information management (SIM) is an industry term related to information

security referring to the collection of data (typically log files) into a central repository

for trend analysis. SIM products generally are software agents running on the sys-

tems to be monitored, which then send the log information to a centralized server

acting as a “security console.” The console typically displays reports, charts, and

graphs of that information, often in real-time. Some software agents can incorporate

local filters, to reduce and manipulate the data that they send to the server, although

typically from a forensic point of view you would collect all audit and accounting

logs to ensure you can recreate a security incident.

The security console is monitored by a human being, who reviews the consoli-

dated information, and takes action in response to any alerts issued. The data that
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is sent to the server, to be correlated and analyzed, are normalized by the software

agents into a common form, usually XML. Those data are then aggregated, in order

to reduce their overall size.

The terminology can easily be mistaken as a reference to the whole aspect of pro-

tecting one’s infrastructure from any computer security breach. Due to historic rea-

sons of terminology evolution; SIM refers to just the part of information security

which consists of discovery of “bad behavior” by using data collection techniques.

The term commonly used to represent an entire security infrastructure that protects

an environment is commonly called information security management (InfoSec).
2.6 NETWORK-BASED ATTACKS
In this section we will discuss two types of network-based attacks: DoS and MITM.

2.6.1 Denial of service (DoS)
In computing, a DoS attack is an attempt to make a machine or network resource

unavailable to its intended users, such as to temporarily or indefinitely interrupt

or suspend services of a host connected to the Internet. A distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) is where the attack source is more than one—and often thousands

of-unique IP addresses [9].

Criminal perpetrators of DoS attacks often target sites or services hosted on high-

profile web servers such as banks, credit card payment gateways; but motives of

revenge, blackmail [10] or activism [11] can be behind other attacks.

DoS attacks can also lead to problems in the network “branches” around the

actual computer being attacked. For example, the bandwidth of a router between

the Internet and a LAN may be consumed by an attack, compromising not only

the intended computer, but also the entire network or other computers on the LAN.

If the attack is conducted on a sufficiently large scale, entire geographical regions

of Internet connectivity can be compromised without the attacker’s knowledge or

intent by incorrectly configured or flimsy network infrastructure equipment.

A DoS attack is characterized by an explicit attempt by attackers to prevent legit-

imate users of a service from using that service. There are two general forms of DoS

attacks: those that crash services and those that flood services.

The most serious attacks are distributed and in many or most cases involve forg-

ing of IP sender addresses (IP address spoofing) so that the location of the attacking

machines cannot easily be identified, nor can filtering be done based on the source

address.

Types of DoS attacks
Internet control message protocol (ICMP) flood. A smurf attack relies on miscon-

figured network devices that allow packets to be sent to all computer hosts on a par-

ticular network via the broadcast address of the network, rather than a specific

machine. The attacker will send large numbers of IP packets with the source address
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faked to appear to be the address of the victim. The network’s bandwidth is quickly

used up, preventing legitimate packets from getting through to their destination.

Ping flood is based on sending the victim an overwhelming number of ping

packets, usually using the “ping” command from Unix-like hosts. It is very simple

to launch, the primary requirement being access to greater bandwidth than the victim.

Ping of death is based on sending the victim a malformed ping packet, which will

lead to a system crash on a vulnerable system.

(S)SYN flood. A SYN flood occurs when a host sends a flood of TCP/SYN packets,

often with a forged sender address. Each of these packets are handled like a connec-

tion request, causing the server to spawn a half-open connection, by sending back a

TCP/SYN-ACK packet (acknowledge), and waiting for a packet in response from the

sender address (response to the ACK packet). However, because the sender address is

forged, the response never comes. These half-open connections saturate the number

of available connections the server can make, keeping it from responding to legiti-

mate requests until after the attack ends.

Distributed denial-of-service. A DDoS attack occurs when multiple systems flood

the bandwidth or resources of a targeted system, usually one or more web servers.

Such an attack is often the result of multiple compromised systems (e.g., a botnet)

flooding the targeted system with traffic. A botnet is a network of zombie computers

programmed to receive commands without the owner’s knowledge. When a server is

overloaded with connections, new connections can no longer be accepted. The major

advantages to an attacker of using a distributed DoS attack are that multiple machines

can generate more attack traffic than one machine, multiple attack machines are

harder to turn off than one attack machine, and that the behavior of each attack

machine can be stealthier, making it harder to track and shut down. These attacker

advantages cause challenges for defense mechanisms. For example, merely purchas-

ing more incoming bandwidth than the current volume of the attack might not help,

because the attacker might be able to simply add more attack machines. This after all

will end up completely crashing a website for periods of time.

Malware can carry DDoS attack mechanisms; one of the better-known examples

of this was MyDoom. Its DoS mechanism was triggered on a specific date and time.

This type of DDoS involved hardcoding the target IP address prior to release of the

malware and no further interaction was necessary to launch the attack.

A system may also be compromised with a trojan, allowing the attacker to down-

load a zombie agent, or the trojan may contain one. Attackers can also break into

systems using automated tools that exploit flaws in programs that listen for connec-

tions from remote hosts. This scenario primarily concerns systems acting as servers

on the web. Stacheldraht is a classic example of a DDoS tool. It utilizes a layered

structure where the attacker uses a client program to connect to handlers, which

are compromised systems that issue commands to the zombie agents, which in turn

facilitate the DDoS attack. Agents are compromised via the handlers by the attacker,

using automated routines to exploit vulnerabilities in programs that accept remote

connections running on the targeted remote hosts. Each handler can control up to

a thousand agents. In some cases a machine may become part of a DDoS attack with
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the owner’s consent, for example, in Operation Payback, organized by the group

Anonymous. These attacks can use different types of internet packets such as:

TCP, UDP, ICMP, etc.

These collections of systems compromisers are known as botnets/rootservers.

DDoS tools like Stacheldraht still use classic DoS attack methods centered on IP

spoofing and amplification like smurf attacks and fraggle attacks (these are also

known as bandwidth consumption attacks). SYN floods (also known as resource star-

vation attacks) may also be used. Newer tools can use DNS servers for DoS purposes.

Unlike MyDoom’s DDoS mechanism, botnets can be turned against any IP address.

Script kiddies use them to deny the availability of well known websites to legitimate

users. More sophisticated attackers use DDoS tools for the purposes of extortion—

even against their business rivals.

DARPA (and the Pentagon) is so concerned about the continued vulnerability of

all their systems—embedded devices in weapons systems, on board vessels, in com-

munications devices, in Internet of Things devices being used in the military and

intelligence communities, as well as their large enterprise systems—to DoS attacks

that a new program called STAC (Space/Time Analysis for Cybersecurity) was cre-

ated to research ways to determine susceptibility to DoS attacks in a given software

system. As new defensive technologies make old classes of vulnerability difficult to

exploit successfully, adversaries move to new classes of vulnerability. Vulnerabil-

ities based on flawed implementations of algorithms have been popular targets for

many years. However, once new defensive technologies make vulnerabilities based

on flawed implementations less common and more difficult to exploit, adversaries

will turn their attention to vulnerabilities inherent in the algorithms themselves.
2.6.2 Man-in-the-middle
In cryptography and computer security, a man-in-the-middle (often abbreviated to

MITM) attack is an attack where the attacker secretly relays and possibly alters

the communication between two parties who believe they are directly communicat-

ing with each other. MITM attacks can be thought about through a chess analogy.

Mallory, who barely knows how to play chess, claims that she can play two grand-

masters simultaneously and either win one game or draw both. She waits for the first

grandmaster to make a move and then makes this same move against the second

grandmaster. When the second grandmaster responds, Mallory makes the same play

against the first. She plays the entire game this way and cannot lose using this strat-

egy unless she runs into difficulty with time because of the slight delay between

relaying moves. A MITM attack is a similar strategy and can be used against many

cryptographic protocols. One example of MITM attacks is active eavesdropping, in

which the attacker makes independent connections with the victims and relays mes-

sages between them to make them believe they are talking directly to each other over

a private connection, when in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the

attacker. The attacker must be able to intercept all relevant messages passing

between the two victims and inject new ones. This is straightforward in many
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circumstances; for example, an attacker within reception range of an unencrypted

Wi-Fi wireless access point, can insert himself as a MITM.

As an attack that aims at circumventing mutual authentication, or lack thereof, a

MITM attack can succeed only when the attacker can impersonate each endpoint to

their satisfaction as expected from the legitimate other end. Most cryptographic pro-

tocols include some form of endpoint authentication specifically to prevent MITM

attacks. For example, TLS can authenticate one or both parties using a mutually

trusted certification authority [citation needed].

Example of an attack is shown in Fig. 7.

Suppose Alice wishes to communicate with Bob. Meanwhile, Mallory wishes to

intercept the conversation to eavesdrop and optionally deliver a false message

to Bob.

First, Alice asks Bob for his public key. If Bob sends his public key to Alice, but

Mallory is able to intercept it, a MITM attack can begin. Mallory sends a forged mes-

sage to Alice that claims to be from Bob, but instead includes Mallory’s public key.

Alice, believing this public key to be Bob’s, encrypts her message with Mallory’s

key and sends the enciphered message back to Bob. Mallory again intercepts, deci-

phers the message using her private key, possibly alters it if she wants, and re-

enciphers it using the public key Bob originally sent to Alice. When Bob receives

the newly enciphered message, he believes it came from Alice.

Alice sends a message to Bob, which is intercepted by Mallory:

Alice }HiBob, it’sAlice:Givemeyour key:}! Mallory Bob

Mallory relays this message to Bob; Bob cannot tell it is not really from Alice:

Alice Mallory}HiBob, it’sAlice:Givemeyour key:}! Bob

Bob responds with his encryption key:

Alice Mallory  Bob’s key½ �Bob
Mallory replaces Bob’s key with her own, and relays this to Alice, claiming that it is

Bob’s key:

Alice  Mallory’s key½ �Mallory Bob

Alice encrypts a message with what she believes to be Bob’s key, thinking that only

Bob can read it:

Alice }Meetme at the bus stop!} encryptedwithMallory’s key½ �! Mallory Bob
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However, because it was actually encrypted with Mallory’s key, Mallory can

decrypt it, read it, modify it (if desired), re-encrypt with Bob’s key, and forward

it to Bob:

Alice Mallory}Meetme in thewindowless van on 22ndAve!} encryptedwithBob’s key½ �
! Bob

Bob thinks that this message is a secure communication from Alice.

This example shows the need for Alice and Bob to have some way to ensure that

they are truly using each other’s public keys, rather than the public key of an attacker.

Otherwise, such attacks are generally possible, in principle, against any message sent

using public key technology. Fortunately, there are a variety of techniques that help

defend against MITM attacks.

Defenses against the attack
All cryptographic systems that are secure against MITM attacks require an additional

exchange or transmission of information over some kind of secure channel. Many

key agreement methods have been developed, with different security requirements

for the secure channel. Various defenses against MITM attacks use authentication

techniques that include:

TLS is an example of implementing PKI over TCP. This is used to prevent a

MITM attack over a secured HTTP connection on internet. The defense is that

client and server exchange PKI certificates issued and verified by a common

certificate authority. Mutual authentication is the main defense in a PKI scenario.

In this case applications from both client and server mutually validate their

certificates issued by a common root certificate authority. Similarly VPNs do

mutual authentication before sending data over the created secure tunnel.
2.7 INTRODUCTION-BASED ROUTING [12]
A central cause of the widespread corruption on the Internet is the ephemeral nature

of the relationship between communicating parties. Whereas there is a concrete

(fiduciary, organizational) relationship between an endpoint and its Internet service

provider (ISP), and between the adjacent autonomous systems that the packets tra-

verse, the Internet protocol (IP) hides these relationships so that all two communi-

cating endpoints know is each other’s IP address. In the physical economy, the

supply chain is visible, and the resulting economic incentives reinforce good behav-

ior. For example, when it was discovered that toothpaste exported from Asia con-

tained diethylene glycol [13], public outrage pressurized the US government,

which in turn pressurized the Chinese government, which (then) enforced product

safety laws with the exporters. Without the exposed supply chain, consumers would

have had no leverage with the exporters. Similarly, there is a supply chain behind

every packet that traverses the Internet—but IP (in its current incarnation) hides it.

Introduction-based routing (IBR) is a way to limit misbehavior in a network by:

(i) exposing the network supply chain, (ii) giving network elements authority over
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with whom they interact, and (iii) incorporating feedback, giving participants a basis

for making their relationship choices. The ability to choose with whom one interacts

creates economic incentives that (in the long run) discourage network elements from

interacting with nodes that repeatedly misbehave. An IBR node’s decisions concern-

ing introductions are made by the node’s policy, a software implementation of a strat-

egy that maximizes the node’s utility in a network that may contain corrupt

participants.

To establish a new connection, a node must be introduced by a third party with

connections to both the node and the neighbor-to-be. Since no node will be connected

to every other (i.e., there is no universal introducer), forming a new connection may

require multiple consecutive introductions. To bootstrap participation in the net-

work, a node must have at least one a priori connection (a connection that does

not require an introduction). The graph of nodes linked by a priori connections

defines the network.

There are threeparties to an introduction: the requester (the node requesting the intro-

duction); theintroducer(thenodeaskedtomakethe introduction);and the target(thenode

to which the requester wishes to be introduced). If the introduction offer is accepted, a

connectionisestablishedbetweentherequesterandtargetandthetwonodescanexchange

packetsand/orrequest introductionstoothers.(Theselabelsreflect roles inIBR,not inher-

ent qualities of the nodes. A node may perform different roles at various points.)

A connection exists indefinitely until either party elects to close it. When a connec-

tion is closed, the requester and target provide feedback to the introducer regarding the

state of the connection at the time of closing. If these nodes were introduced to the

introducer, then the feedback is forwarded to those introducers after being processed.

The feedback is binary—it is either positive (the other party was well-behaved) or neg-

ative. A connection closure is accompanied by messages between the two parties that

signify the closure and notify the other party regarding the value of the feedback.

A key difference between IBRP and conventional routing protocols is that nodes

have discretion regarding with which nodes they interact. There are two ways that a

connection request can be refused. First, the introducer may respond to the introduc-

tion request with an introduction denied message. Second, the target may respond to

the introduction offer with an introduction declined message. If the requester cannot

find an introducer willing and able to make the introduction, then he will be unable to

send packets to the target.
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3 SOFTWARE VULNERABILITY AND CYBER ATTACKS
Having discussed the types of attacks that motivate us to drastically improve the

security of our embedded devices, and delved into a critical set of security concepts

it is important to understand, and applied those to network architectures, it is time to

look at the role software is taking in our high vulnerability to cyber attacks. This will

then set that stage for a discussion of how all of this relates to computer architecture

and what we can do to thwart the exponentially increasing severity and rate of

attacks.
3.1 COMMON WEAKNESS ENUMERATION
The common weakness enumeration is a software community project that aims at

creating a catalog of software weaknesses and vulnerabilities. The goal of the project

is to better understand flaws in software and to create automated tools that can be

used to identify, fix, and prevent those flaws. The top 25 most dangerous software

errors is a list of the most widespread and critical errors that can lead to serious vul-

nerabilities in software. They are often easy to find, and easy to exploit. They are

dangerous because they will frequently allow attackers to completely take over

the software, steal data, or prevent the software from working at all.
3.2 COMMON VULNERABILITY AND EXPOSURES
The common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) system provides a reference-

method for publicly known information-security vulnerabilities and exposures.

The CVE is a dictionary of common names (i.e., CVE identifiers) for publicly known

cybersecurity vulnerabilities. CVE’s common identifiers make it easier to share data

across separate network security databases and tools, and provide a baseline for eval-

uating the coverage of an organization’s security tools. The CVE list steadily grows

and as of early 2016 was over 75,000 entries.
3.3 WHO ARE THE ATTACKERS
Who are these attackers, how do they operate and what do they want?

3.3.1 Script kiddies
In programming culture a script kiddie or skiddie (also known as skid, script bunny,

script kitty) is an unskilled individual who uses scripts or programs developed by

others to attack computer systems and networks, and deface websites. It is generally

assumed that script kiddies are juveniles who lack the ability to write sophisticated

programs or exploits on their own, and that their objective is to try to impress their

friends or gain credit in computer-enthusiast communities. However, the term does

not relate to the actual age of the participant and they should not be underestimated:

they can do real harm.
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3.3.2 Vandals
Cyber vandals are individuals who damage information infrastructures purely for

their own enjoyment and pleasure. Their primary motivation is not financial; it is

the desire to prove that the feat could be accomplished. Once inside they leave their

mark so there is no denying their presence. At first brush this may seem more of a

prank than an attack aimed at destruction. The effect on business, however, is unde-

niable. These types of attacks generally fall into the category of DoS or Denial-of-

service attack. The affected site must be shut down and repaired before it can resume

normal operation. The messages left behind vary in tone: sometimes racial, some-

times profane, and sometimes political. Whatever the message, the effect is always

disruptive.

3.3.3 Profiteers
Sophisticated hackers (individuals or small organized groups) are those who are after

large profits through cyber attacks. A good example is the 22-year-old Ukrainian pre-

sumed to have been behind the Target POS attack that obtained 40 million consumer

credit cards and which his group is selling on the black market in Eastern Europe.

This group is selling batches of one million cards and going for anywhere from

$20 to more than $100 per card.
3.4 HOW DO THE ATTACKERS OPERATE?
Attackers use a variety of approaches to ply their trade the most important to under-

stand (and fear) is the zero-day. In this section we examine some of those approaches

and use some illustrations to put these approaches into context.

3.4.1 Zero-day exploits
A zero-day (also known as zero-hour or 0-day) vulnerability is a previously undi-

sclosed computer-software vulnerability that hackers can exploit to adversely affect

computer programs, data, additional computers or a network. It is known as a “zero-

day” because once the flaw becomes known, the software’s author has zero days in

which to plan and advise any mitigation against its exploitation (e.g., by advising

workarounds or by issuing patches).

Attacks employing zero-day exploits are often attempted by attackers before or

on the day that notice of the vulnerability is released to the public; sometimes before

the author is aware or has developed and made available corrected code. Zero-day

attacks are a severe threat to general-purpose and especially embedded systems.

Software vulnerabilities may be discovered by hackers, by security companies or

researchers, by the software vendors themselves, or by users. If discovered by

hackers, an exploit will be kept secret for as long as possible and will circulate only

through the ranks of hackers, until software or security companies become aware of it

or of the attacks targeting it. These types of attacks are defined by some as “less than

zero-day” attacks.
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3.4.2 The good guys vs the bad guys
If a vulnerability is discovered by “the good guys”—internet security software com-

panies or software vendors—the tendency is to keep it under wraps until the software

maker has a patch to fix it. In some cases, however, security researchers or software

vendors may have to publicly announce the flaw because users could be able to avoid

the problem, for instance by steering clear of a particular website or being sure to not

open a certain email attachment. Or the vulnerability might be discovered by a user

and wind up on a blog or otherwise be publicly disclosed.

In these cases, the race is on: good guys vs bad guys.Will the software vendor or a

security company come up with a fix for the bug or will hackers learn how to exploit

it before the vulnerability is patched?

Zero-day attacks targeting Microsoft software often hit right after Microsoft

delivers its patches. Cybercriminals have found that they can take advantage of

Microsoft’s monthly security update cycle by timing new attacks just after Patch

Tuesday—the second Tuesday of each month when Microsoft releases its fixes.

These attacks will make Microsoft aware of the new vulnerabilities, but unless

the vulnerabilities in question are extremely dangerous it will be a month before

the software maker has a chance to respond. Security experts have coined the term

“zero-day Wednesday” to describe that strategy.

3.4.3 Vulnerability timeline
A zero-day attack happens once that flaw, or software/hardware vulnerability is

exploited, and attackers release malware before a developer has an opportunity to

create a patch to fix the vulnerability, hence “zero-day.” Let’s break down the steps

of the window of vulnerability:

• A company’s developers create software, but unbeknownst to them, it includes a

vulnerability.

• The threat actor spots that vulnerability either before the developer does, or acts

on it before the developer has a chance to fix it.

• The attacker writes and implements exploit code while the vulnerability is still

open and available.

• After releasing the exploit, either the public recognizes it in the form of identity or

information theft, or the developer catches it and creates a patch to staunch the

cyber bleeding.

• Once a patch is written and used, the exploit is no longer called a zero-day exploit.

These attacks are rarely discovered right away. In fact, it often takes not just days,

but months, and sometimes years before a developer learns of the vulnerability

that led to an attack.

3.4.4 RSA attack
In 2011 attackers breached EMC’s RSA Security division and stole secrets related to

RSA’s widely used authentication system. The data theft had the potential of render-

ing the SecurID token authentication systems exposed—and affecting hundreds of
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thousands of RSA customers. SecurID is used in two-factor authentication for secure

access to corporate assets, for remote employees to access corporate VPNs and

secure mail programs, and to establish credentials to initiate encryption.

In the attack on RSA, the attacker sent “phishing” emails with the subject line

“2011 Recruitment Plan” to two small groups of employees over the course of 2 days.

Unfortunately, one was interested enough to retrieve one of these messages from his

or her junkmail and open the attached Excel file. The spreadsheet containedmalware

that used a previously unknown, or “zero-day,” flaw in Adobe’s Flash software to

install a backdoor. RSA said that Adobe had since released a patch to fix that hole.

After installing a stealthy tool that allowed the hacker to control the machine from

afar, he stole several account passwords belonging to the employee and used them to

gain entry into other systems, where he could gain access to other employees with

access to sensitive data.

Then came stage three: spiriting RSA files out of the company to a hacked

machine at a hosting provider, and then on to the hacker himself.

Zero-day threats are getting quite prevalent. On any given day over the last

3 years, cybercriminals had access to at least 85 vulnerabilities targeting widely used

software fromMicrosoft, Apple, Oracle, and Adobe. That estimate includes only vul-

nerabilities that were eventually reported. The true number of zero-day vulnerabil-

ities available to cybercriminals could be much higher.

Vulnerabilities discovered by cybercriminals remain unknown to the public—

including vendors of the vulnerable software—for an average of 310 days [14].

Not surprisingly, zero-day exploits are heavily used in targeted attacks. These secret

weapons give attackers a crucial advantage over their targets, even those that have

invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in traditional security products. Due to an

abundance of zero-day vulnerabilities and increasingly mature global black market

for exploits, these weapons are proliferating. Governments remain the top buyers of

zero-day exploits, according to a recent Reuters article [15]. But anyone with enough

money—as little as $5000 in some cases [16]—can purchase one.

3.4.5 Multistage attacks
The attack on Target’s Point-of-Sale systems (an embedded device), with the goal of

obtaining valid credit card numbers, was traced back to network credentials that were

stolen from a third party vendor responsible for HVAC maintenance.

The central malware in the attack is Called BlackPOS, which is a specialized

piece of malware designed to be installed on point-of-sale (POS) devices and record

all data from credit and debit cards swiped through the infected system. A more

advanced version of BlackPOS offers encryption support for stolen data and retails

for $2300.

3.4.6 Advanced persistent threats
An APT is a set of stealthy and continuous computer hacking processes, often

orchestrated by attackers targeting a specific entity. An APT usually targets organi-

zations and/or nations for business or political motives. APT processes require a high
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degree of covertness over a long period of time. The “advanced” process signifies

sophisticated techniques using malware (frequently zero-days) to exploit vulnerabil-

ities in systems. The “persistent” process suggests that an external command and

control system is continuously monitoring and extracting data from a specific target.

The “threat” process indicates human involvement in orchestrating the attack.

It is important to understand how APTs work. Here are the six steps of an APT:

1. The cyber criminal, or threat actor, gains entry through an email, network, file, or

application vulnerability and inserts malware into an organization’s network. The

network is considered compromised, but not breached.

2. The advanced malware probes for additional network access and vulnerabilities,

or communicates with command-and-control (CnC) servers to receive additional

instructions and/or malicious code.

3. The malware typically establishes additional points of compromise to ensure that

the cyber attack can continue if one point is closed.

4. Once a threat actor determines that they have established reliable network access,

they gather target data, such as account names and passwords. Even though

passwords are often encrypted, encryption can be cracked. Once that happens, the

threat actor can identify and access data.

5. The malware collects data on a staging server, and then exfiltrates the data off the

network and under the full control of the threat actor. At this point, the network is

considered breached.

6. Evidence of the cyber attack is removed, but the network remains compromised.

The cybercriminal can return any time to continue the data breach.

3.4.7 Insiders
An insider attack is a malicious attack perpetrated on a network or computer system

by a person with authorized system access. Insiders that perform attacks have a dis-

tinct advantage over external attackers because they have authorized access and also

may be familiar with network architecture and system policies/procedures. In addi-

tion, there may be less security against insider attacks because many organizations

focus on protection from outsiders.

Insider threats come from people who exploit legitimate access to an organiza-

tion’s cyberassets for unauthorized and malicious purposes or who unwittingly cre-

ate vulnerabilities. They may be direct employees (from cleaners up to the C-suite),

contractors, or third-party suppliers of data and computing services. (Edward Snow-

den, who famously stole sensitive information from the USNSA, worked for an NSA

contractor.) With this legitimate access they can steal, disrupt, or corrupt computer

systems and data without detection by ordinary perimeter-based security solutions—

controls that focus on points of entry rather than what or who is already inside.

Over 50% of organizations report having encountered an insider cyberattack each

year, with insider threat cases making up roughly 23% of all cybercrime incidents a

percentage that has stayed consistent year over year, but the total number of attacks

has increased significantly. The result is $2.9 trillion in employee fraud losses
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globally per year, with $40 billion in losses due to employee theft and fraud in the US

annually alone. The damage and negative impact caused by insider threat incidents is

reported to be higher than that of outsider or other cybercrime incidents.

Frequently multistage attacks begin to look like insiders. For example, Target

where the HVAC contractors must be considered insiders with legitimate access

but their devices were infected and that allowed access for the perpetrator to the

POS network.
3.5 HOW COULD WE STOP THE ATTACKS?
By examining two attacks we have previously discussed (Stuxnet, Target) in a little

more detail, we can begin to shed light on how we might stop these types of attacks.

3.5.1 What would have stopped the Stuxnet attack against SCADA
controllers?
What makes Stuxnet a watershed event in Cyber Warfare is the level of sophistica-

tion in the design of the worm. This indicates significant resources and expertise

were needed to design and release it. The most significant indicators of a state-

sponsored cyber threat are the exploitation of multiple zero-days to execute the

attack, two different target platforms—Windows and Siemens—needed to execute

the attack, and the specific domain knowledge of the target system that was required

for the worm.

What is most telling about the designers of Stuxnet is the specific domain

knowledge required to implement the attack against the Siemens Control System

and its programming language, Step 7. While there are many groups versed in

Windows libraries, how the Windows operating system works, C/C++, and reverse

engineering, there is a much more limited set with the domain knowledge of this

Siemens industrial control system, and an even smaller subset that has knowledge

of both. This translates to significant resources to plan, assemble the team, design

the exploits, have access to zero-days, test, get necessary intelligence on the target

plant, put people in place with access, and then run the operation. Expert analysis

estimates this would require a 1 to 2-year program with roughly $10–20 million in

resources to pull off. Additionally, previous significant investments would have

been made in developing the skill sets, technologies, zero-days, production engi-

neering discipline, weaponization techniques and “concepts of operations” that

would have been needed over a multiyear duration. This puts it almost exclusively

in the realm of nation states, or extremely well-funded transnational terrorist

groups.

Having made the case for state-sponsored cyber warfare, what is most sur-

prising is that it got caught. Most state-sponsored offensive cyber operations

do not get caught to be subsequently analyzed in the public domain for all to

see the methods and zero-days employed. That’s bad for business as it shows

your adversaries your capabilities and methods while disclosing zero-days that

are no longer zero-days. Second, while the targeting was narrow in one
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sense—a particular Siemens ICS—it was very broad in another sense—almost all

Windows machines were vulnerable and would get infected if they came in con-

tact with the worm. Not surprisingly, the worm has infected hundreds of thou-

sands of machines over many countries. This is not normal modus operandi

for state-sponsored cyber operations, not only because it means the attack will

almost certainly be discovered, but also because of potential blowback. Blow-

back can come from the worm itself by infecting machines in the sponsoring

nation’s critical infrastructure, or political blowback from launching this type

of visible attack. Since we have heard the admission that the US was involved,

the entire approach taken is both surprising and troubling. Did the US want this

to be discovered, analyzed and potentially copied? If so, why?

Stopping the next Stuxnet would take equivalent resources expended on the

attack itself. Many holes need to be filled, some by the manufacturers of the ICA

devices such as Siemens. Windows needs to be bolstered to detect anomalous behav-

ior. Application such as the Step 7 application need to do a better job of detecting if

they have been modified. Better monitoring of the behavior of the SCADA controller

going outside normal operating ranges is needed. And perhaps most of all, help is

needed from the processors in all our computers to help block the vectors of attack

used by Stuxnet. More on this in just a bit.

3.5.2 What would have stopped the target attack against POS systems?
Six months before the data heist, Target spent $1.6 million on a sophisticated anti-

malware system called FireEye that actually caught the hack and could have auto-

matically eradicated the malware without any human interaction. But that feature

was turned off, as it’s believed the newly purchased, and tested system, was still mis-

trusted by Target’s security personnel.

The same security system is employed by the CIA, the Pentagon and other spy

agencies around the world, and has an interesting way of catching malware attacks in

real-time instead of reacting to known malware only, as antivirus programs do. The

system creates a parallel computer network on virtual machines that capture any data

that comes from the web to Target, while attackers actually believe they are inside

their intended victim.

FireEye captured the first malware code on Nov. 30 and issued an alert that was

ignored. After using credentials from an HVAC company working for Target,

hackers uploaded as many as five versions of the malware, which was disguised with

a name related to a component in a data center management product—BladeLogic.

FireEye was able to catch each one of them and escalate the warning alerts. But Tar-

get did not react to any of these notifications.

Even the Symantec Endpoint Protection antivirus program used by Target

detected the malware around Thanksgiving issuing appropriate warnings, that were

also ignored. Later, the assessment was that the malware utilized was unsophisti-

cated. Target also has a team of security experts in Bangalore, that continuously

monitors Target’s network. The team got the alert on Nov. 30, and passed it on to
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the security team in Minneapolis. But that too was ignored. A defense-in-depth

approach that used processors in the POS systems at each check-out station in each

store would have stopped the attack. In an upcoming section we will discuss the

architectural flaws in the processors that we now know how to fix.
3.6 BUFFER OVERFLOW ATTACKS
Buffer overflow attacks are by far the most common way network-based intrusions

begin. According to Verizon’s 2014 vulnerability report 70% of the exploited vul-

nerabilities were memory misuse (see Fig. 8) which almost always means buffer

overflow. Therefore it is critical we understand how these attacks work and how

the vulnerabilities enable them. Later we will talk about some new approaches to

completely stop them from occurring at all.

Since many buffer overflow attacks focus on the computer’s stack, we need to

review how a stack works.

3.6.1 Use of the stack
The stack is a region in a program’s memory space that is only accessible from the

top. There are two operations, push and pop, to a stack. A push stores a new data item

on top of the stack, a pop removes the top item (see Fig. 9). Every process has its own

memory space (at least in a decent OS), among them a stack region and a heap region.

The stack is used heavily to store local variables and the return address of called

functions.

Given that we have a function

void foo(const char* input) {

char buf[10];

printf("Hello World\n");

}

FIG. 8
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The push operation takes an item and puts it on the top of the stack. The pop operation

removes the top from the stack and makes it available to the application.
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When this function is called from another function, for example main:

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {

foo(argv[1]);

return 0;

}

the following happens: The calling function main() pushes the return address, that

is the address of the statement immediately after the call to foo(), in this case the

return(0) statement, onto the stack. Then the called function foo() pushes zeroes

on the stack to store its local variable buf[] which requires space for 10 characters

to be allocated. The stack thus will look like depicted in Fig. 10.

Now let’s look at how an attacker might exploit a bug in a program with a buffer

allocated on the stack. We will use an example program created by Howard and

LeBlanc in Writing Secure Code, 2nd edition.
Stack before calling
foo

buf[3] .. buf[1] buf[0]

buf[7] .....    buf[4]

......   buf[8] buf[9]

argument of  foo

address of  return

Stack before calling
foo

FIG. 10

The stack holds the return address, the arguments, and the local variables.
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/*
StackOverrun.c
This program shows an example of

how a stack-based
buffer overrun can be used to

execute arbitrary code.
Its objective is to find an input

string that executes
the function bar.

*/

#pragma check_stack(off)

#include <string.h>

#include <stdio.h>

void foo(const char* input)

{
char buf[10];

printf(“My stack looks like:

\n%p\n%p\n%p\n%p\n%p\n% p\n\n");

strcpy(buf, input);
printf("%s\n", buf);

printf("Now the stack looks

like:\n%p\n%p\n%p\n%p\n%p\n%p

\n\n");

}

void bar(void)

{
printf(“Augh! I’ve been

hacked!\n");

}

int main(int argc, char* argv[])

{
//This is some cheating to make

life easier on us
printf("Address of foo = %p\n",

foo);
printf("Address of bar = %p\n",

bar);
if (argc != 2)

{
printf("Please supply a
This is a simple C-program. Function main
uses command line input. Recall that argc
is the number of arguments including the
call to the function itself. Thus, if we put
: stackoverrun Hello
then argc is two, argv[0] is “stackoverrun”
and argv[1] is “Hello.” The main function
calls function foo. foo gets the second word
from the commandline as its input.
As we look at foo, foo first prints the stack.
This is done with a printf statement. The
arguments to printf are taken directly from
the stack. The “%p” format means that the
argument is printed out as a pointer.
The call to strcpy is the one that is
dangerous. strcpy will just copy character
for character until it finds a “0” character in
the source string. Since the argument we
give to the call can bemuch longer, this can
mess up the stack. Unfortunately,
commercial-grade software is full of these
calls without checking for the length of the
input.
When the stack is messed up, the return
address from foo will be overwritten. In
other words, instead of going back to the
next instruction after foo in main (that would
be the return statement), the next
instruction executed after foo finishes will
be whatever is in the stack where the return
address used to be.
In this program, there is another function,
called bar. The program logic prevents bar
from ever running. However, by giving it the
right input to main, we can get bar to run
and if we do, we will have successfully
executed a buffer overflow attack.
Continued
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string as an argument!\n");
return -1;

}

foo(argv[1]);
return 0;

}

Prompt>stackoverrun.exe Hello

Address of foo = 00401000

Address of bar = 00401050

My stack looks like:

00000000

00000A28

7FFDF000

0012FEE4

004010BB

0032154D

Hello

Now the stack looks like:

6C6C6548

0000006F

7FFDF000

0012FEE4

004010BB

0032154D
To the left is the result of running the
stackoverrun program with the input
“Hello.” The output gives us two pictures of
the stack, one before the calling of strcpy in
foo, the other afterwards. The return
address from foo is printed in bold in both
versions of the stack.
We can stress-test the application by
feeding it different input. If the input is too
long, see below, we get bad program
behavior. In the example below, the stack is
overwritten with ASCI characters 31 and
32, standing for 1 and 2 respectively. The
type of error message will depend on the
operating system and the programs
installed.
Now it is only a matter of patience to find
input that does something that we want, in
this case, to execute bar.
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Tomake use of this, we need to feed the correct input to the program. In this example,

we want to overwrite the second last line with the address of bar. To make navigation

easier on us, we input a long list of different ASCI characters.

The line should be 00 40 10 50. Unfortunately, the character “10” is not printable. So

to get around this we use a small perl script:
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The first line concatenates the filler string with the right hex-characters.

Executing the Perl script yields the desired result:

Function bar is called and prints out to the screen.

If you use a different compiler, e.g., on a Unix system, the stack will look quite

different. This is because compilers have freedom in how to structure the stack, and

also, because they try to prevent exactly this type of problem.

3.6.2 Real stack overflow attacks
A real attack would try to place the address of the top of the stack in lieu of the return

address, followed by some horrible lines of assembly code, such as a call to another

tool. If the subverted program runs with high privileges, then the tool will run with

the same privilege level. Even better for the attacker, the whole process takes only the

transmission of a little script program.

3.6.3 Heap overflow attacks
Programs use dynamically allocated memory as well as the stack. A vulnerable pro-

gram uses a call to something like strcpy to copy input into a buffer, allocated on the

heap. The right type of input, longer than the buffer, will now overwrite data on the

heap. The program will not always crash, but it will also not behave as advertised. A

hacker noticing this behavior then tries various inputs until they find a way to corrupt

the stack. Once the stack is corrupted, the attacker can get arbitrary code snippets

executed.

3.6.4 Stack protection
It is not very difficult to rewrite the compiler so that stack smashing is thwarted. One

simple approach is called Stack Guard [17]. Stack Guard writes a Canary word

between the local variables and the return address on the stack, before a function

is called, and checks it just before the function returns. This simple technique
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prevents stack overflow attacks at the cost of slight overhead in execution time and

memory needs. The attacker needs to overwrite the canary word in order to overwrite

the return address. Since the canary words vary, this overwrite can be detected with

high probability.

Stack Guard prevents stack buffer overflow attacks that have not yet been discov-

ered at the cost of recompiling the function. Unfortunately, the samemethod does not

quite work for heap overflow attacks, though it can make the work of the hacker more

complicated.

3.6.5 Writing secure code
Ultimately, the best defense is to not write code that is exploitable. Only safe string

function calls should be used, strcpy and sprintf do not belong in code. Some pro-

gramming languages enforce more secure code, but typically still allow unsafe

constructs.

One lesson to draw for the programmer (or her manager) is that user input is far

too dangerous to be left to users. Thus, all input should be treated as evil and corrupt-

ing unless proven otherwise. Second, a programmer needs to set up trusted and

untrusted environments, and data needs to be checked whenever it crosses the bound-

ary. The checking is easiest if there is a choke point for input. One should also con-

sider the use of an input validator. Finally, run applications at the least possible

privilege level.

In terms of dangerousness of attack, after buffer overflows, return-oriented pro-

gramming attacks come in second. These attacks are related to and frequently require

a buffer overrun to occur first. Their popularity is growing rapidly with the

hacker class.
3.7 RETURN-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING ATTACKS
Return-oriented programming (ROP) is an advanced version of a stack smashing

attack. Generally, these types of attacks arise when an adversary manipulates the call

stack by taking advantage of a bug in the program, often a buffer overrun. In a buffer

overrun, as discussed in the previous section, a function that does not perform proper

bounds checking before storing user-provided data into memory, accepts more input

data than it can store properly. If the data is being written onto the stack, the excess

data may overflow the space allocated to the function’s variables (e.g., “DATA” in

the stack diagram in Fig. 11) and overwrite the return address. This address will later

be used by the function to redirect control flow back to the caller. If it has been over-

written, control flow will be diverted to the location specified by the new return

address.

In a standard buffer overrun attack, the attacker would simply write attack code

(the “payload”) onto the stack and then overwrite the return address with the location

of these newly written instructions. Until the late 1990s, major operating systems did

not offer any protection against these attacks; Microsoft Windows provided no

buffer-overrun protections until 2004. Eventually, operating systems began to
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combat the exploitation of buffer overflow bugs by marking the memory where data

is written as nonexecutable, a technique known as data execution prevention. With

data execution prevention enabled, the machine would refuse to execute any code

located in user-writable areas of memory, preventing the attacker from placing pay-

load on the stack and jumping to it via a return address overwrite. Hardware support

for data execution prevention later became available to strengthen this protection.

3.7.1 Return-into-library technique
The widespread implementation of data execution prevention made traditional stack-

based buffer overflow vulnerabilities difficult or impossible to exploit in the manner

described above. Instead, an attacker was restricted to code already in memory

marked executable, such as the program code itself and any linked shared libraries.

Since shared libraries, such as libc, often contain subroutines for performing system

calls and other functionality potentially useful to an attacker, they are the most likely

candidates for finding code to assemble an attack.

In a return-into-library attack, an attacker hijacks program control flow by

exploiting a buffer overrun vulnerability, exactly as discussed above. Instead of

attempting to write an attack payload onto the stack however, the attacker instead

chooses an available library function and overwrites the return address with the
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location of the desired function. Further stack locations are then overwritten, obeying

applicable calling conventions, to carefully pass the proper parameters to the func-

tion so it performs functionality useful to the attacker.

3.7.2 Borrowed code chunks
The next ROP evolution came in the form of an attack that used chunks of library

functions, instead of entire functions themselves, to exploit buffer overrun vulnera-

bilities on machines with defenses against simpler attacks. This technique looks for

functions that contain instruction sequences that pop values from the stack into reg-

isters. Careful selection of these code sequences allows an attacker to put suitable

values into the proper registers to perform a function call under the new calling con-

vention. The rest of the attack proceeds as a return-into-library attack.

3.7.3 Attacks
Return-oriented programming builds on the borrowed code chunks approach and

extends it to provide Turing-complete functionality to the attacker, including loops

and conditional branches. Put another way, return-oriented programming provides a

fully functional “language” that an attacker can use to make a compromised machine

perform any operation desired. Hovav Shacham published the technique in 2007 [18]

and demonstrated how all the important programming constructs can be simulated

using return-oriented programming against a target application linked with the C

standard library and containing an exploitable buffer overrun vulnerability.

A return-oriented programming attack is superior to the other attack types dis-

cussed both in expressive power and in resistance to defensive measures. None of

the counter-exploitation techniques mentioned above, including removing poten-

tially dangerous functions from shared libraries altogether, are effective against a

return-oriented programming attack. The import of this cannot be overstated. These

attacks are extremely powerful and dangerous and can be employed against any com-

puter running any modern processor.

3.7.4 x86 architecture
Although return-oriented programming attacks can be performed on a variety of

architectures, Shacham’s paper, as well as follow-up work, focuses on the Intel

x86 architecture because of its variable-length CISC instruction set. Return-oriented

programming on the x86 takes advantage of the fact that the instruction set is very

“dense,” that is, any random sequence of bytes is likely to be interpretable as some

valid set of x86 instructions.

It is therefore possible to search for an opcode that alters control flow, most nota-

bly the return instruction (0xC3) and then look backwards in the binary for preceding

bytes that form possibly useful instructions. These sets of instruction, called “gad-

gets,” can then be chained by overwriting the return address, via a buffer overrun

exploit, with the address of the first instruction of the first gadget. The first address

of subsequent gadgets is then written successively onto the stack. At the conclusion

of the first gadget, a return instruction will be executed, which will pop the address of
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the next gadget off the stack and jump to it. At the conclusion of that gadget, the chain

continues with the third, and so on. By chaining the small instruction sequences, an

attacker is able to produce arbitrary program behavior from pre-existing library code.

Shacham asserts that given any sufficiently large quantity of code (including, but not

limited to, the C standard library), sufficient gadgets will exist for Turing-complete

functionality—i.e., anything the attacker wants to have the processor do.

Hacker groups have developed a tool to help automate the process of locating

gadgets and constructing an attack against a binary. This tool, known as ROPgadget

[19], searches through a binary looking for potentially useful gadgets, and attempts to

assemble them into an attack payload that spawns a shell to accept arbitrary com-

mands from the attacker.
3.7.5 Defenses
A number of techniques have been proposed to subvert attacks based on return-

oriented programming. Most rely on randomizing the location of program and library

code, so that an attacker cannot accurately predict the location of instructions that

might be useful in gadgets and therefore cannot mount a successful return-oriented

programming attack chain. One fairly common implementation of this technique,

ASLR, loads shared libraries into a different memory location at each program load.

Although widely deployed by modern operating systems, ASLR is vulnerable to

information leakage attacks and other approaches to determine the address of any

known library function in memory. If an attacker can successfully determine the

location of one known instruction, the position of all others can be inferred and a

return-oriented programming attack can be constructed.

Another defense will be shown shortly but requires the adoption of a new type of

processor, an inherently secure processor.
3.8 CODE INJECTION ATTACKS
Code injection is a dangerous attack that exploits a bug caused by processing invalid

data. Injection is used by an attacker to introduce (or “inject”) code into a vulnerable

computer program and change the course of execution. The result of successful code

injection is often disastrous (for instance: code injection is used by some computer

worms to propagate).

Injection flaws occur when an application sends untrusted data to an interpreter.

Injection flaws are very prevalent, particularly in legacy code. They are often found

in SQL, LDAP, Xpath, or NoSQL queries; OS commands; XML parsers, SMTP

headers, program arguments, etc. Injection flaws are easy to discover when examin-

ing code, but frequently hard to discover via testing. Scanners and fuzzers can help

attackers find injection flaws.

Injection can result in data loss or corruption, lack of accountability, or denial of

access. Injection can sometimes lead to complete host takeover.
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Code injection techniques are popular in system hacking or cracking to gain

information, privilege escalation or unauthorized access to a system. Code injection

can be used malevolently for many purposes, including:

• Arbitrarily modify values in a database through a type of code injection

called SQL injection. The impact of this can range from website defacement to

serious compromise of sensitive data.

• Install malware or execute malevolent code on a server, by injecting server

scripting code (such as PHP or ASP).

• Privilege escalation to root permissions by exploiting Shell Injection

vulnerabilities in a setuid root binary on UNIX, or Local System by exploiting a

service on Windows.

• Attacking web users with HTML/Script injection (cross-site scripting).

To build embedded systems or the large computer systems that control them in

such a way as to prevent code injection the important thing is to detect and isolate

managed and unmanaged code injections by:

• Runtime image hash validation. Capture a hash of a part or complete image of the

executable loaded into memory, and compare it with stored and expected hash.

• Enforce at the processor (hardware) level a rule that no data coming from outside

the processor can ever be instructions to execute. On some processors such as

x86, a bit such as the NX bit allows data to be stored in special memory sections

that are marked as nonexecutable. The processor is made aware that no code

exists in that part of memory, and refuses to execute anything found in there.
3.9 SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACKS
In cryptography, a side-channel attack is any attack based on information gained

from the physical implementation of a cryptosystem, rather than brute force or the-

oretical weaknesses in the algorithms (compare cryptanalysis). For example, timing

information, power consumption, electromagnetic leaks or even sound can provide

an extra source of information, which can be exploited to break the system. Some

side-channel attacks require technical knowledge of the internal operation of the sys-

tem on which the cryptography is implemented, although others such as differential

power analysis (DPA) are effective as black-box attacks. Many powerful side-

channel attacks are based on statistical methods pioneered by Paul Kocher [20].

3.9.1 Examples
A timing attack watches data movement into and out of the CPU or memory on the

hardware running the cryptosystem or algorithm. Simply by observing variations in

how long it takes to perform cryptographic operations, it might be possible to deter-

mine the entire secret key. Such attacks involve statistical analysis of timing mea-

surements and have been demonstrated across networks [21].
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A power-analysis attack can provide even more detailed information by observ-

ing the power consumption of a hardware device such as CPU or cryptographic cir-

cuit. These attacks are roughly categorized into simple power analysis (SPA)

and DPA.

Fluctuations in current also generate radio waves, enabling attacks that analyze

measurements of electromagnetic emanations. These attacks typically involve sim-

ilar statistical techniques as power-analysis attacks.

Power consumption of devices causes heating, which is offset by cooling effects.

Temperature changes create thermally induced mechanical stress. This stress can

create low level acoustic (i.e., noise) emissions from operating CPUs (about

10 kHz in some cases). Recent research by Shamir et al. has suggested that informa-

tion about the operation of cryptosystems and algorithms can be obtained in this way

as well. This is an acoustic attack; if the surface of the CPU chip, or in some cases the

CPU package, can be observed, infrared images can also provide information about

the code being executed on the CPU, known as a thermal-imaging attack.
3.9.2 Countermeasures
Because side-channel attacks rely on the relationship between information emitted

(leaked) through a side channel and the secret data, countermeasures fall into twomain

categories: (1) eliminate or reduce the release of such information and (2) eliminate the

relationship between the leaked information and the secret data, that is,make the leaked

information unrelated, or rather uncorrelated, to the secret data, typically through some

form of randomization of the ciphertext that transforms the data in a way that can be

undone after the cryptographic operation (e.g., decryption) is completed.

Under the first category, displays with special shielding to lessen electromagnetic

emissions, reducing susceptibility to TEMPEST attacks, are now commercially avail-

able. Power line conditioning and filtering can help deter power-monitoring attacks,

although such measures must be used cautiously, since even very small correlations

can remain and compromise security. Physical enclosures can reduce the risk of sur-

reptitious installation of microphones (to counter acoustic attacks) and other micromo-

nitoring devices (against CPU power-draw or thermal-imaging attacks).

Another countermeasure (still in the first category) is to jam the emitted channel

with noise. For instance, a random delay can be added to deter timing attacks,

although adversaries can compensate for these delays by averaging multiple mea-

surements together (or, more generally, using more measurements in the analysis).

As the amount of noise in the side channel increases, the adversary needs to collect

more measurements.

In the case of timing attacks against targets whose computation times are quan-

tized into discrete clock cycle counts, an effective countermeasure is to design the

software to be isochronous that is to run in an exactly constant amount of time, inde-

pendently of secret values. This makes timing attacks impossible. Such countermea-

sures can be difficult to implement in practice, since even individual instructions can

have variable timing on some CPUs.
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One partial countermeasure against simple power attacks, but not differential

power-analysis attacks, is to design the software so that it is “PC-secure” in the “pro-

gram counter security model.” In a PC-secure program, the execution path does not

depend on secret values. In other words, all conditional branches depend only on

public information. (This is a more restrictive condition than isochronous code,

but a less restrictive condition than branch-free code.) Even though multiply oper-

ations draw more power than NOP on practically all CPUs, using a constant execu-

tion path prevents such operation-dependent power differences (differences in power

from choosing one branch over another) from leaking any secret information. On

architectures where the instruction execution time is not data-dependent, a PC-secure

program is also immune to timing attacks.

Another way in which code can be nonisochronous is that modern CPUs have a

memory cache: accessing infrequently used information incurs a large timing pen-

alty, revealing some information about the frequency of use of memory blocks. Cryp-

tographic code designed to resist cache attacks attempts to use memory in only a

predictable fashion (such as accessing only the input, outputs and program data,

and doing so according to a fixed pattern). For example, data-dependent look-up

tables must be avoided because the cache could reveal which part of the look-up table

was accessed.
4 SECURITY AND OPERATING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Privilege escalation is the act of exploiting a bug to gain elevated access to resources

that are normally protected from an application or user. The result is that an appli-

cation with more privileges than intended by the application developer or system

administrator can perform unauthorized actions. Privileges mean what a user is per-

mitted to do. Common privileges include viewing and editing files, or modifying

system files.

Privilege escalation means a user receives privileges they are not entitled to.

These privileges can be used to delete files, view private information, or install

unwanted programs such as viruses. It usually occurs when a system has a bug that

allows security to be bypassed or, alternatively, has flawed design assumptions about

how it will be used.

This type of privilege escalation occurs when the user or process is able to obtain

a higher level of access than an administrator or system developer intended, possibly

by performing kernel-level operations.
4.1 LEAST PRIVILEGE
The principle means giving a user account only those privileges which are essential

to that user’s work. For example, a backup user does not need to install software:

hence, the backup user has rights only to run backup and backup-related applications.

Any other privileges, such as installing new software, are blocked. The principle
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applies also to a personal computer user who usually does work in a normal user

account, and opens a privileged, password protected account (i.e., a superuser) only

when the situation absolutely demands it.

When applied to users, the terms least user access or LUA are also used, referring

to the concept that all user accounts at all times should run with as few privileges as

possible, and also launch applications with as few privileges as possible. Software

bugs may be exposed when applications do not work correctly without elevated

privileges.

The principle of least privilege is widely recognized as an important design con-

sideration in enhancing the protection of data and functionality from faults (fault tol-

erance) and malicious behavior (computer security).

Benefits of the principle include:

• Better system stability. When code is limited in the scope of changes it can make

to a system, it is easier to test its possible actions and interactions with other

applications. In practice for example, applications running with restricted rights

will not have access to perform operations that could crash a machine, or

adversely affect other applications running on the same system.

• Better system security. When code is limited in the system-wide actions it may

perform, vulnerabilities in one application cannot be used to exploit the rest of the

machine. For example, Microsoft states “Running in standard user mode gives

customers increased protection against inadvertent system-level damage caused

by ‘shatter attacks’ and malware, such as root kits, spyware, and undetectable

viruses.”

• Ease of deployment. In general, the fewer privileges an application requires

the easier it is to deploy within a larger environment. This usually results from the

first two benefits, applications that install device drivers or require elevated

security privileges typically have additional steps involved in their deployment,

for example on Windows a solution with no device drivers can be run directly

with no installation, while device drivers must be installed separately using

the Windows installer service in order to grant the driver elevated privileges.

In practice, true least privilege is neither definable nor possible to enforce. Currently,

there is no method that allows evaluation of a process to define the least amount of

privileges it will need to perform its function. This is because it is not possible to

know all the values of variables it may process, addresses it will need, or the precise

time such things will be required. Currently, the closest practical approach is to elim-

inate privileges that can be manually evaluated as unnecessary. The resulting set of

privileges still exceeds the true minimum required privileges for the process.

Another limitation is the granularity of control that the operating environment has

over privileges for an individual process [4]. In practice, it is rarely possible to con-

trol a process’s access to memory, processing time, I/O device addresses or modes

with the precision needed to facilitate only the precise set of privileges a process will

require.
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4.2 DEFENSE IN DEPTH
Defense in depth (also known as castle approach) is an information assurance (IA)

concept in which multiple layers of security controls (defense) are placed throughout

an IT system. Its intent is to provide redundancy in the event a security control fails or

a vulnerability is exploited that can cover aspects of personnel, procedural, technical

and physical for the duration of the system’s life cycle.

The idea behind the defense in depth approach is to defend a system against any

particular attack using several independent methods. It is a layering tactic, conceived

by the NSA as a comprehensive approach to information and electronic security.

Defense in depth is originally a military strategy that seeks to delay rather than

prevent the advance of an attacker by yielding space to buy time. The placement of

protection mechanisms, procedures and policies is intended to increase the depend-

ability of an IT system, where multiple layers of defense prevent espionage and direct

attacks against critical systems. In terms of computer network defense, defense in

depth measures should not only prevent security breaches but also buy an organiza-

tion time to detect and respond to an attack and so reduce and mitigate the conse-

quences of a breach.

Defense in multiple places. Given that adversaries can attack a target from mul-

tiple points using either insiders or outsiders, an organization needs to deploy pro-

tection mechanisms at multiple locations to resist all classes of attacks. As a

minimum, these defensive “focus areas” should include:
4.2.1 Information assurance
Defense in depth focus areas

• Defend the networks and infrastructure—Protect the local and wide area

communications networks (e.g., from DoS attacks)

• Provide confidentiality and integrity protection for data transmitted over these

networks (e.g., use encryption and traffic flow security measures to resist passive

monitoring)

• Defend the enclave boundaries (e.g., deploy Firewalls and intrusion detection to

resist active network attacks)

• Defend the computing environment (e.g., provide access controls on hosts and

servers to resist insider, close-in, and distribution attacks).

Layered defenses. Even the best available IA products have inherent weaknesses. So,

it is only a matter of time before an adversary will find an exploitable vulnerability.

An effective countermeasure is to deploy multiple defense mechanisms between the

adversary and his target. Each of these mechanisms must present unique obstacles to

the adversary. Further, each should include both “protection” and “detection” mea-

sures. These help to increase risk (of detection) for the adversary while reducing his

chances of success or making successful penetrations unaffordable. Deploying

nested Firewalls (each coupled with intrusion detection) at outer and inner network
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boundaries is an example of a layered defense. The inner Firewalls may support more

granular access control and data filtering.

Specify the security robustness (strength and assurance) of each IA component as

a function of the value of what’s it is protecting and the threat at the point of appli-

cation. For example, it’s often more effective and operationally suitable to deploy

stronger mechanisms at the network boundaries than at the user desktop.

Deploy robust key management and PKI that support all of the incorporated IA

technologies and that are highly resistant to attack. This latter point recognizes that

these infrastructures are lucrative targets.

Deploy infrastructures to detect intrusions and to analyze and correlate the results

and react accordingly. These infrastructures should help the “Operations” staff to

answer questions such as: Am I under attack? Who is the source? What is the target?

Who else is under attack? What are my options?
4.3 SECURE OPERATING SYSTEMS
Increasingly, security experts are recommending not using an operating system spe-

cifically designed for embedded systems because so much more scrutiny has been

given to mainstream operating systems, developers are more familiar with them

and as embedded devices become more capable and prevalent it is more important

they are running secure operating systems.

For years, embedded systems used purpose-built operating systems and software.

The software had minimal functionality and limited access to the outside world, all of

which minimized its vulnerability footprint. In recent years, embedded system ven-

dors have been using more general-purpose operating systems such as Linux and

Microsoft Windows XP Embedded, shifting away from the traditional purpose-built

systems such as Wind River VxWorks. General-purpose operating systems can cost

less to license, they can leverage open source software, and they can make software

development cheaper and faster because software engineers already know how to

program for Linux and Windows. The result is that many embedded systems bring

to your network the same operating systems and also the same vulnerabilities as

desktop workstations and servers. These systems are flooding the workplace. Smart-

phones, handheld medical devices, security systems, and environmental and process-

control systems all have an IP address, and all represent a threat that must be

managed.
4.3.1 HardenedBSD
HardenedBSD is a forked project from FreeBSD that brings low level security

enhancements to the FreeBSD project, by aiming “to continuously implement kernel

and userland hardening features, such as ASLR, mprotect hardening, position inde-

pendent executable (PIE) support, and PTrace hardening, among other features.”

Together with TrustedBSD, the HardenedBSD project resembles Trusted Solaris,

a precursor which provided further security enhancements to the Solaris operating
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system. These early enhancements found their way into security features across a

number of different operating systems, mostly Unix-like ones.
4.3.2 Qubes OS
Qubes OS is a Linux distribution based around the Xen hypervisor that allows to

group programs into a number of isolated sandboxes (virtual machines) to provide

security. Windows for programs running within these sandboxes (“security

domains”) can be color coded for easy recognition. The security domains are con-

figurable, they can be transient (changes to the file system will not be preserved),

and their network connection can be routed through special virtual machines (e.g.,

one that only provides Tor networking). The operating system provides secure mech-

anisms for copy and paste and for copying files between the security domains.
4.3.3 SELinux
Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux) is a Linux kernel security module that provides

a mechanism for supporting access control security policies, including United States

Department of Defense-style mandatory access controls (MAC).

SELinux is a set of kernel modifications and user-space tools that have been

added to various Linux distributions. Its architecture strives to separate enforcement

of security decisions from the security policy itself and streamlines the volume of

software charged with security policy enforcement. The key concepts underlying

SELinux can be traced to several earlier projects by the US NSA.

The US NSA, the original primary developer of SELinux, released the first ver-

sion to the open source development community under the GNU GPL on Dec. 22,

2000. The software merged into the mainline Linux kernel 2.6.0-test3, released on

Aug. 8, 2003. Other significant contributors include Red Hat, Network Associates,

Secure Computing Corporation, Tresys Technology, and Trusted Computer Solu-

tions. Experimental ports of the FLASK/TE implementation have been made avail-

able via the TrustedBSD Project for the FreeBSD and Darwin operating systems.

NSA Security-Enhanced Linux is a set of patches to the Linux kernel and some

utilities to incorporate a strong, flexible mandatory access control (MAC) architec-

ture into the major subsystems of the kernel. It provides an enhanced mechanism to

enforce the separation of information based on confidentiality and integrity require-

ments, which allows threats of tampering and bypassing of application security

mechanisms to be addressed and enables the confinement of damage that can be

caused bymalicious or flawed applications. It includes a set of sample security policy

configuration files designed to meet common, general-purpose security goals.

SELinux was designed to demonstrate the value of mandatory access controls to

the Linux community and how such controls could be added to Linux. Originally, the

patches that make up SELinux had to be explicitly applied to the Linux kernel source;

SELinux has been merged into the Linux kernel mainline in the 2.6 series of the

Linux kernel.
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4.3.4 Secure the boot and execution
Embedded systems are vulnerable at boot time. In fact, it is common for hobbyists to

re-flash consumer hardware, but it’s an undesirable liability for systems that are part

of critical infrastructure. Many devices allow updates via web interfaces or other

remote access, creating a serious security threat if abused.

Securing the boot image is an important step to securing a device. Trusted boot

images are cryptographically signed with an identifier that the hardware recognizes

as the only acceptable signature for execution. Support in the processor hardware

makes this easier to adopt.

Trusted execution ensures on an ongoing basis that only properly signed appli-

cations/libraries/drivers are accepted for execution on the device. This blocks

malware from being installed on the device.

4.3.5 UEFI
The UEFI 2.2 specification adds a protocol known as secure boot, which can secure

the boot process by preventing the loading of drivers or OS loaders that are not signed

with an acceptable digital signature. When secure boot is enabled, it is initially

placed in “setup” mode, which allows a public key known as the “Platform key”

(PK) to be written to the firmware. Once the key is written, secure boot enters “User”

mode, where only drivers and loaders signed with the PK can be loaded by the firm-

ware. Additional “Key Exchange Keys” (KEK) can be added to a database stored in

memory to allow other certificates to be used, but they must still have a connection to

the private portion of the PK. Secure boot can also be placed in “Custom” mode,

where additional public keys can be added to the system that do not match the

private key.

Unlike BIOS, UEFI does not rely on a boot sector, defining instead a boot man-

ager as part of the UEFI specification. When a computer is powered on, the boot

manager checks the boot configuration and, based on its settings, loads and executes

the specified operating system loader or operating system kernel. The boot config-

uration is a set of global-scope variables stored in NVRAM, including the boot vari-

ables that indicate the paths to operating system loaders or kernels, which as a

component class of UEFI applications are stored as files on the firmware-accessible

EFI system partition (ESP).

Operating system loaders can be automatically detected by a UEFI implemen-

tation, which enables easy booting from removable devices such as USB flash drives.

This automated detection relies on a standardized file path to the operating system

loader,with the path dependingon the computer architecture. The format of the file path

is defined as <EFI_SYSTEM_PARTITION>/BOOT/BOOT<MACHINE_TYPE_

SHORT_NAME>.EFI; for example, the file path to the loader on an x86-64 system

is /efi/BOOT/BOOTX64.EFI.

Booting UEFI systems from GPT-partitioned disks is commonly called UEFI-

GPT booting. It is also common for a UEFI implementation to include a menu-based

user interface to the boot manager, allowing the user to manually select the desired

operating system (or system utility) from a list of available boot options.
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4.3.6 Coreboot
The coreboot project began in the winter of 1999 in the Advanced Computing Lab-

oratory at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), with the goal of creating a

BIOS that would start fast and handle errors intelligently. It is licensed under the

terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL). Main contributors include LANL,

SiS, AMD, Coresystems and Linux Networx, Inc, as well as motherboard vendors

MSI, Gigabyte and Tyan, which offer coreboot alongside their standard BIOS or pro-

vide specifications of the hardware interfaces for some of their motherboards. How-

ever, Tyan seems to have ceased support of coreboot [citation needed]. Google partly

sponsors the coreboot project. CME Group, a cluster of futures exchanges, began

supporting the coreboot project in 2009.

Coreboot has been accepted in seven consecutive years (2007–14) for the Google
Summer of Code. Other than the first three models, all Chromebooks run Coreboot.

Code from Das U-Boot has been assimilated to enable support for processors based

on the ARM instruction set.

Coreboot typically loads a Linux kernel, but it can load any other stand-alone

ELF executable, such as iPXE, gPXE, or Etherboot that can boot a Linux kernel over

a network, or SeaBIOS that can load a Linux kernel, Microsoft Windows 2000 and

later, and BSDs (previously,Windows 2000/XP and OpenBSD support was provided

by ADLO). Coreboot can also load a kernel from any supported device, such as Myr-

inet, Quadrics, or SCI cluster interconnects. Booting other kernels directly is also

possible, such as a Plan 9 kernel. Instead of loading a kernel directly, coreboot

can pass control to a dedicated boot loader, such as a coreboot-capable version of

GNU GRUB 2.

Coreboot is written primarily in C, with a small amount of assembly code. Choos-

ing C as the primary programming language enabled easier code audits, which result in

improved security. The source code is released under the GNU GPL version 2 license.

Coreboot performs the absolute minimal amount of hardware initialization and

then passes control to the operating system. As a result, there is no coreboot code

running once the operating system has taken control; in particular, system manage-

ment mode (SMM) is not activated. A feature of coreboot is that the x86 version runs

in 32-bit mode after executing only ten instructions (almost all other x86 BIOSes run

exclusively in 16-bit mode). This is similar to the modern UEFI firmware, which is

used on newer PC hardware.

By itself, coreboot does not provide BIOS call services. The SeaBIOS payload

can be used to provide BIOS calls and thus allow coreboot to load operating systems

that require those services, such as Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 and BSDs. However,

most modern operating systems access hardware in another manner and only use

BIOS calls during early initialization and as a fallback mechanism.

4.3.7 Trusted platform module
The Trusted Platform Module offers facilities for the secure generation of crypto-

graphic keys, and limitation of their use, in addition to a random number generator.

It also includes capabilities such as remote attestation and sealed storage.
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Remote attestation creates a nearly unforgeable hash-key summary of the hard-

ware and software configuration. The program encrypting the data determines the

extent of the summary of the software. This allows a third party to verify that the

software has not been changed.

Binding encrypts data using the TPM endorsement key, a unique RSA key burned

into the chip during its production, or another trusted key descended from it.

Sealing encrypts data in similar manner to binding, but in addition specifies a

state in which the TPM must be in order for the data to be decrypted (unsealed).

Software can use a Trusted Platform Module to authenticate hardware devices.

Since each TPM chip has a unique and secret RSA key burned in as it is produced,

it is capable of performing platform authentication and as such is a key part of

secure boot.

Generally, pushing the security down to the hardware level in conjunction with

software provides more protection than a software-only solution. However even

where a TPM is used, a key would still be vulnerable while a software application

that has obtained it from the TPM is using it to perform encryption/decryption oper-

ations, as has been illustrated in the case of a cold boot attack. This problem is elim-

inated if key(s) used in the TPM are not accessible on a bus or to external programs

and all encryption/decryption is done in the TPM.
4.3.8 Platform integrity
The primary scope of a TPM (in combination with other TCG implementations) is to

assure the integrity of a platform. In this context “integrity” means “behave as

intended” and a “platform” is generically any computer platform—not limited to

PCs or just Windows: Start the power-on boot process from a trusted condition

and extend this trust until the OS has fully booted and applications are running.

Together with the BIOS, the TPM forms a Root of Trust: The TPM contains sev-

eral platform configuration registers (PCR) that allow a secure storage and reporting

of security relevant metrics. These metrics can be used to detect changes to previous

configurations and derive decisions how to proceed. A good example can be found in

Microsoft’s BitLocker Drive Encryption (see below).

The BIOS and the OS have the primary responsibility to utilize the TPM to assure

platform integrity. Only then can applications and users running on that platform rely

on its security characteristics such as secure I/O “what you see is what you get,”

uncompromised keyboard entries, memory and storage operations.
Disk encryption
Full disk encryption applications, such as TrueCrypt, SecureDoc, the dm-crypt fea-

ture of modern Linux kernels, and the BitLocker Drive Encryption feature of some

Windows operating systems, can use this technology to protect the keys used to

encrypt the computer’s hard disks and provide integrity authentication for a trusted

boot pathway (e.g., BIOS, boot sector, etc.). A number of third-party full disk

encryption products also support the TPM chip.
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Password protection
Access to keys, data or systems is often protected and requires authentication by pre-

senting a password. If the authentication mechanism is implemented in software

only, the access typically is prone to “dictionary attacks.” Since the TPM is imple-

mented in a dedicated hardware module, a dictionary attack prevention mechanism

was built-in, which effectively prevents guessing or automated dictionary attacks,

while still allowing the user a sufficient and reasonable number of tries. With this

hardware based dictionary attack prevention, the user can opt for shorter or weaker

passwords which are more memorable. Without this level of protection, only pass-

words with high complexity would provide sufficient protection.
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